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Holland
tha Town Where Folks
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Constructive Booster for

Really Live

Holland Since 1872
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HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20,

In

Out Traffic Light
GRAND HAVEN

Below

Way

Sub-zero temperatures hit Holland for the first time this season,
during the weekend, and chances

Wednesdaynight for

for any relief before Wednesday

ing the

Holland was in the throes of a

Of Gifts

Programs

intersection, and

ho"'.*

abnormal snowfall the last

Ful-

an

of-

ular City

Council meeting, the

mayor said he had had occasion

below early Monday according to

to visit other cities in the snow

A.

had not bedo the job the local crew

a

.

beautiful bright sunny day In Hol-

gun

to

has

done.

Prepared
Distribution Planned

Soon for ,000 Folders
1

To

Some

Wednesday night, all of which

metabolism machine from the
Martha Kollen guild. $650; two
children's oxygen tents from

Committees

VFW

Post 2144 and the Judy Six Heart
Fund. $340. In all. the gifts totaled

'

Tulip Time

pro-

listing 1958 festival high-

next few days. Sipp H. Houtman,

%

Tulip

Donald J. OoMerhaan

Time

manager, reported

Tuesday at the monthly meeting of

lift

Names Three

1,000

TV

lights, will be distributedin the

patient

from Russ' Drive-in, $325; an
ice mattress from the Margaret
Hummer guild. $150; a basal

Maplewood

Papers, Radio,

grams.

! rU!t,lC™nCi> ucepM .r.Wull, with
thanks to the donors.

belt and he said they

Steketee at Hope College.

1

These gifts included a

Speaking at the close of the reg-

was 4 degrees below zero Sunday morning and 3
tire nation. It

was

ed at the

Time

-

traf-

several weeks.

cold wave which gripped the en-

it

its fine work

in clearingstreets and walks dur-

appeared quite remote.

Despite the crisp cold,

Tulip

For Hospital

weather Observer Charles

CENTS

Council Told

ton Saturday atfer a city plow hit
a light pole there early Saturday.
There may be a delay of as
much as a week, and police asked
motorists to avoid using Fulton
as much as possible.Motorists
Mayor Says Other
Arthur Read Retained
entering from the south who use
Cities in Snow Belt
As Consultantfor Final
that intersectionfor factories in
the east end are asked to turn at
Just Can't Compare
Hospital Construction
Pennoyer. Washington.Franklin
Mayor Robert Visscher publicly or Columbus.
Several gifts for Holland Hospicommended the Street Department
Tempory stop signs will be plac-ltalwere reported to City Council

TemperaturesExpected
To Drop Lower With
the

tSpecial)

Grand Haven was without a
fic light at Beacon Blvd. and

Holland

More Snow on

PRICE TEN

Snowplow Knocks

Mercury Dips
To 4

1958

the Tulip Time committeein the

Death Takes
D.

Civic Center.

Oosterbaan

The first distributionwill be
made to newspapers,radio and
television stations.

Donald J. Oosterbaan. six-year- Nightly performances of the
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Klompen Dance will be staged this

Maplewood School districthas $1,465.
Oosterbaan of 276 Washington year on Eighth St., at the Civic
appointed three committees to
Council also authorizedthe HosBlvd.. died shortly after noon
pathop
.
zens of the communityfor observ- study specific school problems as
pital board, to purchase various
ing the temporary parking restric- the result of a meeting called by
day in Holland Hospitalwhere he ,C
,
h
*
items to be paid from the Hospital
was admitted early Wednesday f,ce block- A Friday afternoonpertions on local streets. "This fine the PTA Tuesday night. The
building fund for
total of
morning He had been ill of leuk- formance at 4 p.m. is also planned
cooperationhas probably reduced meeting had been postponed from
!
$1,208.50.Council also approved
propertydamage and personallia- last week because of weather conemia since last
this year.
INVESTING IN FIRE INSURANCE-; — While shoveling off
retainingArthur Read as consultbility accidents."he said.
The family had just returned Bands chairman Harold Karsten
ditions.
ant for the year 1958 at a cost of
Her walk following the recent heavy snows, Mrs. Arthur
On the safety front. City Clerk
One committee will study politi- $500 for the purpose of completion Saturday night from a week-long reportedmany bands are eager to
Gunther, 37 East 21st St., also investsin some fire insurance
Clarence Grevengoed reportedthat cal anriexation to Holland city; the
visit to California where the participate in the festival and will
and close-outof all contracters’
by clearing out the snow around the fire hydrant at her home.
the traffic survey prepared by the second will study possibilitiesof
youngster visited Disneyland.The be performing here at their own
work. The expense will be paid
Automobile Club of Michigan for combiningwith other school disvisit had been made possible expense.
As Holland Fire Chief Dick Brandt has repeatedly pointed
from the buildingfund.
the city of Holland, at no cost to tricts in that section of Allegan
through the unselfishwish of 15out, such a pfecaution can save firemen valuable time in
The parade route was approved
The city auditorinformed Coun- year-old Ruth Zwemer who had
the city, has been released and county, and the third will make a
and will be similar to the 1957
case of a fire. Chief Brandt requests all Holland residents
cil that th MunicipalFinance
written to the national television festival.The Wednesday Volk parcopies have been given to mem- study to determinehow to care
to have their hydrants ready for immediate use. Mrs. GunCommission has approved Hol- program.
bers of Council and other interes- for ninth graders next year. Fennadt-Ond Thursday Children'sparther is framed by one of the large piles of snow with which
land's application for issuing $63,D. J. had stood the trip well, ade will move west on Eighth and
ted persons. The report was re- ville and Saugatuck schools and
000 in general special assessment
local residentsare becoming so familiar. (Sentinelphoto)
and his family was happy that he south on River to 12th St. The
ceived for study and the clerk was some others are under considerabonds. Councilset March 5 as date
could realize his wish to visit Saturday parade will be west on
instructed to write a letter thank- tion in the latter study.
lot* receivingbids for the sale of
ing the AAA.
Disneyland before the incurable Eighth to Kollen Park.
An informal vote on annexation the bonds.
illness took Us toll. Last Friday
Council devoted considerabledis- to Holland city was taken, revealFloat chairman Wilbur Cobb said
Council also passed a resolution night the family appeared in a
cussion to problems of unloading ing about two-thirdsof those preearly indications show more floats
setting March 31 at 2 p.m. for short sequence on the TV program
students at Junior High School and sent favored such action. The
will be in the parades this year.
receiving bids on the 1958 street and told Emcee Steve Dunn of
after discussingfour possible solu- meeting was well attended and
Long sufferingemployes of the
The national baton twirling contest
improvement
program.
The
bids their delightful visit to Disneytions submitted by Safety Techni- lasted 2'i jiours.
street departmentresumed their
will be conducted here Friday and
will be tabulated for presentation
cian Garth Newman voted to table
The special committees will to Council at its meeting April 2. land. At that time D. J. met Jon Saturday.
busy schedule Monday using all
Provost, the Timmy of the Lassie The Outdoor AdvertisersAssocithe subject until July 1. The issue complete their reports within two
equipment at hand. The winter
City Manager Herb Holt was in- program, and the two became fast
had arisen over curb cuts and a weeks. Don Reek, vice president
emergency program has become
ation of Michigan offered60 billstructed to receive bids before friends.
j
safety zone at 16th and River in of the PTA. presided.
commonplace by now and long
board spaces for announcements of
next Council meeting on improving
D. J. became ill Monday and the festival for $400. The offer was
connectionwith a new Standard
Henry Vander Plow reportedon
hours with snow plows • and the
stage
lighting
at
Civic
Center.
The
service station erected there.
more seriouslyearly Wednesday turned down by the group.
progress for a new elementary
ever present challengeof keeping
Newman's report listed the fol- school and said plans are under equipment recommended and total morning when he was taken to
the streets as wide as possible is
The committee decided to have
lowing possiblesolutions: (1) Re- way for filing a condemnation estimated cost was listed at the hospital. Since his illness was 200 more costumes and yokes
the rule of the day.
moving a portion of parking on 16th suit in Circuit Court next month in $1,260.75 to be financed by unused diagnosed last July, he has been made. Scrubbingchairman Paul
The engineeringcrew said peohospitalizedin Holland and Ann
St. from the east entrance of Jun- connectionwith three acres known bleacher funds which list $2,950.
ple in Holland are to be compliWinchester reported many more
A communication from the Board Arbor on several occasions.
ior High east to River Ave. and as the Wassink property north of
mented for their cooperation in
people expect to participate in the
of
Public
Works
with
reference
to
Surviving are the parents; a scrubbing.
establishing 16th St. between River 40th St. between Central and Collimiting parking to one side of the
and Pine as a one-way street lege Aves. The case will involve a possible sale of four lots at the sister, Cheryl. 11; the grandpar- Attendingthe meeting were Lewstreet in residentialareas. The
from east to west from 7 a.m. to a jury trial, Vander Plow said. He northwest corner of 29th St. and ents, Mr. end Mrs. Herman Wieten is Hartzell. Cobb. Nelson Bosman,
simple rule is don't park on the
4
p.m., conforming with the AAA emphasizedthat other important Washington Ave. was referred to and Mrs. Dave Oosterbaan of Holnorth or east side (the sides
Karsten, Margaret Van Vyven,
recommendationthat 16th St. be decisions such as districtreorgani- the Planning Commission for re land. His grandfather,Dave Willard Wichers,Larry Wade. Winwhere the fire hydrants are) unless
commendation.
Oosterbaan.died in January.
made one-way; (2) establishing a zation is beyond the school board’s
the block already has restricted
Claims filed by three persons The body was taken to Dykstra chester. Bertal Slagh. Dick Smalloading zone on 15th St. approxi- scope to handle, and all people in
parking. These restrictions do not
lenberg. Mrs. Ann Stanton. Lamately 130 feet to Riyer Ave., and the district must study the prob- were referred to the city attorney Funeral Home.
affect the boulevards on West 12th
verne Dalman. William H. Vande
making
15th St. a one-way strati,
«
—
fit.. Washington Ave. or 23rd St.
TKSt
Water. W. A. Butler. Houtman and
<rfry
west to east between River and decisions.
fast of College.
Mrs. Jennie Zoerman
Laverne Rudolph, who presided.
Marinus
Veele
for
damage
to
Pine from 7 am. to 4 p.m.; <3)
At a meeting of the Lakeview
These parking rules, aided by
Dies
at
Local
Hospital
glasses
while
in
Holland
Hospital
a combination of the first two PTA Tuesday night, a fact finding
temporary "no parking" signs
points: <4' provide offstreet park- committee was appointed to study for x-rays: George Keen, damage
kept traffic moving freely at local
Mrs. Jennie Zoerman. 70, of 1533
ing on high school property at 16th similar problems confrontingthe to car by police radar car; Harold
churches Sunday.
South
Shore Dr. died at Holland
, »:»
;
and Pine, and using 16th St. for district. Serving on the commit- Howard, damage to car by street Hospital at 5 p.m. Wednesday afdepartment
truck.
loading.
tee are Russell De Vette and
ter being there for a week. She
Council also devoted considerableHarold Scholten. co-chairmen, A report on an organ for Civic
was born in Allendale and has
Center
will
be
available
at
the
discussionon the city manager's Dave Hansen. James Van Lente,
lived in Holland all her married
recommendationthat parking be Joe Wiersema and James Kiekint- next meeting The mayor men- life. Her husband, Jacob, who opGRAND HAVEN (Special)
eliminated on the east side of veldt. This committeewill report tioned a requestfor a better piano
Probate Judge Fredrick T. Miles
erated
a
hardware
store
on
16th
there.
Maple Ave. between Eighth and later to the school board.
instructed the three commissioners
St. died in 1950.
Judge Cornelius vander Meulen
Ninth Sts. and between 13th and
to hear testimony today on a petiMrs. Zoerman was a member of
reportedresults of the court's pro14th Sts. Council decided to elimtion from Consumers Power Co. for
IT'S AN ILL WIND
Holland residentsand motorists have
Ninth Street Christian Reformed
bation program since it was instiinate parking in half of the latter
condemnatiorof land in Port
Church.
had more than their fill of snow this winter,but to some it's
tuted about seven months ago. Out
block and adopted a resolution
Sheldon township after denying a
The south half of Ottawa county
Surviving are two sisters. Mrs.
just a ball. Tommy Harkema, 4, son of Mr. and Mrs. Justin
of 37 cases on probation, two were
amending the trafficordinance
has raised $30,105.90 for polio
Ben Lottermanof Allendale and motion presentedon behalf of some
Harkema,
99
West
19th
St.,
thinks
it's a lot of fun to slide
revoked and sentence given, one
eliminating parking between
and the north half. $20,076.87. acMrs. John Groote if Zeeland; one Port Sheldon property owners
apparentlyleft the city, nine comaround on the big stacks of snow piled up by the plows. So
Eighth and Ninth Sts. and the
Gordon Wheeler, attorneyfor
cording to reports at the annual
brother.Lambert Graveling of
pleted program, and 25 are actively
south half of the block between
some
of the property owners, predoes Susan Birce, 5, daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Robert Birce,
meeting of the Ottawa County
Oakland.
Willard A. Cobb, 87, of 79 West
listed. The judge was high in his
13th and 14th Sts. City Manager
Polio Chapter Monday in Allen93 West 19th St., who is waiting her turn at the top of the
Funeral services will be held sented a writ of certiorri. this
12th St. died early Wednesday
praise of the work of Probation
Herb Holt pointed out that elimdale. The reports were given by
pile. Although the mercury dipped to 3 above this morning,
Saturday at 3:30 p.m. at the morning in the Ottawa County
morning in Pine Rest Sanitarium Officer Roland Aussic$er.
inating parking at Civic Center beCo-chairmen Keith Van Harte of
Nibbelink-NotierFuneral Chapel court house, seeking to stay the
the current spell of snow and cold seems to be breaking, with
where he had been a patientfor
Councilman William Heeringa
tween Eighth and Ninth Sts. folHolland and Carl Bidwell of Grand
with the Rev. Marvin J. Vander- proceedings for 20 days so that
the last 16 months.
bright sunshine and warmer temperaturespredicted.
reported having received several
lows a pattern to eliminate perHaven.
werp officiating.Burial will be in they would have a privilegeof
He
was
born
in Williamstonand
(Sentinel photo)
complaints 'rom residentsin the
imeter parking on streets adjoinappealing to the Supreme Court,
The south half is about $1,200
had lived in Holland for the past southwest part of the city on low Graafschap Ce m e t e r y. Friends
ing Civic Center block.
short of its quota of $31,324. Remay meet the family at the funer- which Wheeler claimed, is a statu63 yean. Before his retirementin
voltage and 'amage to appliances.
CouncilmanHenry Steffens obtory right after a final order is
ported to date by townships are:
al chapel tonight and Friday from
Your Pipes Freezing?
1938 he worked as a yardmaster
Mayor Visscher referredHeeringa 7 to 9 p.m.
made.
jected to eliminatingparking near
Olive. $747.88: Zeeland. $3,655.52:
for
the
Pere
Marquette
and
C
and
to the Board of Public Works and
Civic Center but his proposed
Wheeler felt that the order was
Georgetown, $2,444.32: Port Shel- Keep Water Running
O Railroadsfor 44 years. Mr. Cobb
said the BPW is willing to make
amendment to allow parking there
final when the court appointed the
don. $414; Blend on. $648.50; After receiving 20 to 25 reports of
was a member of Hope Reformed
received no support. There was
tests on voltage. Councilman Makes Fishing Run
Jamestown. $587.90;Holland and
commissionersMiles reconsidered
Church, a Past Master of the Ma
frozen pipes at local homes the
The Ruby Ann, a fishing t u g the statute pertaining to the appeal
Ernest Phillips pointedto the possome wrangle over parliamentary
Park. $21,607.78.
«onic Unity Lodge No. 191 of Hoi
sibility that some homes may be from Muskegon, has been using for an hour before denying it.
procedure which City Attorney
The north half is about $6,300 last few days, the Board of Public
land and a member of the Sons
Holland Harbor for its fishing runs
inadequatelywired.
James E. Townsend clarified.
Earnest C. Brooks, chairman, of
short of its assigned quota of $26.- Works today issued some advice
of the Revolution.
this season It made the usually
Another subject which had been
355. The breakdownfollows: Ches- on avoiding frozen pipes.
Holland. Randall M. Dekker of
Surviving
are
two
daughters.
A Citizens Action Committee was
difficult channel run Sunday aftabled from last meeting was a
ter. $674; Wright, $600; TallZeeland and Peter Hamm of Grand
BPW Supt. Guy E. Bell said organized Thursdayevening at a matter of fees on civil cases in
ternoon without incident The Haven are the commissioners. Tomadge. $493.82;Polkton. $1,350;
”d'
Mr.L
Chambers fishing tugs, usually day's session is the first before the
Allendale.$643.39; Crockery,I traces of rust usually are the first specialmeeting of Federal School Holland Municipal Court and after land: four sons. Norman and El- 600 Wednesday Night
berthed at Macatawa Bay. have commissioners and involved 26 par$822.09; Grand Haven. $1,012.34;I sign that pipes are beginning <o District residents who by 28 to a thorough explanationby Municiton D. of Holland. Wallace G. of
pal Judge Cornelius vander
A crowd of better than 600 peo- been using Saugatuck Harbor this cels of Port Sheldon property.
tri-cities.$14,189; Robinson, freeze, and he recommended that
6 voted in favor of drawing up a
Chicago jnd Jack N. with the U.
Meulen, Council adopted a $4 fee
ple turned out Wednesday night season.
$292.23. The county quota was $57,Consumers Powers officialsin atS. Army in Fort Dix. N. J.; eight
people keep a trickleof water run- petition to annex politicallyto the
679.
for such cases. The judge explained
for the third performance of "Fatendance at the session today inning at night to avoid freezing. He
grandchildren:seven great grandthat a change in fee would make
ther of the Bride," the Senior Play Investigate Collision
Board members reelected are said the cost of the water is very city of Holland.
cluded: Harry Wall, vice president
children:one brother.Frank Cobb
no
difference
in
the
functions
of
of Holland High School. All of the
Charles Bugielski of Grand Haven,
in charge of electrical operations
Elmer
Atman
was
named
genCars
driven
by
Larry
Ritsema.
little compared with obtaining
of Williamston
the court, but it would provide
good seats on the main floor of 19. of route 1. Zeeland,and Wayne and Charles Malloch. manager of
Mrs. Loretta De Weerd of Holland.
professionalhelp to thaw out the eral chairman and James E.
Funeral services will be held
certain revenues for time-consumEarl Rhodes of Conklin and Robert
the High School auditorium were Elenbaas. 21. of route 3. Holland, the electrical distribution and genpipes.
Saturday at 11 a m. at the Dykstra
Nienhuis was elected co-chairman.
ing services which have been done
filled, as were the balcony seats. collided Thursday at 12:30 p.m. on eral services B D Slack. ComAndre of Jenison. Mrs. Margaret
This, advice comes at a time
The proposed districtis bounded for almost ridiculously low fees. Funeral Chapel with Dr. Marion de
Bensinger of Zeeland was named
The fourth and final perform- 88th Ave. just north of M-21. Ot monwealth Associates engineer, has
when frost is beginning to pene- by 16th St. on the south. 120th Ave.
Velder officiating. Burial will be
A fourth matter which had been
a new member.
ance of the play will be given to- tawa County deputies,investigat- 1 bpen r e t a n e d by Consumers
trate the ground, usuallyin areas on the east. Black River on the
in Raleigh Cemetery in Williampostponed from last meeting was
A film on Ottawa county polio where the thick blanket of snow
night. Curtain time is at 8 p m. ing the accident, estimatedthe i Powpcston. Relatives and friends may
north and Fairbanks Ave. on the
an application from Freeman Conpatients was narrated by Webb
with tickets available from any damage to Elenbaas' 1953 model
has been cleared close to houses. west, all in Holland Township.
meet the family -.t the Dykstra
struction Co. to move a house from
Van Dokkumburg of Holland.
Senior Class member and at the at $400 and the damage to RitseWhere snow is untouched, the
chapel
Friday
from
7
to
9
p.m.
The meeting was in charge of 536 West 17th St. to 296 West 15th
door.
County officers will be named
ma's 1953 model at $350
ground is not frozen.
Atman, president of the P.T.A.
St. After considerable discussion
at a meeting of the board Feb. 26
Councildenied the request. A facin the home of Mrs. Don Lemmon
55,
by
tor in the rejection was the necesin Allendale.
sity to trim trees severely near
The 19th anniversary of the
Holland-RacineShoes, Inc.
Ticketed in Accident
Holland Kiwanis Club was obA communication from the Board
Leon Nykamp. 55. of 269 East
Adrian Tenhor, 20. was ticketed
served Monday evening in the Felof Public Works called attention 16th St., died unexpectedly Wedby Holland police for failureto
I lowship Hall of Hope Reformed
to the charter provisionwhereby nesday afternoon in Holland Hosyield the right of way to through
Junior Welfare League chairmen
One act of the Follieswill be ' Church,
Five hundred Holland residents show, narrated by Mary Emma the board is charged with the repital where he had gone for a cartraffic following an accidentTuesR. F. Thalner.Flint, governor of
Tuesday
announced the Sultan built around the
enjoyed a breath of Spring Satur- Young, was an outdoor scene with sponsibility of maintainingand exdiogram for a heart condition. He
day at 3:17 p.m. on 13th St. beService clubs participatingare the Michigan District of Kiwanis
day afternoon when Camp Fire lawn furniture, sun umbrella,arch- tending utilities.In view of the was employed by Modern Pro- contest to be held in conjunction
tween Collegeand Columbia Aves.
the Rotary Club, Lions. Kiwanis.l International, was guest speaker
Girls entertained mothers and way of pastel flowers and a tree. long range planning involved in ducts Co.
with the "Follies of 1958" which
Police said Tenhor backed out of
Exchange. Breakfast and Noon at the banquet.He spoke on "Dediguests at a tea and fashionshow Members of Camp Fice modeled such improvements, the board askSurviving are the wife. Jessie; will be held on March 29 in the Optimists. Junior Chamber of cated CommunityService." and
a driveway into the path of a oar
in the Civic Center.
the clothes supplied by local mer- ed that Council limit the BPW apthree sons, Walter and Ronald of Civic Center.
driven by John C. Bruns, 18. Both
Commerce. , American’ Legion, complimented the local serviceorMrs. W. F. Young welcomedthe chants.
propriation of earningsfor the 1958- Holland and Roger of Zeeland; Mrs. Paul Winchester,chairman,
are students living at Hope ColVFW. Moose and Elks.
ganizationfor its civic and youth
girls and their v guests and Mrs.
Blue Birds from Lincoln School 59 budget to $100,000.The communi- three daughters.Mrs. Ray Van De
and Mrs. Derk Van Raalte, colege. Police estimated the damage
Junior League members start- activities.
A n d r i e s Steketee asked each provided an unexpectedlaugh when cation was tabled until Concii beVusse and Irs. Jay Myaard of chairman.are sending members ed out at Monday’s meetings to
at $200 to each 19S1 model.
Lieut. Gov. Charles Saur. Grand
group to introducehonored guests. they marched in with their cards gins budget' study.
Holland and Mrs. August De Jong of their committee to service clubs explain details of the contest to Rapids, introducedthe speaker.
Besides the women already named backwards spelling"sdrib eulb.”
A letter from the Michigan Mu- of Flushing, Mich.; 14 grandchil- in Holland with information in the clubs.
Special music was provided by a
Collide in Parking Lot
additional women were honor- A group of girls did an appro- nicipal League asking for an opindren; three sisters, Mrs. Gertrude selecting a representative from
Committee members include clarinet quartet composed of Karen
Cars driven by Mrs. Marjorie ed. Mrs. Wallace Van Regenmor- priate French dance and an en- ion on a proposal to separate the
Taylor of Zeeland, Mrs. Dan Van each club to be a candidate for Mrs. Harold Thornhill,Mrs. Wil- Grotler, Beverly Minnema. MarG. Dryer. 36. of 463 Gordon St., ter, Mrs. Lloyd Van Raalte, Mrs. core under the direction of Mrs. Michigan Municipal UtilitiesAssoEck of Detroit and ElizabethNy- Sultan. Each club member and the liam Hinkle. Mrs. Jack Smith. ilyn Martin and Clyde Tilton.
and Gerald Brouwer. 21, of 585 A. Van Dyke, Mrs. Clarence Beck- William De Long. A Horizon quar- ciation from the Michigan Munickamp of Grand Rapids.
general public will have the op- Mrs. John Bender. Mrs. Dan Paul,
Group singingwas lead by HarButternutDr., collided in the er. Miss Margaret Van Vyven and tet sang during intermission in the ipal League and turn over its funcFuneral serviceswill be held at portunity to vote for his candidate Mrs. Henry Maenti Jr., Mrs. old O o s t i ng accompanied by
Beechwood Reformed Church Mrs. Donald Rietdyk,Mrs. Victor fashion show.
tions and funds to a separatelyin- 2 p.m. Saturday from Ver Lee- at a penny a vote.
Delwyn Van Tongeren. Mrs. Ed Gretchen De Weerd at the piano.
parking lot at 5:30 p.m. Sunday. Arabellas and Mrs. Gladys AidPunch and cookieswere served. corporated associationwas tabled Geenen Funeral home with the
Winner in the Sultan contest will Nyland and Mrs. William Westrate
Club president Lester Walker
Both drivers told Ottawa County rich.
Mrs. Lucien Raven. Mrs. Peter until the first meeting in March. Rev. M. J. Vander Werp of Ninth receive a $25 government bond for
Jr.
presidedat the meeting. The invodeputieshigh-piled snow prevented Modeling uniforms "that never Kromann. Mrs. Caroll Norlin,
All Councilmen were present al- Street ChristianReformed Church
his organization’s favorite charity.
Talent for the Folliesis still cation was given by Howard
them from seeing each other prior go out of style" were Barbara Van Mrs. Harold C. Klaasen,Mrs. Rob- though CouncilmanRaymond Holofficiating. Burial will be in RestPictures of the candidates from being sought.A Talent Party will Brumm.
to the accident. Deputiesestimated Tatenhove,Blue Bird; Barbara ert Kouw and Mrs. Donald Vink werda arrived at 8:20 p.m. Counlawn Cemetery. Friends and rela- each dub will be placed on an ex- be held at the Warm Friend Kiwaniansfrom Grand Rapids
the damage to Mrs Dryer's 1955 Plewes, Camp Fire and Sara Van- poured. Mrs Roy Klomparens was cilman William Heeringa gave the
tives may meet the family tonight hibition board in a prominent Tavern on March 10. Mrs. Van and Zeeland clubs were present
model at $200 and the damage to de Poel, Horiion.
general chairman for tha tea and invocation. Council adjournedat and Friday night from 7 to 9 p.m.
spot in Holland.A slot below each Tongeren and Mn. Jay C. Petter along with local member!
Brouwer's 1961 model at $800.
Stage setting for the fashion fashionshow.
8:40 p.m.
at tha funeral home.
Picture will be used for tko vWm. are Talent chairman.
their wives.
land Sunday. It sarted out bright
and sunny Monday too' but about
10:30 a.m. snow flurries started
and by noon Holland was in the
midst of one of those heavy snow
squalls, so common the last week
or more.
Depth of snow remainedat 20
inches in Holland,and the chances
were that several more inches
would be added. By 11 a.m. Monday the mercury had risen to 7
degrees above zero.
Predictionscalled for continued
cold with occasional heavy snow
today and Tuesday in Holland area
and western Michigan. The mercury is expected to dip to 5 to 12
below zero ‘onight and rise to 7 to
12 above on Tuesday. Wednesday’s predictions call for not quite
so cold.
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Kaat Gets Orders to Report
To Senators' Training Camp

HOLUND

CITY NEWS, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

13, 1958

Community Ambassador
Speaks at PTA Meeting
The

Hope Selected

Tuesday

Jim Kaat has received the "You have been selected because to hear Miss Barbara Emmick,
chance he has waited for a life- of your major league potential and Holland's community ambassador
time and he is determined to make it will give Manager Cookie Lava- to Chile.
getto an opportunityto acquaint
good.
Abe Severson, program chairThe 19-year-oldsouthpaw got himself with you and to observe
man, introducedthe speaker who
you
in
action,
thus
determining
notice today that he is to report
for spring training with the Wash- what he has to look forward to showed slides and told of her exington Senators. Tuesday. Feb. 18. from our farm clubs.”the letter
from a Senator officialsaid.
in Winter Park. Fla.
The letter went on to say that
Kaat. who pitched last summer
if Lavegetto"may see in you what
he likes and keep you for the

In

velink also served on the

committee. President

Dutch

Struck by

MIAA

22nd St., was treated at Holland
for Hospital for left leg bruises and
the past month, running with the released.

College ad chairman of the selec-

on committee.

straight year.

NCAA is made up of small colleges
rout, Witnessed by l«80ejin Michigan, Illinoisand Wisconfans, completely obliterated any sin. Three at-large selections are
clamor about the Dutch that might made and the fourth contestantis
have followedthe loss at Kalama- m winner of the IllinoisCollege
zoo Saturday niyfaL
Conference.
The

GRAB SHARE OF MIAA CROWN —

It

was

and Manager Dave Clark. Second row: Daryl
Siedentop,Wayne Vriesman,Ray Ritsema and
John Hood. Third row: Jack Kempker, Jun
Buursma, Captain Dwayne Teusink, Darrell
Beernink and Paul Benes. Hope can win the
MIAA crown outright Saturday night with a

all

smiles for the Hope College basketball team
after whipping Adrian 88-47 *and capturing a
share of the MIAA championshipWednesday
night in Civic Center. Left to right, first row:
Coach Russ De Vette, John Kleinheksel.Bob
Thomson, Warren Vander HilL Rolland Schut

victory at

Hillsdale.

(Sentinel photo)

"We've lots to be thankfulfor."

A party was given Saturday afternoon in honor of Johnny Fliehave fallen when somebody was man, III who celebratedhis fourth
inside. Maybe you ought to tell birthday at his home, 725 First
the people to remove the snow Ave. Assisting his mother was
Mrs. Groterssaid. "That roof could

from their garage roofs

before

Fisher.

A

something happened to them."

Two Cars Collide
Cars driven by Douwe Born.

Mrs. Alan

26.

of Grand Rapids, and John Witten-

gen. 60. of route 2. Zeeland, collided Tuesday at 4; 30 p.m. at the
intersectionof Byron Rd. and M-21.
Otttawa County deputies estimated
the damage to Born's 1956 model
at $300. and the damage to Wittengen's1954 model at $250.

Valentine theme was carried
out with heart place cards, red and
white table decorationsand Valentines. Games were played and
prizes awarded to several guests.

Those present were Gary and
Debbie Fisher, Merry Lynn and
Marcia Riemersma. Bobby Looman, Steven Hof and Mathew and
Mark Pitcher, Terri Chambers,
Ellen Pitcher and Kathy Ana and
Shevonne Flieman and the honored
guest.

Okays

Group Entertained
At Slumber Party

The regular meeting of the Hol- •Miss Margaret Mulder enterland Optimist Club held Monday tained a group of friends at a Valnoon at the Eten House featured entine slumber party Friday evena program given by members of ing at her home. 456 Maple Ave.
the Ottawa County Cancer Society. Games were played and refreshR N. Mills arid Dr. William Rott- ments served.
In the group were Miss Pamela
schaefer spoke and showed a film

Collide at Intersection
Cars driven by Herman Bussies, on lung cancer
President Webb Van Dokkum58, of Grand Rapids, and Wigger
burg presided at the meeting.
Van Halm. 25. of Grand Rapids.
collided Friday at 9:35 a.m .at the Mrs. William Hirikle of the Junintersection of Port Sheldon Rd ior Welfare League described the
and 48th St. Ottawa County depu- forthcoming "CargillFollies"Sulties said Bussies'1949 model was tan Contest and requested the codamaged in excess of its value. operationof the clul in this proand estimated the damage to Vaa ject. This was enthusiastically enHalm's 1954 model at
dorsed by the members.

Kimple. Miss Mary Jo Miller, Miss
Mary Jo Ter Voort, Miss Vera
Kay Lewis. Miss Marjorie Matchinsky. Miss Loretta Lepo and
the hostess.

Mrs. A. E. Gunther of Carson
City is visiting her son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. William
Jesiek, South Shore Dr.

Pts. Opp.

among

small-cellege

teams

in the

nation and presentlyleading the
603
ilinois conference,if expected to
810
>e the College Conference’sselec-

855
901
730

6'")

tion.
706 ,

738

654

S

The site of the tournament will
depend on the location of the four
Adrian .......
701
schools chosen. Chrouser said the
859
Alma .........
771
site won’t be determined until they
Olivet ....... •. . 1
472
831
mow the four schoolscompeting.
* clinched championship share
They will be announced in the next
couple weeks.
work on the job at hand, that of The NCAA tournament is broken
stoppingAdrian. * '
into eight regionals. Besides Great
And the result was one of the Lakes, they include Northeast,
best displays of shooting, ball- East, Midwest, Midesst,Southwest,
handling,hawking and rebounding South center and Pacific Coast
the Dutch have exhibited this year
The winner of the Great Lakes
in winning 14 of 16 games, includ regional moves into the finals,
ing 10 of 11 in the MIAA.
scheduled March 12, 13 and 14 in
They fired 88 times and con- Evansville.Ind. The Great Lakes
nected on 40 for 45 per cent. They winner plays the Pacific Coast
pushed the ball up 44 times in each winner in the first round.
Hope joined the NCAA for the
half, hitting 21 in the first half for
48 per cent 'nd 19 in the second first time last spring and Hops
officalswere pleasedto accept the
half for 43 per cent.
The 41-point defeat was the worst bid. Hope turned down a chance to
administeredby the Dutch this sea- compete in the Michigan playoffs
son and completely wiped out of the NAIA tournament, March
thoughts of the 70-67 Hope win at 3-4. The Dutch are also members
of the NAIA.
Adrian.
Albion ........

Saugatuck

Harper made only one

basket.

He

added three charitytosses for
five points, his season’slow total.
Harper now has 210 points in 11
games for a 19.1 average.
Benes, while Harper was being
collared, pushed through 20 points,
on nine baskets and a pair of free
shots, to move back into first in
the individual scoring race. Benes
now has 225 points for 11 games
for an average of 20.5. Benes
second in total points to Calvin’s
Tom Newhof who has 239 in 12
games.

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Newnham are
on a months vacation in Arizona
and California.
Mrs. Alvin Daggett is a patient
in Holland Hospitalfollowingsurgery.

Mark Waugh is out again after
week of flu.
Dr. and rs. K. E. Miller are

enjoying a vacationin Florida.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Francis
and sons, Mark and Rex, are on
a trip to Arizona and Colorado.
They will visit their son, Guy, who
is a studentat Boulder, Colo.
J-oseph Sheridan of Chicago
Ritsema and Benes shared the
Abounding duties. Benes was cre- drove to Saugatuck for the weekdited with a dozen and Ritsema end. He brought his mother, Mrs.
nine, before the two left with 9:25 Sarah Sheridan home. Mrs. Sheridan ^ad spent severalweeks with
remaining in the game.

-

Optimist Club Meeting

Calvin ........

1
4
4
5
8
7
8
»

and

-

in force in the United States.

........

Adrian fired 64 times in the game
hit 15 for 23 per cent. Leon
Harper, the MIAA’s leading scorer
going into the contest, shot only
eight times and especially felt the
Harry 'Jackson his returned to
defensiveclamps placed on him by St. Petersburg,Fla., after spendRay Ritsema and Paul Benes. ing a few days in Saugatuck.
They blocked several of his other Ervin Kasten is in charge of
shot attempts.
Newnham’s Service Station while

Two Contracts

mains to homes threatened to of Ann Arbor.
make inroadsin the water department’s small fund balance. He Cancer Film Features

w L
•Hope

Kalamazoo ...

day but thought a neighbor’scar Birthday Party Honors
had scraped a fence.
Johnny Flieman III

'

Hope came out of a "winning Hope, with a 13-2 record, will
lethargy" which had clung to them representMichigan. The other two
in pcior games, including the Kala- atdarga choices will be aetdbted
mazoo contest, and went right to from Wisconsin,Illinois or another
possiblyfrom Michigan.
Wheaton College, ranked first

Hillsdale.....

(

I

Victory

;

chain. Kaat has been playing City Ave.
League basketballand fraternity Mrs. Sprik told police' she was Mr. and Mrs. Bert Groters, of
basketballthis winter.
headed west on 22nd St. when a 832 ButternutDr., awoke to a sad
A Zeeland resident, Kaat pitch- child ran across the street in front sight Saturday morning.
ed three years for Zeeland High of her. She hit the brakes and
The roof of their frame garage
School and won all-MIAA honors blew the horn. Mrs. Sprik said,
had
collapsed under the heavy
last spring as a freshman member but when the second child ran out.
of the Hope Collegebaseball team. she said she was unable to avoid blanket of snow and crushed their
He won four league victories, in- hitting her.
new car . . .
cluding a one-hitter and averaged
But when a professionalmover
ten strikeouts a game.
set up jacks to lift the roof, the
Breakfast Optimists
Displayinga fine curve, fast
Jim Kaat
top of the new car nliraculously
ball and good change up, Kaat, led Addressed by Scouts
, . . gets big chance
popped back up. and the only
in the Nebraska State League, Superior in strikeouts, averaging
An
interesting Scout program damage they could see was some
was one of the "few players 11 per game, had a 3.28 earned was presentedat the regular minor scratches.
selectedfor spring training with run average and a 5-6 record.
Groters had been planningto reKaat will leave by plane Tues- weekly meeting of the Holland
the parent club.” according to a
Breakfast Optimist Club held this move the snow from the garage
letter Kaat received telling of his day for Florida and will begin
morning at the Eten House.
training Feb. 19. roof on his day off Saturday.They
assignment.
Gary Hieftje and Fred Vande
heard a crash about 2 a.m. SaturVusse from the Chippewa Scout
April Bride-Elect
district describedtheir experiences at the National Jamboree
Honored at Shower
at Valley Forge. Pa., last July
Mrs. Harold Volkema entertain- and told of their travels in Europe
ed at a shower Friday evening at when they attended the British
Golden Jubilee. They also showed
ALLEGAN (Special) City her home. 197 West 22nd St., hon- colored slides of both encampcouncil members awarded con-' oring Miss Jean Volkema who will ments and oictures of historic and
tracts to low bidders on elm tree
become the bride of Jay Boes in interesting places in England,
spraying, automotive fleet and
France. Switzerlandand Italy.
April.
comprehensive public liabilityand
Mrs. William Hinkle, a represenA Valentinetheme was used with
propertydamage insuranceat their
tative from the Junior Welfare
hearts as place cards. The bride- League, was present and told of
meeting Monday night.
Bichler and Sons, Grand Rap- elect was presented a corsage. the Follieswhich the League is
ids with a low bid of $3,192. reGames were played and duplicate sponsoringin the Civic Center
ceived the elm tree spraying conMarch 29.
tract for the year. Their bid prizes awarded. Lunch was served.
Robert Van Ess, program chairAttending were the Mesdames
amountedto $1.09 per tree for the
man. presided in the absence of
dormant spray and $1.19 for sum Clifford Kragt. Harris Boes. Wil- the president. Don Cochran, and
liam Boes and Claus Volkema of
mer spraying.
also introducedthe speakers.
The Joseph Bartz Agency re Holland. Albert Damstra of Zeeceived contracts for both fleet land, Roger Branderhorst, Roger
and comprehensive insurance cov- Van Koevering, William De Vries. Sun Life Company Hits
erage. Their bid for vehicular cov- Jake Wiersma and Lester Avink All Time Record Sales
erage totaled $648.97, while the to- of Hudsonville.Ronald Smith, of
MONTREAL
The Sun Life
tal for comprehensivecoverage Byron Center, Matt Rozema and
Assurance
Company
of Canada
Harvey
Avink
of
Allendale.
Marwas $880.46.
sold $917 million of life insurance
City Manager P. H. Beauvais vin De Vries, Marvin Raterink,
last year, the largest amount ever
told council memberr that he had John Timmer and Case Mast of
sold in one year ' y any Canadian
again notified Deputy Fire Mar- Jenison. Nelson De Vries. Kenneth
life company and $63 million more
shal' Walter Burns, Paw Paw. then Anderson and Roger Avink of
owners of an unoccupied rooming Grand Rapids and the Misses Son- than previous record sales.

and

,C. Chrou-

Resounding with aU the stops
Hope's selection, the first made
Hope College’s basketball by Chrouser’scommittee, fills one
team swamped Adrian College, 88- of the at-large spots in the four47 in Civic Center Wednesday team regional tournament schednight and cinched a share of the uled March 7-8.
MIAA championship for the second The Great Lakes division of the

Zeeland High baseball prospects Holland police said she was
and doing some "throwing" in the struck by a car driven by Mrs.
Holland Armory with Bob Van Arloa J. Sprik, 25. of 38 Vi West
Dyke of Holland, anothef mem- 17th St., at 11:20 am. Saturday Garage Roof Collapses;
ber of the Washington Senator on 22nd St. just west of Prospect Car SlightlyDamaged

George W. Bourke, president,
dra Slenk of Holland. Arlene and
Mary Ann Avink and Jane Vol- told the Sun Life annual meeting
that the company’stotal life inkema of Grand Rapids.
Unable to attend were the Mes- surance in force increased to $7
dames Walter Willenstein, Menzo and a« billion of which more than
billion is in group inDe Vries, Johr Slenderbroek.Ron- $2
ald De Vries. Irwin De Vries and surance. The combined life insurJoe De Vries of Grand Rapids, ance and annunity business in
Mrs. Herman De Vries of Hudson- force is equivalentto more than
fall.
Beauvais also reported that ville, Mrs. Garret Masselink of $10 billion of life insurance.More
than one third of this amount is
freeze-ups of water lines from Holland and Mrs. Marvin De Vries

H

pulled,

Car

Kaat has been working out

small-college

ser, athletic directorat Wheaton

Willard

gue.

NCAA

nounced Monday by

Rooks presided at the meeting and

said.

$100.

sion of the

88-47; 10th

Holland Girl

.

Win

program

session will- be his "big
Refreshmentswere served by
chance" and he is determined,to Mrs. Dick Van Kampen, Mrs. Arhave a "good spring training." thur Bleeker and Mrs. Eugene Van
I'm pretty happy with the chance Dyke.
and if I have a good spring training it could mean 1 could stay*
with the Senatorsor get an assignment in a higher classification,"
Kaat
»
He presentlyis the property of
the Appleton. Wis. team in the
Three-1 league, a Class B WashAn eight-year-oldHolland girl
ington farm club. He received the was struck by a car Saturday, but
assignment following his play last was not seriously injured.
summer with Superior. Neb. in
Susan Helder, daughter of Mr.
the Class D NebraskaState Lea- and Mrs. Andrew Helder, 101 East

Meet

Basketball

basketballtournament it was an-

ing

said the department already had
answered 24 such calls, at a cost
of from $6 to $15 per call. Water
lines are thawed by using a portable generator, set up to heat the
line with a low-voltage,high-amperage circuit.

NCAA

Hope College’sbasketballteam

perienceslast summer. Louis Gar-

house at 227 River street, had failed to comply with his orders.
Burns last fall ordered the owner.
Mrs. Susan Smith, of Otsego, to
board up the windows and tear
down one outbuilding.Burns declared the structurea fire hazard
after inspecting the premises last

Compete

will play in the Great Lakes divi-

Mrs. Peter Lugers conducted devopitching staff.”
Kaat feels that this spring train- tions.

Allegan

to

Park PTA met
evening in the school gym

Montello

Hope jumped quickly to a 12-4 the James Sheridanfamily in
lead and pushed it to 21-10 at the Ironwood. Mrs. Irene Sheridan is
ten-minutemark. The margin was a guest of Mrs. Sarah Sheridan
while her (Irene’s) new home, the
still more than doubled at halftime
former George O'Neal home, is
as the Dutch led, 45-21.
Hope had 66 points to Adrian's being remodeled.
35 at the second half ten-minute Local observance o World Day
EAGLES HONOR MOTHERS — Eagle Scouts turn presented their mothers with necklace^ mark and Coach Russ De Vette of Prayer will be held at the Sauwith miniature Eagle badges. Left to right are
Kenneth Vinstra (left)and Jack Alexander, both
finishedthe game with his re- gatuck CongregationalChurch, FriMr. and Mrs. Andrew Vinstra.route 2, Holland,
of Po,,t 2006. received their Eagle awards in
day. at 2:30 p.m.
serves. He again receivedfine supKenneth. Jack. Mrs. H.K. Alexander and H.K.
court of honor ceremonies Monday night in First
Fruit Growers State Bank will
port from his bench and Hope
Alexander, 111 East 31st St.
Reformed Church. After the Eagle badges were
be closed all day Saturday in obpushed
through
24
more
points
in
(Penna-Sas photo)
pinned on the boys by their mothers, they in
servance of Washington's Birththe final nine minutes. Rolland
day.
Schut. with four baskets, and John
The Dick Hoffman family returnKleinheksel. with three, led the last
ed home from Florida last FriHope surge.
Ritsema and Warren Vander Hill day. Mr. and Ms. William Bale
Atcmff aF
rinarH
m on rarnpr
.sorvipp and prinr
I! Common
carrier service
Commander C. ir
E. tLeising
of Guard
followed
Benes with 13 points each. returned the previous Sunday.
Leising defined hire as taking vale yacht clubs will be next conCleveland,in charge of merchant
Mrs. John Kruger drove to Ann
Ritsema
hit 12 of his, six baskets
marine service and recreation clients out for pleasure or if a ‘ sidered and all cases will be de- in 11 tries,
Arbor Sunday to visit her husband
in the first half, while
boating in the Ninth Coast Guard friend pays part of the cost of Ihe.cided on individualmerits.
who is recoveringfrom surgery at
Leising said an "existing vessel" Vander Hill pumped five of 11 from
District,explainedthe Coast Guard trip.
the Veteran's Hospital
the floor in the first half and addregulations affecting motorboats Completed applications must be is one contracted before June 1.
Several men from Saugatuck ated
one
second
half
basket.
and sailboats carrying passengers sent to the Coast Guard office in 1958. Vessels built after June. 1958
tended the Boat Show in Chicago
Benes had nine at halftimeand
for hire in a meeting Thursday af- Ludington or to the Holland Goast will have to comply with the new
made 11 in the next ten minutea. last week.
law.
/
ternoon in the Grand Haven Cham- Guard
Miss Peggy Anderson spent the
Team inspections will be conduct-' March 1 is the deadline for Outcourt artist Bruce Stephens led weekend with her parents, the
ber of Commerce ^building.
Adrian
with
16.
Leisingsaid the new regulations ed at specified times and no one changes in the law. Leising said.
Hope made eight of 14 foul shots Ray Andersons.
are "designed to plug loop holes , will be put out of operation be- The law is public law 519.
Mrs. Muriel Conger of Chicago
and
Adrian 17 of 21. From the
More than 50 persons,including
in existing laws." The regulationscause he does not meet all respent a week with her mother,
boat owners and interestedpeo- floor, the Bulldogs had six of 32 Mrs. Ralph Clapp, who is ill.
go into effect June
; quirements.Leisingsaid.
The regulationsgive the Coast j Inspectionswill be conducted ple from Holland and other West- and nine of 32.
Hope can win the championship Miss Jessie Veits has been sick
Guard more authority to inspect | by a special inspection crew of the ern Michigan cities north and south
with a severe cold the past weekoutright
at HillsdaleS a t u r d ay
and is designednot to put the small ' Coast Guard, not members of the of Grand Haven attended the meetFamily night supper and pronight.
The
crowq
is
the
tenth
for
1
_
__
...A _
Wit* llnllnnsJ nlnlistt*
f U
r cH
boat operatorsout of businessbut Holland station, under the jurisdic- ing.
gram
will be held a the MethoRobert Horner of Holland was Hope. They have won five straight dist Church tonight starting at 6:30
tion of Commander George S. Beck
to protectpassengers.
titlesand shared four others since
Boat owners carrying more than of Ludington. who attended the chairman of the meeting. Ernest
p.m.
winning the first in 1933-'4.
six personsfor hire must apply for Thursday meeting.
Boy Scout Troop No. 29 will hold
Phillips. William H. Vande water.
Adrian (47)
inspectionand certification before Prioritylist for inspectionwill
a
Court of Honor tonight at 7:30
Bernard Donnelly. Ken Scripsma,
FG FT ?F TP
June 1. Applicationforms can be be set up with first attention given
p.m. at Saugatuck Congregational
Pavelko,
f
..........
l
2
4
obtained in the Chamber of Com- those boats carrying the greatest Casey Landman, Russel Jesiek and
Church. Erv Kasten. Jr., is ScoutRolley.f ............
6
merce office in the Warm Friend number of passengers or in cases LawrenceBeukema attendedfrom
master and George Baker is AssisHarper,
c
........
1
5
Tavern or at the Holl /nd Coast where safety has been questioned. Holland.
tant Scout Master.

Explains

New Boat LawCoast Guard

ctottAT*
station.

(

Official

station.
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.

1
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Accreditation
ANN ARBOR

-

Team

to Visit

Holland Christian Next

Week

Stephens, g .... ..... 7

2

2

16

Hobart, g .....
Mohn, f ............ 1
Nims.f ...- .......... 0
Bashman,g ...
DUlbone. g .... ..... 0

3

2

7

2
0 4
although most of its graduates do ing to comment on Eckstein’s
4
0 4
editorial,then quoted from the
not attend college.
0 1
1
criteria
requirements
for
schools
Prof. Anderson said that the
0
0
1
NCA requires that all schools belonging to NCA, "An educationwhich are up for approval must al program which is concerned
Totals ........ .-...IS 17 12 47
not only have academic programs only with preparation for college
Hope (88)
"concernedwith preparation for can no longer be considered an
FG FT PF TP
college," bu* it should also "pro- adequate offering for a school. . .
0 13
..... 6 - 1
vide for the interests, needs and The program should provide for Ritsema, f
Vander
Hill,
t ...... 6
2 13
the
interests,
needs
and
abilities
1
abilities of all pupils."
2
3 20
The editor of the studentpaper, of all pupils." (Criterion II, AI Benes, c ......
Buursma, g . ..... 2 0 0 4
Pe t e r -Eckstein,then criticized NCA.)
0
He emphasized that member- Vriesman, $
1
8
editorially the action of the NCA
4
0
ship
in
the
NCA
is
voluntary
one.
Vriesman.
f
8
and stated tha* the major purpose
0
2
6
of accreditation"should be to in- "There is nothing legal about it,” Beernink,g ..
...v 0 0 1 0
sure for the collegesand univer- he said; no school is required by Siedentop. g
0
0
6
sities the academic validity of a law to be a member. And it is Kleinheksel.g ••eat $
0 0 8
diploma from a given high school only natural, he said, that when a Schut, f ......
2
1
2
member of a voluntary organiza- Thomson, f ...
as a basis of admission."
0
1
0
He said "Holland Christian High tion is delinquent,that the mem- Hood, c ....
0
Kempker,g ..
1
2
is to be admired for its courageous ber be warned, then punished and

(Special'
A leges and Secondary Schools, an
accreditcs
University of Michigan organization
schoolsin Michigan in addition to
professorswill visit Holland Feb.
the university.
24 and 25 on the heels of a minor
Any secondary school dropped by
controversy that has flared once the NCA-is automaticallyput on
again concerning accreditation the tentative list by the university
troublesof Holland Christian High until the school's, status is determined, and the Executive ComSchool.
The group will meet with repre- mittee of the Bureau of School
sentatives of the Board of Trustees Services will be the groi*) which
of the high school on Monday, decides whether Christian conFeb. 24 and the following day will tinues accreditedor not.
visit the school, attendingclasses
The school was dropped from
and writingreportswhich will be the accredited list because,accordsubmitted to the Executive Com- ing to the NCA, it failed to fulfill
mittee of the Bureau of School adequately the educational needs
Services at the university.
of all its students.
The committee will then decideI Chairman of the NCA Michigan
whether or not the ChristianHigh | division, Prof. Lester W. Anderson
school will be accreditedby of the university's School of Eduweek's activities, is shown, (left),handing the
the Universityof Michigan.
cation was quoted in the news- emphasis on liberal educationand if still insistent in its delinquency,
check to Edwin Raphael, board president of
8 18 88
Totals ......
The controversyflared up at the paper article as saying that the for the undoubted quality of its in- dropped from the group.
PrestatieHuis. Mrs. Ezra Gearhart, (right) is
Prof. Anderson stated that NCA
struction
program,"
and
that
the
university
when
the
student
newsNCA
droppd
the
school
because
president of the local beauty group. In the back
The Washington Day dance
paper early this week carried an the school’s curriculumdocs not in- school's stand "may well be show- had worked with Holland Christian
row, (left to right), are Clarence Jalving.Steve
which was to be held Friday at
Van Grouw, Mrs. Paul Jones. Victor Van Oster- article regarding Holland Chris- clude courses in industrial arts or ing more foresightthan the ac- for at least the past five years,
advising the school, warning it and the Literary Club under auspices
tian being dropped from the achout, John Ver Beek and Mrs. Robert Hall,
home economics but is geared creditationagencies themselves." at last resort dropping the high of the Unity Lodge has been canboard members. Van Grouw is superintendent. credited list last spring by the
celled.
{.TmI'i Ctiislin nhsvtnl
North Central Associationof Col- mainly toward college preparation Prof. Anderson, although refus- school from the accreditedlist

team of

<

which

.

GIFT OF BEAUTY —

While helping to make
more lovely, beauty
operators also help children and older people.
During National Beauty Salon Week this week
the local unit of Beauty Operators presented a
check for $50 to PrestatieHuis, the proceeds
from a fashion show held last fall. Miss Joy
Bonzelaar, who was selectedto reign over the

women
~

in the Holland area

.

I

THE

HOLUND
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Observe 50th Anniversary

Bennett-Ferguson Rites Read

Fennville
Ralph Hartsuiker.62. a native of
this area, died Sunday in his

home

in Muskegon. His funeral was held

Thursday afternoon in Muskegon.
In additionto his wife and two
sons, he is survived by one sister,

Mrs. Clara Arnold of South Bend,
Ind., two brothers, Herman of
Fennville and Arie of Coloma. Herman Hartsuiker and son. James,
attended funeral services.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter

Hicks left

last Friday for a few weeks vacation at Fort Meyers, Fla. Enroute

they will visit their daughter Mrs.

Thomas Farrell and

family at

Lom-

bard. 111. and also relatives in

ir

it

In-

diana.

Mrs. Edward Grams and Mrs.
Ruth Lesperancereceived word
last Thursday of the unexpected
death of their 40 year old brother,
P. C. Sommers of Toledo, Ohio.
They spent from Thursday until
Monday at Toledo.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Sessions spent
the weekend visiting in Chicago.
Clarence Arndt submitted to a
major operation on his chest cavity
last Saturday at the Douglas hospital.

FRIEND IN A STRANGE WORLD — Three
German sisters found a friend they
could talk to when they visited the fourth
grade German doss at Washington School
and met Mrs. Raymond Klomparens. The
littlegirls came to Holland to stay with their

the United States. They arrived in Grand
Rapids Thursday night without being able to
speak or understand a word of English.Here
Mrs. Klomparens holds Lydia, 7, on her lap
while twins, Isolde and Gisela,9, sit on the
right. "Grandma" Trickle is seated on the

grandmother,Mrs. Reka Trickle of 458 West

left.

little

19th St., until the arrival of their parents in

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crane and
two children returned home last
Mr. ond Mrs’. John Weighmink
week followinga six weeks visit
Mr. and Mrs. John Weighmink lure, and retired about five years with her sister, Mrs. Raymond
of 450 West 32nd St. observed ago
Scholfieldand family in Califortheir 50th wedding anniversary Mr. and Mrs. Weighmink have nia.
Wednesday. A family gathering two sons, Harvey and Gordon Mr. and Mrs. William Fischerof
was held at their home last Sun- Weighmink:three daughters.Miss Augusta were dinner guests last
Ruby Weighmink. Mrs. Roger Van Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. A r t
day.
They are both life-longresidents Huis and Mrs. Albert Buursma; 12 Pahl. They were both former teachof Holland. Mr. Weighminkformer- grandchildren and one great
ers here.
ly was employedat Baker Furni- grandson.
Mr. and Mrs. William Van Hartesveldt Jr. left last Friday for a

JCC Auxiliary Welcomes

(Sentinel photo)

3 Prospective
Engaged

Mr. ond Mr*. William Roy

month’s visit with her sister, and
brother-in-law,

drew Reid

Mr. and Mrs.

An-

of St. Petersburg.Fla.

In Georgia they were delayed by a

Members

sleet storm.

Mrs. Anna Morse has

received

The Junior Chamber of Com-

Bonnott
(Prlnco photo)

Miss Julia Ann Ferguson, daugh*
ter of Mr. and Mrs, Stewart B.
Fergusonof 997 Capital Ave.
Battle Creek and William Ray
Bennett of Zeeland, son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton W. Bennett,
Miss Mary Me* Lean, supervisor spoke their marriage vows last
of the local Ground Observer Saturday at 2 p.m. in the First
Corps, spoke at the meeting of the Congregational Church in Battle
Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton Chap- Creek.

DAR

Hears Talk

By Miss

Me Lean

an announcement of the birth of a
great grandson. Gary Keith, born
merce auxiliary met Thursday
evening at the home of Mrs. Garth
Feb. 4 to Mr. and Mrs. Keith HarNewman. Mrs. Robert Zigler and
vey of Regina, Saskatchewan.CanSeninarianLeonard Weessies ada. The couple also have two
Mrs. William Porter served as coconducted both services in the Re- girls.
hostesses.
ter, DAR, Thursday afternoon at
The double ring ceremony was
Mrs. Ethel Jorgens Whitmore of
Mrs. James Hensley, Mrs. Jer- formed church on Sunday while
Valentine'sday marked the bethe home of Mrs. Roy Champion.
performed
by Dr. Duane Vore with
Rev.
N.
Van
Heukelom
preached
rold
Lubbers
and
Mrs.
John
Ver
Shaffer,
Minn,
came
last
Saturday
ginning of a whole new way of life
Miss Me Lean told of the work
Hulst were welcomed as prospec- in the Bentheim ReformedChurch, to visit her brother. Charles Judy,
for three little girls in Holland.It
Mrs. Richard Davis, sister of the
being carried on by the local
Mr. Weessies had as his sermon until Wednesday.From here she
tive members.
was their first day in a new coungroup. Although they are on the bride assisting as matron of honor
Various reports were given, in- topics. "The World's Worst left to visit her sister-in-law,the
try.
ready reserve at present, they are and Miss Martha Mathews, Miss
cluding the final report on the Preacher” and "The Lamb's Book former Anna Bryan at Martin,and
The twins. Isolde and Gisela. 9.
on call at any time for an alert in Lacordia Bolmer. Miss Patricia
Mother’s March on Polio filed by of Lile." Special music was fur- her daughter. Mrs. Harold Chapand their sister Lydia, 7. had come
an emergency, she said. This innished by the Girl's Choir and the man of Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Burton Borr.
Martin and Miss Ruth Grostic
all the way from their home in
Holland High's reserve, basketcludes spotting planes and tornado
Intermediate
choir.
Mrs. Edward C. Foster and two
It was announced that the winter
serving as bridesmaids. Gale
Germany to live with their unseen ball team fell, behind by 20 points
warnings.
Leaders in the Junior C E meet- children, and her mother, Mrs.
Davis was flower girl.
board meeting is scheduledfor Feb.
grandmother, Mrs. Reka Trickle, early in the third quarter against
A sound film of the Civil Air Serving as best man was the
22 and 23 in Detroit. The various ing on the topic, "Jesus. His First Mayme Bell, spent the weekend
better known as Grandma," of Benton Haroor at Civic Center
Defense and Ground Observer groom’s brother, Robert C. Bennett
auxiliariesthroughout the state Commandment," were Isla Brow- in Chicago visiting relatives.
458 West 19th St. in HollandThurs- Thursday night but came back
Mrs. Evelyn Burns has sold her Corps was shown by Tech. Sgt. and seating the guests were David
make souvenirsfrom Michigan for er and Bobby Ten Brink with deday .night they arrived at the air- in the fourth period before losing
house on Fennville street to Mr.
the National Convention each year, votions by Larry Roeloffs.
port in Grand Rapids.
a 56-46 decision.
Robert Marker and Sgt. Kelly of Tyink, Frank Boonstfa, Johnny
Van Dam and Robert Philp.
and material for this projectwill The Senior CE group was in and Mrs. Lester Bell.
Without being able to speak or
It was Holland's third loss of the
charge of Judy Nykamp with
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dickin- the Grand Rapids Air Defense Fil- Given in marriage by her father,
be distributed at that time.
understand a word of English, the
ter Center.
season against 10 wins. The Dutch
the bride wore a gown of silk orA party for members and guests Bruce Eding leading devotions. son left Thursdayfor a visit with
sisters had made the trip to a new
At the business meeting preis set for Wednesday, Feb. 26 with The topic was, "ForeignMis- relatives at Nashville, Tenn. From
ganza and alencon lace, designed
country. First there was the train trimmed the 20-pointmargin to
sided over by Regent Laura Boyd,
there they will go to Hollywood,
Mrs. Gordon Cunninghamand Mrs. sions".
with fitted long torso bodice feathey boarded in their hometown, five points in the last quarter
it was decided to support the Comturing a Sabrina necklineof hand
Porter in charge of arrangements. The Junior Girl's League met Florida for a few weeks vacation.
Schweinfurt,which took them to before the Little Tigers, who demunity AmbassadorFund and clipped alencon lace embellished
Miss Eloine Ruth Hop
Mrs. Cunningham and Mrs. Por- at the church on Monday evening. Mrs. Bernard Fosdick entertainFrankfurt where they caught a feated Holland earlier, put on a
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Hop of ter will also meet Monday to select Mrs. Ed Tanis spoke on her trip ed a group of young people last also to help defray the expense of with iridescent sequins and pearls
plane to New York. In New York spurt to win.
a scholarshipof an Indian girl
route
2 have announcedthe en- a delegate and alternateto Wol- to Japan and the Holy Land. Mrs. | Friday afternoon for the birthday
and short sleeves. The bouffant
with the aid of the stewardesses Holland led at the end of the
from Michigan.
Don
Stehower
led
Bible
Study
on
of
her
daughter
Carol.
It
was
also
skirt of organza terminated in a
they changed planes and continued first quarter 13-11 but had trouble gagement of their daughter, verine Girls State.
Delegatesto the state conference
the birth date of Mr. Fosdick.
chapel sweep accented with reto Chicago where they changed hitting in the second quarter and Elaine Ruth, to Neil Jacobsen, son Mrs. Paul DeKok is in charge "Love".
The
Hamilton
Rod
and
Gun
of a new fund raisingproject beagain, and then to Grand Rapids trailed 30-16 at halftime.The
and 19 were elected. They are
of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Jacobsen of
ing undertaken.The group will sell Club met recentlyfor the election
and sequins at the hipline.Her
and a new world for three little Dutch hit only five of 33 shots in
Miss Boyd. Miss Me Lean, Mrs.
route 2, West Olive.
of officers for the coming year.
small
note
stationery
which
will
chapel length veil of imported
German girls.
the first half. The third period
William F. Kendrick and Mrs.
feature a scenic view of the Hol- The following were elected: PresiEnglish illusionwas secured by a
Isolde,Gisela, and Lydia Ger- score favored Benton Harbor, 47Milton Hinga. Alternates arc Mrs.
dent.
Jim
Hoover;
vice
president,
heart shaped half crown. She carland area.
hard are the stepdaughters of 26.
Champion, Miss Ruth Turner, Mrs.
The next meeting will be held Julius Tucker; secretary,George
ried a bouquet centered with
Sp/3 Sam Trickle. "Grandma" Steve Groters led Holland with
Henry Hopper and Mrs. John orchids.
March 13th alt he home of Mrs. Joostberns;treasurer. Eugene Rie- GRAND HAVEN (Special'-Test
Tirckle’sson. who is married to 15 while Ralph Lawson had 10.
of
mink; sergeant at arms. Ted Dub- radar warning equipment was set Rozeboom.
Chan Oakes.
About 200 guests gathered in the
a German woman. The sisters ex- Ed Lonchi and Burton Wiersma
Delegateselected tc the National
bink; board members. Ed Joost- up Thursdayon Five-Milehill by
church parlorsfor a reception.
pect their mother and father to each had six and Rice made five.
Hope College has announced that
an Army crew. The test, conducted Congress at Washington April 14
berns and Don van Doormk.
For a wedding trip to Chicago
arrive in Holland on March 15. Harley Hill and Dave Van Eerden
Dr. P.G. Crook, assistant professor Driver
The Club discussed the problem by the Chicago Nike base, was to 18 are Miss Boyd and Miss Me the bride wore a fittedbeige tweed
Sp-3 Trickle will then be stationed each had two to round out the of biology at Hope has received a
of providingfood for pheasants. expected to be held this afternoon. Lean. Alternatesare Mrs. Champ- suit with mink fur collar and dark
somewhere in the United States. scoring. Anderson dumped 18 for grant of $2,300 from the National
The field unit radar, used in ion and Miss Maibelle Geiger.
Severalcounty schools are closed
For
brown accessories.
Friday the little girls who had the winners.
Hostessesfor the afternoonwere
Cancer Institute,for research indue to the snow but the Hamilton combat, was carried to the site
The bride is a sophomore and
been unable to communicatewith
to the effect of hormoneson cell
A driver whose car was not di- school is in sessionand all buses by bulldozer, trucks and toboggan Mrs. Frank De Weese. Mrs. Almon the groom a junior at Western
anyone since arriving here, visited
function. The project grew out of rectly involved in a two-car col- are running taking students to Hol- so the crew of eight could erect it T. Godfrey and Mrs. Howard
Michigan University,Kalamazoo.
Mrs. Raymond Klomparens and
Lane.
some work that Dr. Crook did last lision Friday was ticketed by Hol- land High School.
for a test.
her fourth grade German class at
The
next
meeting
will
be
held
at
summer at Emory Universityun- land police for causing the acciA city bulldozercleared a path
Washington School. Thrilled to find
Rotary Club Members
der the sponsorshipof the Amer- dent.
up the road Wednesdayand Thurs- the home of Miss Boyd March 13.
persons they could talk to, the sisican Physiological Society.
Enter
Hear IndustrialTalk
day morning pulled two equipmentMrs. Dorothy Skutnik,251 West
ters joined the class in the singladen Army trucks as far as it
The money will be used to pur- 17th St., was ticketed by police for
A
basket
in
the
last
30
seconds
ing of German songs and shared
Robert T. De Vore. midwest disNo. 1
could. The equipment was then
chase equipment needed in re- for interfering with through trafValentinecandy at the class party. of play gave the Grand Rapids
trict manager of the Du Pont
transferredto a toboggan or carsearch on cell physiologyinclud- fic followingan accident at 11:40
And through it all "Grandma" Christian reservesquad a 54-53 win
Company's Extension Division
SuperintendentLloyd Van Raalte ried by the men.
ing a colorimeter, pH meter. War- a.m. on Central Ave. just south of
Trickle gazed proudly down at her over the Holland ChristianLittle
spoke to the Holland Rotary Club
of the BeechwoodNo. 1 school on
The equipment is being set up to
burg apparatus, constant temper- 12th St.
Plans for the opening of the at their weekly luncheon meeting
new little charges—just three more Maroons. Friday night on the Civic
Howard
Ave.
reported
Friday
the
find out if the site is a satisfacature incubator, high speed centriPolice said a car driven by
Hope College Summer School have Thursday at the Warm Friend Tavto add to the brood that call her Center court in a real thriller.The
fuge. and recordinggear for radio- Timothy T. Toyne, 16, of 83 East school was entered sometime tory base for the advanced radar
locals now have an 11-4 mark for
been announced by Dr. Ernest Fol- ern.
Grandma.
Thursday
night
by
vandals
apparstation
which
will
scan
the
skies
active tracer work. This year the 24th St., was headed north on
season play.
kert, director of the school and
"Unmatched industrial and agrifunds will be used only for equip- Central Ave. when Mrs. Skutnik ently looking for something to eat. for enemy planes and send the inThe contest was nip and tuck
HarringtonSchool received a formation to Nike missile bases in head of the matljematics depart- culturalproductivityremains the
ment. If results permit, subsequent opened the door of her parked car
throughoutwith both clubs holding
ment. The main session will run basic capability of our country and
grants will includefunds for em- directly in front of him. Toyne similar visit Wednesday night. Chicago and Milwaukee.
leads periodically. It was basket
from June 16 to July 25. German makes it fundamentallythe strongploying student help. Most of the swerved to the left, police said, Ottawa County deputies are investrading throughout much of the
classes will meet from June 16 to est of the adversariesof the cold
tigating
both
breakins.
equipment will also be used in reg- and collided with a truck driven
Regular Meeting Held
Aug. 8.
first half with the Little Eagles
war.” De Vore said.
Probablynothing but crackers
ular class experiments in physi- by Glenn E. Bonzelaar, 23, of 21
holding a 17-14 first quarter lead,
The purpose of the summer The speaker called attention to
By
VFW
Auxiliary
was
eaten
at
the
Beechwood
ology, bacteriology, clinical meth- West 32nd St., headed south.
Plans for the 1958 District Op- but the Dutch tying the count at
school is to serve teachers who recent reportsthat productivity in
ods. etc.
Police said damage to the truck school, deputies said, but some
Mrs. Kenneth W. Russell, presi- wish to study toward a degree, Russia is increasingat a faster
timist conventionfor the State of 33-33 at halftime. The contestwas
$35
damage
was
done
in
the
was minor but estimated damage
dent of the VFW Auxiliary, pre- for professional growth or for con- rate than in the United States and
Michigan to be held May 22 through marred by frequenl fouls on both , 'V'. Cancer Institute is particucirW- irL niLarc
mteresleA in Dr. Crook s pre- to Toyne's 1953 model at $200. Po- kitchen and food storeroom where sided at a short business meeting
24 are in full operation, it was an- sides to key players. Both coaches
tinued certification; veterans who warned that high individualand
canned
tomatoes
were
ject because some cancers respond lice Chief Jacob Van Hoff asks
s
Thursday evening at which time have had their educationinterrupt- corporatetaxes in this country disnounced by Webb VanDokkumburg. were forced to play reserve
rather dramatically to hormone motoriststo check for traffic be- open and smeared around and a
the members decided to sponsor ed by military service and wish courage the large new outlaysfor
president of the Holland Optimist strength throughout much of the
treatment.This work might shed fore opening car doors on the driv- 100-pound sack of beans was slit
a card party in the VFW hall on to accelera'e their educationalresearch and investmentnecessary
Club, and Donald G. Cochran, pres- tilt.
open.
light on the fundamental reason, er's side.
March 18.
ident of the Holland Optimist Grand Rapids led 47-40 at the
programs,high school graduates for the development of more effiSuperintendentVan Raalte said
and show the way to approach
In reports given at the meeting, who wish to shorten the time cient tools and methods of producBreakfast Club.
third quarter and upped it to 49
two large butcher knives were
other types of cancer. This early
Advise Drivers to Stop
it was announced that, so far this necessary to complete college or tion.
This is the second time that Hol- before the locals made their bid.
taken from the building. Deputies
work is strictlyexploratory.
year, the auxiliary members have lighten the academic load during De Vore is a former magazine
land will have the honor of host- Christian finally took the lead 53-52
At
Every
Intersection
said it is not known how the vanDr. Crook, a graduate of the Unput in 47 hours of community ser- the regularschool year; those who and newspaper writer, graduate of
ing the conventionfor the 17th Dis- and had a chance for two foul
iversity of Marlyland,receivedhis
A
suggestion
that
local
motorists
dals
Sained crUramc
vice and that Mrs. Clifford Deng- need a few extra hours to meet the Universityof Michigan and a
trict of Optimist International, the shots before Grand Rapids'basket.
doctor's degree from Pennsylvania
treat every corner as a four-way
ler, community service chairman. graduationrequirements.
first time being in 1955. This year
Ben Bonselaarled the Dutch
resident of Evanston, 111. The
State Universityin 1955 and came
had presented a flag to Cub Pack
approximately 400 visiting Opti- with 12 markers, followed by Frank
stop street while large piles of Ticket for Improper
Courses are being planned in Ed- speech was well received by the
to Hope Collegetwo years ago.
snow limit vision at the corners Thomas Hebert. 44. of 148 West 3048 of Zeeland sponsored by First ucationalPsychology, Educational Rotarians, according to Charles
mists are expected to attend.
Visser with 10, Allen Disselkoen
A great deal of pressure was with nine, Henry Sterken with
came Friday from Holland Police 16th St., was ticketed by Holland Reformed Church of Zeeland.The Sociology. Reading and Writing | Cooper, program chairman.
police for making an improper left flag was accepted by Cub Scout Short Story, EnglishNovel, French
brought on the conventioncity com- eight, Ken Walters with sfx, Bob Collide at Red Light
Chief Jacob Van Hoff.
mittee at the last convention to Kapenga and Jhn Smits with four A car driven by Leo J. Roberts, The recommendation is approval turn followingan accident Friday John Vredeveld.Mrs. Dengler was Diction,ElementaryGerman. InInternational Relations
have Holland repeat as host city, each. Karl Dykerhouse led Grand 64, of 333 West 19th St., collided of an idea voiced by Muskegon at 11:25 p.m. at the corner of accompaniedby Mrs. Frank termediateGerman, Western Civilwith the rear of a car driven by Police Chief Fred E. Castenholz, Eighth St and River Ave. Police Balkovitz.
so that all other towns withdrew Rapids with 18.
ization, Recent American History, Club Hears AH Khan
Nfrs. Janice E. Mullins, 19, of 322 but Chief Van Hoff does make an said Hebert collided with a car, Following the identification of Recent History of the Far East,
their requests to have the conMohammed Azhar Ali Khan of
West 32nd St, who was waiting exceptionfor through streets. Snow driven by CorneliusBoogaard. 17. secret pals through gifts, new Intermediate Algebra. College
vention.
Linen Shgwer Given
Karachi, Pakistan, who spent three
for
the
red
light
on
River
Ave.
at
stacked
up
as
high
as
10
feet
by
of
Grand
Rapids,
who
was
headed
names
were
drawn
for
the
year,
There will be a full program for
Algebra, General Physics, PhilosDouglas Ave. Thursday at 5:30 yie snow plows has resulted in east on Eighth St. Damage was Lunch was served by Mrs. Martin ophy of the Christian Religion, Ele- months last summer on the staff
the wives of the attending Opti- For Shirley Cole
many intersectionaccidents, the estimated by police at $400 to He- Kole. Mrs. JeanetteKole and Mrs. mentary Music Methods and Piano of the Holland Evening Sentinel,
mists which will include tours of
Mrs. John HeidOma of 802
0.“**
addressed the Hope College Interve£tigating the accident, said dam- chief said, Vhere neither driver bert’s 1955 model and at $300 to Jerome Purcell. The next meeting Lessons.
the local plants, shopping tours
Paw Dr. entertained at a luncheon
national Relations Club Wednesage to the two! cars was minor. saw the other until it was too late. Boogaard’s 1957
‘is scheduled for Feb. 27.
and participation in some of the
The courses carry full credit toWednesday honoring Miss Shirley
day on the subject, "The Middle
major events. A golf tournament
ward
an
A.
B.
degree
at
Hope
Cole of1 Grand Rapids who will beEast Today."
for the men will preceed the conCollege or for transfer to other
come the bride oL G e o r g e J.
The speaker, who is spending
vention and. will be held at the
schools.
Heidema in April. The luncheon
two years in the United States on
American Legion Country Club.
was in the form of a bridal linen
a journalism scholarship,geared
Headquarters will be the Warm
shower. *
Although Holland is buried under exhibits on garden supplies and scape Clinic is being sponsored by tion plantings,annuals, pruning Ticketed in Accident
his talk to the assigned topic of a
Friend Tavern, with meetings bekoM m »ka u/iiiarutriuin
White candles surroundedby two feet of snow these days, it’s equipment, and hear brief talks the Holland Council for Civic Beau- shrubbery, planting and care of Robert D. West, 38, of route 2, critical survey of culturalimpli.wi n.?!..' tiny red roses and a miniature only a matter of weeks before on subjectsranging from, care of ty, the Holland Garden Club, Rural
roses, pruning young fruit and West Oll’-e, was ticketed by Hol- cationsin Middle Eastern affairs.
ter. Members of both the Breakbride were used as a centerpiece. local residentscatch spring fever roses to proper selections of trees Relations committee of the Chamland police for failure to keep ah His survey covered background
fast and Noon Optimist Clubs will
Favors' were tiny umbrellas at- and do something about fixing the for your grounds.
ber of Commerce, the Holland bush fruits,soil testing, and vege- assured clear distance between problems and the position of
act as committeemembers, and
tached to place cards. The bride- yard.
The March 27 event is the out- High Agricultaral Department, and table gardening.
cars followingan accident Friday Middle Eastern nations, particularwill be announced later.
elect also was presenteda corsage.
To aid residents of the commu- growth of a soil testing service the AgricultureExtension Service
The Holland Garden Club will at 6:55 a.m. on Van Raalte ly from the viewpoint of a Muslim.
Games were played and prizes nity in making best selections for started two years ago by the Rural of Michigan State Universityand show landscapeslides and the Hol- Aye. just, south of 12th St. Police After his talk, many members
Fishermen Fined
awarded to Mrs. Paul Van Wyk, lawns, shrubbery and generally RelationsCommittee of the Cham- the Ottawa County Extension De- land Public Library will arrange said West collided with a car driv- gathered around for further disGRAND HAVEN (Special) - Mrs. R. Steffes and Mrs. Roger making local yards more beauti- ber of Commerce in cooperation partment. Holland's Park depart- a display of gardening and land- en by TheressaWassink, 35, of cussions.
Marvin J. Knoll, 42, and George Van Wyk.
jful, a Home Garden and Land- with agriculturalclasses of Hol- partment also is cooperating.
scaping books.
260 North River Ave., parked in
On Feb. 26, the club will disZylstra, 38, both of Grand Rapids,
Attending were the Mesdames scape Clinic will be staged in Civic land High School under the direcPreliminary plans call for soil
Commercialexhibits will be put a line of traffic.Damage was es- cuss the third subject of the series
were arraignedbefore Justice Law- George Heidema, Tony Slagh, Mar- Center March 27, free to the pub- tion of Garrell Adler, teacher.
testing throughoutthe day by HHS in by nurseries and establishmentstimated by police at $150 to West’s on "The Heritage of Israel.” An
rence De Witt Friday afternoon ine Van Wyk, Richard Van Wyk. lic.
Tbe soil testing servicethis year students with other program fea- handlingyard and garden supplies. 1955 model and at $100 to the Was- officer from the Israeli Embassy
followingtheir arrest at Pottawat- Roger Van Wyk, Paul Van Wyk,
Here, residents may bring sam- has been expanded to meet the tures startingat 1 or 1:30 p.m. Garrell Adler is serving as chair- sink 1953 model.
in Chicago will be present.
tomie Bayou by ConservationOffi- Alvin Kappenga,Clare Vanden ples of soil for free testing, may needs of the community which is Tentative topics are landscaping man of the clinic,assisted by Park
cer Harold Bowditch. Each alleg- Brand, all of Holland, Mrs. Ron- witness brief demonstrations on becoming more and more con- for the home, perennials, care and Supt. Dick Smallenburg,extenA telephone wire span crosses
The rings around the planet Satedly had 28 more bluegills than the ald Slagh of Zeeland: Mrs. Isaac lawns, landscaping or perennials scious- of lawn care, landscaping management of lawns, tree selec- sion departmentspecialists and urn are composed of tiny, highly, the Kistuah river in India between
legal limit of 15. Each paith $10 Cole, Mrs. M. Hoffman and Mrs. by extension department personnel and gardens.
tions. Ten-minutedemonstrations representativesof sponsoring or- reflectivefolid particlesor "moon- two mountains 2,000 feet high. The
Steffes, all of Grand Rapids.
fine, and $7.80 costs.
and other local authorities, view The Home ^Garden and Land- will list such subjectsas founda- ganize tjoQS.
I wire is six thousand feet long.
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The Church at Worship
Matthew 18:19-20; John 4:23-24;
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GRAND HAVEN

produced by the Division of Christian Education,NationalCouncil of
he Churches of Christ in the
U. S. A. and used by permission.)
We have studied the teaching
and preaching function of the
church and now we will give
thought to the worship of the
church. Worship is slighted by
many people but according to
God's Word it is highly important.
It has been said that worship is
the church on its knees aad that
is a good thing. ,
I. United prayer is important.
The first passage of the lesson is
from the gospel of Matthew, the

(Special)

Grand Haven’s only race in

at Huds9nville High School in a
class of 79 who will be graduated
this year. Both students attained
a grade point average of 3.94.
Salutatorianhonors go to Marcia
Brandt with a point average of

(Based on copyrighted outlines

r *

One Runoff

Miller

will share honors as valedictorihn

By C. P. Dame
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the

April 1 electionwill be for city
treasurer, the primary vote

in

which 1,194 ballots were cast, determined Monday.
In the treasurer runoff will be

3.86.

William Swier, Jr.,

Other sharing top 10 honors are
Joann Young, 3.78; Shirley Luurtsema, 3.76; Ruth De Witt. 3.67;
Jean Ann De Jongh, 3.60; Ronald
Vander Molen, 3.53 and Lois Hilzey, 3.50.
Announcementof the honor stu-

and

Leslie

Vink who received 489 votes and*
464 votes, respectively. Other con-

Thomas W. Sargent.
To win, a candidate would have
had to receive586 votes. The new
treasurerwill succeed W i 1 f o r d
(Bud) Kieft whose resignationis
effective March 1.
James P. Udinsky, a former
city alderman, easily won over incumbent W.- Thomas Newman as
a member of the Board of Public
Works for a five-year term. Ledin-

tender was

dents was made by Marvin J.
Overway. school principal.
Warke is the son of the Rev.
Miss Janet Ann Mackoy
Thomas Warke. pastor of HudsonMr. and Mrs. Malcolm Mackay
ville Congregational Church, and
former publicanwho became a of St. Joseph, announce the enMrs. Warke. He has been active
disciple and an apostleof Jesus.
gagement of their daughter,Janet in football, basketball, band and is
The Lord says that if two disciples
presidentof the Senior Class. He
agree “as touching any thing that Ann, to David Allen Kuyers, son of
was chosen for Wolverine Boys’
they shall ask. it shall be done Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kuyers of
State and the National Honor Sofor them of the father.” The dis- Zeeland.
ciety and recently was declared a
Miss Mackay attendedHope Colciples must be in accord and of
finalist in National Merit Scholarcourse they must be in harmony lege where she was affiliatedwith
ship Program. He plans to atwith the will of the Lord. These Sigma Sigma sorority. Her fiance,
tend Kalamazoo College and the
a
graduate
of
Hope
in
1957
was
words of Jesus tell us how importUniversity of Michigan, majoring
ant it is that his disciples should a member of Phi Kappa Alpha
in chemistry and physics.
fraternity.
An
early
summer
wedbe in agreement with each other.
Co- ValedictorianMiller is the
The Lord also states that when two ding is planned.
son of Mr. and Mrs. William A.

sky polled 728 votes and

Newman

409.

FRAMEWORK NEARS. COMPLETION— The

completionin September,1958,

finishing touches of th* steel framework of

date the manufacturingand storage sections

The

nine candidates successful
a post on the Charter
commission are Kenneth A. Bigler,
publishers liability shall not exceed
of the local plant. The other buildings used
the new H. J. Heinz Co., plant on West 16th
such a proportion of the entire
James Braddock, Mrs. Leslie Enspace occupiedby the error oears
by the Heinz Co. will remain in the same
St. are expected to be completed soon,
nenga, Michael J. Fortino, Mrs.
to the whole space occupied by
location.
but the weather has curtailed some of the
such advertisement.
Charlene L. Hatton. George M.
(Holland Illustrativephoto)
operation. The new building, scheduledfor
Purcell, Edward J.Spoelman, Neil
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year. *3.00; six months,
M. Vander Noot and Jack M. Van
*2.00; three months, *1.00; single
Hoff. There had been 17 candicopy. 10c. Subscriptions payable In or three are gathered in his name,
Ottawa Girl Fined for
Miller, route 1, Byron Center.His
advance and will be promptly that he is there. Mark well that
dates for the nine positions.
school activities include the studiscontinued If not renewed.
Using Obscene Language
With no opposition. Steve Vozar
Subscriberswill confer a favor Jesus does not state a promise but
dent council. Junior paly, annual
was reelectedconstable.
bv reporting promptly any Irregu- a fact— note his word, "there am
staff and Camera Club. He attends
GRAND HAVEN (Special) larity In delivery. Write or Phone
In Spring Lake, only 37 voters
of
1 in the midst of them." No matEX 2-2311.
i the Market Street Methodist
Ada
Lacy. 17. of 333 Elliott St..
called at the polls out of approxiter how small the worship service
Church and serves as vice presi- The large steel skeletonof
Holland street department work- mately 800 voters in the district.
6 ' Grand Haven, paid *5 fine and
may be Jesus is there.
dent of the Methodist Youth Fel- new H. J. Heinz Co. plant has
A PLAN WORTH LOOKING AT
II. God is a Spirit.This must be
ers. hauling away the snow, are No officials were unopposed. Re$5.10
costs
in
the
Grand
Haven
lowship. He plans to attend Hope
An Upper Peninsula legislator.
been taking shape daily on its Municipal Court Monday on a
born in mind when we worship
now dumping it to the south of the elected were Clare Broman as
College and will major in math
D. J. Massoglia.is the author of God. Jesus said some wonderful
president; Robert Burnside. JoWest 16th St. site and Holland area disorderly charge. She was arrestand science.
new power plant on Pine Ave.
seph C. Woodford and Dr. R. J.
in idea to get funds for much truths to individuals. The second
Miss Brandt, daughter of Mr. residentshave viewed with inter- ed by city police Friday night in
"For all intents and purposes.” Kamper. councilmen; Mrs. Avis
the
Dee-Lite
Cafe
where
she
had
needed improvements in the state passage taken from John’s Gospel
and Mrs.* Marinus Brandt, route est its formation as each new limb
tells about the conversatiorJesus
allegedly used indecent and ob- said City Engineer Laverne Seme, Stalls, treasurer;John Bolthouse,
parks. His plan may not prove to
1, Hudsonville,has been active in was placed into position.
had with Ihe Samaritan woman
scene language.
"the city dump is full. We can’t clerk.
the school chorus, the National
be as good as it looks, but it is at
Constructiono fthe steel framewho said something to Jesus about
Louis ft. Kienstra, 42. Grand put any more there."
Honor Society, is Senior Class
least worth lookingat.
two places of worship— Mt. Geriam
secretaryand is business manager work is scheduled to be completed Rapids, charged by Conservation Seme said that as far as anyone
It is worjh looking at because or Jerusalem. Jesus told her that
on the annua! staff. She belongs late last week if the weather co- Officer Harold Bowditch pth hav- can remember, this is the first
the other methods open to the leg- the Jews have the true manner of
to the Bauer ChristianReformed operates, C. B. Me Cormick, plant ing 34 more bluegills than the legal time this situation has ever arisen.
islature to take care of this un- worship but adds that the time is
Church, the chorus and the Girl* general manager, said Saturday. limit of 15. paid $15 fine and $7.80
Although it looked to some perdoubted want are less than attrac- coming when the true worshipers
The new building will consolidate costs before Lawrence De Witt SatSociety.Miss Brandt is undecided
sons as though the trucks were
tive to the people of Michigan.The will worship the Father in spirit
the manufacturing and storage sec- urday afternoon.He was arrested
about her future.
dumping the snow on the lake. ZEELAND (Special)- Holland
plan of the U. P. legislator is an and in truth. God is pleased with
tions of the local plant. Me Cor- while fishingat Pottawattomie
Serne said this is not the case, Christian's reserve squad had
alternative to unpopular proposals. a spiritual worship, because he is
mick said. All of the filling lines ; Bayou Saturday afternoon.
since it is feared that snow dumped things their own way here. TuesThose proposalsare: (1) Charge a Spirit. A worship servicewhich
Surprise Shower Fetes
will be located on one floor and
in the lake there might foul up the day night as they overpowered the
entrance fees to pay for park im- consistsof the formal, cold perall
of
the
storage
will
be
on
one
Mijs Emily Vinstro
Miss Mary Hoeksema intake pipes of the power plant.
Zeeland second team. *64-41. The
Harrington
Classes
provements;(2) A bond issue. formanceof rites and ceremonies
floor. Presentlythe operationsare
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew H. Vinwin was Christian's 12th compared
Both of those remedies for some- from which the heart is absent is
Miss Mary Hoeksema was honor- scatteredin several different loca- Have Valentine Party
to four losses so far this season.
thing that is badly needed have a displeasingto God. Worship must stra. 573 Chicago Dr., announce ed at a surprise miscellaneous
Lesson
on
Upholstery
tions.
Christian jumped off to an early
A Valentine Square Dance and
bitter taste.
not be looked upon solely as a duty the engagementof their daughter, shower Monday evening at 573
Following the finishing of t he
Planned by Groups
lead
and were never headed in
Rep. Massoglia’s proposed bill but as a delight.
Emily, to John W. Stull, son of Central Ave. Hosesses were Mrs. steel framework, attention will be ballroom dancing party was held
the contest. The Chix used a zone
limply provides that the Conserva- III. Prayer is important in wor- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stull of William C. De Roo and Mrs. Rich- turned toward the completion of
Miss
Jane
Graff.
Extension
Speby the HarringtdrSchool PTA
defense, but the Little Maroons ridtion Department be given the right ship. The third part of the lesson
cialist in Home Furnishing, will
ard Plaggemars.
the interior of the new structure.
Livonia.
Friday night at the school. Kristy
dled it with some good passing
to obtain between two and five text is taken from the Book of
meet with leaders of Ottawa CounGifts lo^ the guest of honor were
The east half of the new building
A May wedding is planned.
Johnson and Esther Johnsofiwere ty Home Demonstration groups in and fine shooting to take a 13-4
million dollars by sellingstate- Acts. The disciples had witnessed
arrangeed under a pink and green will have three stories. The vitielead at the first quarter and 37-13
owned land. Michigan now owns the ascension of Jesus who had
the Allendale.area on Friday, at
umbrella. Games were played with gar making department will be lo- prize winners.
Newcomers
Club
Holds
at halftime.
an area that is about one seventh told them before leaving them to
Decorations
in
the
Valentine
9;
30
a.m.
to
discuss
the
selection
duplicateprizes awarded to Mrs. cated on the top floor.
The Chix dropped their zone in
Mardi
Gras
Ball
Event
the area of the state. By selling go to Jerusalem and remain there
John Van Dyke, Mrs. Stanley Voss
Filling lines will be housed on theme were arranged by Mr. and of upholsteredfurniture.This meetthe second half as reservesplayed
off excess land, in no case more until the coming of the Holy SpirMrs.
Clarence
Maatman.
Mr.
and
ing
will
be
held
at
Allendale
Town
and Mrs. Abe Vander Ploeg. A the second floor and all of the lowTypical Mardi Gras decorations
a good portion of the remainder of
than 10 per cent in any county, it. The disciples met in the upper
two-course lunch was served from er floor space will be used for Mrs. Drew Miles and Mr. and hall.
including
cut-out
masks,
balloons,
the tilt for the locals. A total of
enough money could be obtained room which most likely was a
Mrs.
Don
Gilcrest.
On
Tuesday.
Feb.
25
at
9
30
a'm.
a table decorated with pink roses storage.
14 players got into the game for
to take care of the improvement room in the house of Mary, the confetti and streamers were used and candles.
The western one-storyportion of The party was in charge of the leadersfrom the Zeeland area will
as the setting for the Newcomers
the Dutch. The Hollanders led 53of present parks and building addi- mother of John Mark.
ways
and
means
committee
with
gather
at
Zeeland
City
Hall
for
the
The following were guests: The the buildingis located parallel to
Club Mardi Gras Ball Saturday
26 going into the foal period.
tional ones. At least so the origiLuke mentions the eleven aposMesdames Walter Hoeksema, Abe the present red brick buildingon Mr and Mrs. Ed Brondyke, chair- lesson on upholstered furniture.
night in the Tulip Room of the
The biggestlead enjoyed by the
nator of the plan asserts.
tles who were at this gathering and
Vander Ploeg. Jacob T. Hoogstra, 16th St. The tie-in of the two build- men, and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ny- Mrs. Grace Vander Kolk. Home
locals
in the contest was a 28
An added advantage would be names Mary the mother of Jesus Warm Friend Tavern.
Ted Hoeksema. William Boer. ings will allow for the present land. They were assisted by Mr. Demonstration Agent from Ottawa
Prizes for outstandingcostumes
point margin during parts of the
that the land thus returnedto pri- —other women were present but
StanleyVoss, John Van Dyke. John buildingto also be used ofr stor- and Mrs. Gilcrest. Mrs. Alvin An- County, will presen' the lesson.
vate ownership would be put back their names are not given. Women were awarded to Dr. and Mrs. H. Timmer, Raymond Holwerda. age and 'shipping.
derson. Mrs. Arthur Tazelaar and
New designs, new materials, new third period.
Hubert Overholt. Mr. and Mr s.
Henry Sterken paced the Dutch
on the tax rolls. Insteao of being a got interested early in the ministry
constructionshould be of special
James Timmerman. Garret KeunThe other buildingsused in the Mrs. John Kingshott.
with
20 points,followed by Jim
dead asset in terms of taxes it of Jesus. "These all continued Donald Cochran, Mr. and Mrs. ing. Henry Hekman, Henry Rott- operationof the Heinz Co., will reNext dancing party for the Har- interest to the housewife in makwould be income-producingproper- with one accord in prayer and sup- James Hornung and Mr. and Mrs. schaffer,Marvin Tinholt’and the main the same and in the same rington School classes will be ing over old furnitureas well as Smits with 17. Allen Disselkoen
Robert Long.
ty for the people of Michigan.
March 6. Tho public is invited to in buying new. Mrs. Vander Kolk with 14. Ben Bonselaar with seven,
plication” — the whole group, men
location.
Costumes were judged by Mr. guest of honor.
Frank Visser with three and Ken
If and when the bill comes up and women, all were engaged in
said. The lesson will bring out imCompletion of the new building the PTA sponsored affair.
and Mrs. Robert Underhill.Mr.
Walters with three. Bob Brower
for legislative consideration, there prayer. There was little wealth,
portant
points
which
should
be
is scheduled in September.
may be bugs in it that are not prestige, influence,-learningin that and Mrs. George Lievense and Dr. Birthday Party Given
considered when selectingfurni- led the Zeelanders with 15.
Standard Grocer Gives
For Steven Ver Beek
immediately apparent.All that the group but there was spiritual pow- and Mrs. Paul Boven.
ture.
Camp
Fire Group Has
Guests
attending
were
Mr.
and
Drivers Safety Awards
people of Michigan can do at the er there. The great need in the
Steven Ver Beej . who is celemoment is get posted on the pro- church of today is prayer. When Mrs. Lievense,Mr. and Mrs.
Party for
| Safe drivjng awards were recent- Beechwood Circle
Underhill, Dr. and Mrs. Boven and brating his fifth birthday today,
posal so that they can pass judg- a church prays the church prosThe Chesk-Cha-MayCamp Fire ly presentedat the annual banquet Hears Book Review
Fifth
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Cunning- was honored al a party last Saturment on, it intelligently.
pers.
Group
of Van Raalte School with held by the Standard Grocer Co.
ham.
day
afternoon
given
by
his
This proposal is of interest to
IV. A congregation at worship
The Beechwopd Friendship MisMUSKEGON (Special) AlMr. and Mrs. James Lamb serv- mother, Mrs. Don Ver Beek at their leader Miss Ruth Hopkins The awards to the drivers were
most of the 83 counties of th§ pleases God. The last passage of
held a Valentine Party for their based upon the lebgth of time sion Circle held a regularmeeting though the Holland High ninth
state. Ottawa and Allegan coun- the lesson is from Paul’s epistle ed as chairmen. They were assist- their home, 137 Glendale Ave.
ed by Mr. and Mrs. Cochran. Dr.
Games were playet and prizes mothers Monday evening at the driven without a preventableacci- Tuesday evening with the Rev. grade basketballteam "played its
ties. as examples, have a consid- to the Colossians, an epistle which
Elton Van Pernis iri charge of de- poorestgame of the season,"they
and
Mrs.
Overholt.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
awarded.
decorated birthday home of Mrs. Verlynn Hopkins on dent.
erable acreage of this type of land. Paul wrote when he was a prisoner
Driver Art Slenk holds the best votions. Special music was a duet managed to score ten points in the
Elgene
Neuman
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
cake
featured
the
lunch
served
at
West
18th
St.
Would the people of this area pre- in his hired room in Rome. Church
a table decorated in the Valentine A program was presentedby the record, one of nine years. Jake by Mrs. Mike Becksvoortand last minute here Tuesday afterfer such a plan to one of the two members today need what the Kenneth Leggett.
The
club's next evening meeting theme.
girls including Libby Hansen. Jonkers and George Skippers have Mrs. Willis Van Vuren, accompan* noon and defeat the Muskegon
alternatives? Or would they rath- church members of Paul’s day
Catholic frosh. 43-33.
will be a card party at the Warm
Attending were Judy Ver Beek. Janice Souter, Lucinda Brown. each gone six years without a pre- ied by Mrs. Alvin Dirkse.
er pay an entrance fee every time needed. Some of the phrases Paul
"This was the poorest game of
ventable accident, and Bernard Mrs. Elton Van Pernis gave a
Bobbetta
Hopkins.
Marilyn
DorFriend
Tavern
on
April
26.
Chuckie
Vander
Zwaag.
Shelley
they visit the state parks at Hol- uses deserve thought. "Let the
"Twelve
Baskets- the season.” Coach Don Piersma
TenHarmsel,
Harvey
Becksfort
and
1 book review on
Oonk. Jimmy Terpstra. Ronnie gelo, Phyllis Harringsma.Uuise
land and Grand Haven and areas word of Christ dwell in you rich
Marvin Vanden said, "and a simple zone defense
Evans. Joanie Van Ry, Bobby and Hoedema. Barbara Horning. Judy Don Zoerhof have reached five.ful” and Mrs.
in Allegan county,or else vote a ly." Surely that is essentialto
i Bosch conducted the business
bothered us." Piersma blamed the
years.
Donnie Broene, Karen Ver Beek Paauwe. and Gloria Bailey. Dianne
bond issue?
Christianliving. We are to teach
Dyke. Ralph ' meeting. Mrs. Fei.m Wehrmeyer letdown on the easy win Holland
Franklin
and
Steven
Ver
Beek.
Sells
was
unable
to
attend.
It is certain that the need for and admonish dach other and sing
had last month over the Crusaders
Lunch was served which had Waldye and Bob Ver Beek each gave the closing thought.
state park improvementis great. "with grace in your hearts to the
Refreshmentswere served by here.
been
prepared by the girls and; received an award for four years
Linen Shower Honors
Where is the money to come from? Lord” and to "do all in the name
each mother was given a pink car- 1 safe driving. The banquet em- Mrs. Donald Prins. Mrs. Harvey The Dutch led all the way with
That question is worth thinking of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks About 150 mothers attended the Miss Marjorie Stehle
nation. Colored movies were taken I phasized the excellentcooperation Becksvoort. Mrs. Morris Buhrer, quarter marks of 10-7, 18-13 and
annual
Valentine
tea
held
at. Longabout. What are your ideas? Please to God and the Father by him."
by a brother of one of the girls, between the company and the in- Mrs. Cal Nykamp anc1 Mrs. Willis 27-26. Holland made 17 of 23 free
fellow
School
Tuesday
afternoon.
hold your opinion letters to 300
A surprise linen shower was held
Paul urged the Christians in
Overbeek.
throws. Ben Farabee was high
Arthur
'surance safety engineers.
words or less. Sign your name Colossae to teach one another for Mrs. William Arendshorst. PTA on Friday, honoring Miss Marjorie
point man with 18 and also stood
vice
president,
announced
t h e
and address.
Stehle of Ganges, bride-electof
the purpose of edification. Chrisout on rebounding. Rog Buurma
patriotic program which centered
Donald Brunsell. The shower was
tians need each other and they can
followedwith 14.
around Brotherhood Week.
held in the annex of the Eten
contributemuch to each other if
Holland now has a 5-1 record.
The program began with Miss House Restaurant with Mrs. Anthey are possessed by the spirit
They will entertainGrand Haven
Margaret Schurman's afternoon drew Brunsell and Mrs. Roger
of Christ. There is much opposifreshitien here Friday afternoonin
Admitted to Holland Hospital
kindergarten group singing a
Brunsell being the hostesses.
tion to the faith and we must
an attempt to avenge the lone loss.
Tuesday were Simon Rasmussen.
"Children'sPrayer” and "Flag of
Decorations followed the Valenstand, work, battle with one acThe Holland Eighth graders will
515 West Main St.. Fennville; NorAmerica.” A version of the tine theme wit^ a red umbrella
also play Grand Haven here Frima Nelson, 182 West Ninth St.: cord and thus glorify God.
"Three Bears” was presented by
covering the honored guest’s chair.
day.
Mrs. Carl Selover. 329 West 32nd
Mrs. Lester Klaasen's morning Streamers flowed from the umbrelkindergartenclass.
St.: Steven Owen. 184 132nd Ave.; Camp Fire Board
la with large red hearts at the
Ganges Resident
The fourth grade under the direcAlston Coy. 1884 South Shore Dr.; Has Monthly Meet
end. Table decorationsfeatured a
tion of Mrs. Grace Dornan enter
Jack KomngA 870 Lincoln Ave.;
Dies in Florida
decorated sprinklingcan with red
The Camp Fire Board held its tained with a play "With Brother
Mrs. Edward Wheaton. 308 West
streamers forming the rain flow20th St.; Mr. and Mrs. Robert monthly meeting Monday after- hood.” The play concluded with
FENNVILLE (Special) Eding over the table. Red nut cups
mund S. Johnson. 80. of Ganges,
Nead, 1613 West 32nd St.; Jake noon at the Civic Center. Dessert the singing of "Getting to Know with white heart handles completand coffee were served by the You and "It’s American" by the
died unexpectedly of a heart atMeekhof, 934 Graafschap Rd.
ed the table decore.
tack Tuesday at Punta Gorda,
Discharged Tuesday were Mrs. hostesses, Mrs. Robert Kouw and entire class accompanied by Mrs.
Games were played and prizes
Fla., where he and his wife. Effie.
Jay M. Peters and baby. 105 East Mrs Joseph Moran. Roll call was R. Wallinga.
awarded to Mrs. Gordon Hulst,
Mrs. Geoffrey Mills’ fifth gradwere spending the winter. The
Ninth St.: Mrs. Harvey Beelen and taken and the newly elected board
Mrs. Albert Dernberger.Mrs.
body will arrive at FennvilleFribaby, 1574 Ottawa Beach Rd.; members were introduced. They ers sang two selections. "This is Preston Brunsell, Mrs. Jack ManMrs. Chris Fendt, Jr., and baby, are Mrs. Harrison Lee, Mr*. Rob- My Country" and "A Pledge.”
day.
ting, Miss Donna Brunselland Miss
Funeral services are scheduled
271 West 12th St.; Mrs. Andrew ert Eshelmen,Mrs. Donn Linde- The combined fifth and sixth
Ann Koeman. Duplicate prizes
for Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
Gutknecht and twins, route 4; Mrs. man, Mrs. Forrest Gibson, Mrs. grades taught by Mrs. Ernest
were awarded to the guest of
Chappel FUneral Home with burial
Harry Moraux, 610 North Shore Charles Bazuin. Mrs. John Perci- Penna. sang "The Battle Hymn of honor.
in the Poplar Hills Cemetery,
Dr.; Mrs. Anna Bonge, 83V4 West val and Mrs. Russell Hornbaker. the Republic.” A Welsh folk song.
A two course lunch was served
Newly elected president,Mrs. "BeautifulLand of My birth” was
north of Allegan. The Rev. Henry
19th St.; Sylvia S. Phillips. 88^
also following the patternW ValAlexander of the Ganges MethoEast Eighth St.; Mrs. Gerald Joseph Lang, presided, and asked sung by Mrs. Russell Woldring’s
entines.
for brief job descriptionsfrom sixth grade. They were accomdist Church will officiate.
Prince and baby, route 4.
Invitedguests includedthe MesBesides the wife he is survive'd
Hospital births list a son born each of the committee chairmen. panied by Mrs. GertrudeDouwdames Cora Brunsell, Harvey
by one stepson,Corwin Carter of
Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Slides depictingaims and activi- stra.
Heerspink,George Kamps, Preston
Kalamazoo; one stepdaughter, Mrs.
Boutain, route 1, Hamilton; a son ties of the Camp Fire program Mrs. J. Lubbers and Mrs. H. J.
Manting, Harold Manting, Jack
Monroe Eaton of Ganges.
Timothy Jon, born Tuesday to Mr. were shown by Mrs. Andries Stek- Thomas poured at the tea table
Manting. George Hulst Sr., George
Mr. Johnson came to this area
and Mrs. Robert Birce, 93 West etee and Mrs. William Venhuizen. decorated with a lovely floral ar- Hulst Jr., Preston Brunsell, Robert
Activities being planned in the rangement.Hostesses were Mrs.
in 1903. He was a life member of
19th St.
Vegter, Warren Prist/ Albert
near future are National Birthday Paul Vander Hill. Mrs. Seymour
the IOOF lodge of Fennville.
Dernberger, Ed Hulst, Gordon
Week, Jean-Teen trip to Greenfield Padnos. Mrs. R. E. Barber and
Six Heinz Employes
Hulst. John Rozeboom, Oscar
Village and the Horizon and Hor- Mrs. Vernon Boersma. Mrs. VicToastmastersClub
Dewey, Pete Rozeboom Wally
Paid for Suggestions
izonette outings at Cedar Lake and tor Kleinhekseland Mrs. Boersma
Rozeboom,and the Misses Marion
Has Regular Meet
will serve as co-chairmen for the
Yankee Springs, respectively.
Six employe* at the Holland H.
Hulst. Donna Brunsell,Ann Koefun night carnival on March 18.
The Toastmasters Club met Monman and the guest of honor.
J. Heinz plant received a total ol
day evening at the Warm Friend
$55 this month for award winning Involved in Accident
Cars driven by Larry J. Nien- Two Cars Collide
Tavern with Jud Bradford as
suggestionsin the Company’*Sag
buis,
16. of route 1, Zeeland, and
Cars driven by Calwin R. Rose. Marriage Licenses
toastmaster. The topic master. Joe
gestion System.
Ottawa County
The winner* were Roger Boeve. Gary J. Raterink.22, of 227 Lin- 17. of 179 West 19th St., and
(L.f1 .0 right)Dionn. Rutger,, Morilyn Swank ond Cori Von Vurtn with Raymond Roth ot piono
Billy Blackwood, 22. and Janet
$25: David Toscano. $10; Jess coln St., Zeeland, were involved Earl N. Driy. 38. of route 1, Hollementarv and
and Seventh
Seventh competition
competition sponsored
sponsored by
by the In- Grade band while Raymond Roth and speakers were Bill Porter and
The Elementary
Smith. 23. both of Holland; Gerald
in
an
accident
at
5:15
p.m.
Monland,
collided
Tuesday
at
7
p.m.
Burchfield. Mabel Kraai, Ray Earl
is director of the Elementary BU^ Hinkle. The general evaluaGrade
band
concert held at 7:30 strumental Music Department of
Gordon
Koster,
20,
route
2,
Hudday on M-21 just east of Holland. at the corner of Plasman Ate. and
tor 'was Stuart Padnos.
Pott* and Mabel Smith, each $5.
group. ^
the
local
public
schools.
They
are
Saturday
at
Thomas
Jefferson
Ottawa County deputies estimat- 21st St. Ottawa County deputies sonville, and Sandra Joyce Jager,
The next meeting will be bold
The
three
winners
were
selected
Dianne
Rutgers.
Marilyn
Swank
20. Hudsonville;Russell Godfrey. School auditorium, featured
8 at 6:30 p.m. at the Warm
Sancho Panza was the name giv- •d the damage to Niephuis’ 1950 estimated the damage at $200 to
from
’outstanding
soloists
j-*”—
three instrumentalists who recently and Carl Van Vuren.
tn to the squire and traveling! model at $150 and the damage to Rose's 1951 model and aL$150 to 20. and Deann* Gleason, 17, both were declaredwinofrs in city-wide Al Kapenga directsthe Seventh from theTfive EleraenUry
Tavern.
of Grand Haven.
Driy * 1950 model
Raterink's 1960 model at $50,
of Don Quixote.

Heinz Plant

Holland
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Six

Outstanding Concerts

Rites Read in

Beaverdam Church HoTnets Lead

Selected for 1958-59 Series

HHS, CHS Musicians Rate

Game
70-53 Win

High at

Entire

The Civic Concert series campaign closed in Holland Saturday
night with more than 2,000 memSlot
bers signing up for the 1958-59
series which will feature six concerts in Civic Center by performers of outstandingtalent.
Charles Cooper,president of HolIn spite of severe snow and cold, land Motor Express, Inc., recently
workers telephoned and personal- announced the promotion of
ly called on both old members Andrew Van Slot of Holland to a
and prospectivenew members so newly created position of Accountthat another big concert series ing Supervisor and Office Mancould be possible.
ager. In his new capacity Van
On the strength of the results Slot will control all office and
of talent ballots submitted by billing procedures, accounting,
members of the Holland Civic and superviseclerical help in the
Music Association, the 1958-59 con- home office of the company. *
cert series will include the followVan Slot, a graduate of Hope
ing:
College, is married and has two
1. The National Symphony children.He and his, family preOrchestra, ' Howard Mitchell, con- sently reside , at 73 East 30th St.
ductor.
He was employed by Holland
2. The Singing Boys of Mexico, Motor Express in November of
large vocal ensemble, costumes, 1956 as an Assistant in the claim
etc.
department. After several months
3. Eger Players, chamber music, he was transferredto the safety
French horn and strings.
and personnel department and as
4 Ferrante and Teicher, duo assistant to the Safety and Perpiano team which appeared in sonnel Director. Lester Walker,
Holland three years ago and made handled "Driver Control."
a hit with the local audience.
Van Slot’s former employment
5: Goya and Matteo.dance team as office manager and comptroller
giving folk dances of many lands. included positionswith Camfield
6. National Artist's Symphonette Fiberglass Plastics, Inc. of Zeewith Amparo Iturbi. pianist sister land; Flo-Ball Pen Corporation
of Jose Iturbi and considered a and Bohn 'Aluminum and Brass
finer pianist by many critics.
Corporation,both in Holland.
Results of the talent ballot had
been tallied as follows: orchestra,
735: vocal ensemble. '527; chamber music group. 471; duo piano,
429; dance attraction, 378; violin,

Van
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Holland public school musiciansI Christianschool musicians par-

A

from Lowell Saturday ticipatingin the Solo and Ensemble
with 12 division I solo ratings. festival for district No. 7 at

of

seven division I ensemble ratings, | Lowell Saturday polled nine firsts

Kalamazoo College basketball

nine division II sold ratings, five in senior high soloist division,two

players pulled the biggest upset in

division II

MIAA

two division III ratings in solo and petition, five firsts in the high

Heads

KALAMAZOO

New Department

District Festival

(Special'

fired-up, sharpshooting

a

-

band

returned

1

play so far this season with

70-53 victoryover

Hope

firsts in junior high soloist corn-

three division III ensemble ratings. school ensembles, one first in jun-

College

This festival was for senior high j ior high ensembles, six seconds in

before 1,500 fans here Saturday

school participationexcept for high school soloists,three secpiano and percussionevents. onds in junior nigh soloists and
Twelve adjudicatorsfrom collegesf1'’0 seconds in ensembles.

night.

The

ensembleratings, and

,

Hornets, who lost to sev-

enth place

I

Alma

three nights before, were determined to put the
bee on Hope. And they controlled
play from the first point and never
trailed in the contest.
The loss was Hope’s first in 10
MIAA starts and left them with a
9-1 record. Kalamazoo is in third
with 6-4 and Calvin is runnerup
with an 8-3 mark. Hope is 13-2

Receiving first division ratings

and universities judged entries
in solo competition were Georgia
from 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m„ giving
eight minutes for each perfor- Bouma. clarinet;- Marcia Wcsten-

broek, alto saxophone; Judy Otton,
mancce.
HONOR SALESMAN — Ralph
Two busloads from the public- oboe: Lawrence Van Til and
Nancy Lamer, flute: Jay WedeBrouwer of 361 Maple Ave.
schools made the trip to Lowell.
honored at
DisThe junior high school level solo ven, cornet, Robert Schout, bass
tinguished Salesmen Award
and ensemble district festival will horn; Beverly Hemmeke and
dinner given in the Pant*
be held at North Muskegon next Ellen Kuiper, piano. Junior high
overall.
Imd Hotel Monday evening.-v Saturday with 17 adjudicators judg- firsts were Karen Van Huis.
piano, Delwyn Langcjans, snare
Treadway Gym has always been
sponsored by the Grand
ing musicians on the grade school
drum.
a hex on MIAA teams and Hope Rapids Sales Executive Club, and junior high levels.
Finrt division ratings in enhas not excaped it. The Hornets a division of the Grand Rapids
Division I soloists were: flute,
Chamber of Commerce. Linda Lucas; clarinet. Clyde Til- sembles went to a woodwindquinhave only lost one MIAA game in
tet consisting of Judy Otten,
Treadway In the past three years Brouwer has been a saleston; alto saxophones,John Crozier
Georgia Bouma, Lawrence Van Til,
man with the HavllandCo.
and that was last season to Hope.
and Judy De Neff; trombone solo,
for the phst 13 years Not only
Coach Ray Steffen,now in his
Jim Bos; piano solo. Brian Dyl<:;Bob <** ="<l Cla™« .Dojrata;
saxophone quartet. Marcia Westenthird year as Kalamazoo coach, did Brouwer receive the Disstra and Art Gosling; violin solos.
tinguishedSalesmen's award
has compiled a 25-4 home record.
Norma Houtman and Charles brock, Sharon Hemmeke, Bob
The Hornets took 68 shots in trophy from his company but Riters; junior high piano, David Kolk and Janice Palmbos; brass
sextet, Calvin Vander Meydcn,
he with his wife received a
the game and connected on 28 for
Yntcma. Joanne Thomas and Janet
Paul Piersma, Clarence Doornbos,
trip to New York City. A total
41 per cent. Hope fired 88 times
Wichers.
Randy Jansen. Edgar Bosch,
of 30 companies honored
and hit on 21 for 24 per cent.
Division I ensembles follow:
Merle Dykema; trombone-baritone
their top salesmen at the dinSetting the ball up and rotating
Violin duet. Lois Brondylte and
duet, Randy Jansen and Edgar
ner. A program in the Civic
to work a man open was the chief
Ruth Gerritsen: clarinetquartet,
Bosch; cornet duet. Jay Wedeven
Kalamazoo offensivethreat. This Auditorium followed.
Karen Grotler.Beverly Minnema.
and Allen Timmerman. A junior
was helped by some strong shootClyde Tilton and Marilyn Martin;
high ensembleof a snare drum
ing from behind the foul circle by
mixed clarinet quartet, Clyde Tilduct by Wesley Hulst and Delwyn
Mrs. Jock P . McClendon
Walt Maser. 6’ 5” Kalamazoocenton. Judy Quist, Carl Woltman,
Langcjans also won a first divi(Du Soor photo)
ter, who led his team with 21
Dennis
Allen; woodwind quintet,
GRAND HAVEN 'Special' sion rating.
Double ring vows were exchang- with portraitnecklines and red points.
Linda Lucas, Marcia Kaper, Karen
Soloists winning second division
Jack Spangler. 69, long-time Ot- ed Friday by Miss Vera Ann Brow- velveteen cummerbunds. Their In the first eight minutes, KalaGrotler,Ellen Scott and Judy De
tawa county employe who retired er and Jack McClendonin Beav- veils were held by velvet circlets mazoo took a 19-9 lead but Hope Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Ash, Neff: saxophone sextet, John were Bob Cook, bassoon; Janice
entwined with seed pearls.They cut the margin to 22-16 at the ten- 1535 Jerome Ave.. Virginia Park, Crozier. Paul Kleinheksel.Necia Palmbos. piano: Calvin Vander
in 1955, died at 8 p.m. Friday in
eradam Reformed Church. The carried heart-shaped bouquets of
Meydcn, cornet: Ronald Wolthuis
observed their 40th wedding an- Veldhoff. Marcia Brink. Linda McMunicipal Hospital where he had Rev. Frank Brower, uncle of the
and C. Doornbos;French horn;
red and white carnations.
(niversary Saturday.They were Bride, Ed Kuiper; comet trio, Jim David Tanis, snare drum. Junior
been a patient for 4'i months.
bride, performed the ceremony beMrs. Brower wore a powder blue MIAA Standings
Vande Vusse. Bruce Kuiken. HarHe served as Ottawa county pro- fore a setting of palms, spiral can- sheath dress with gray access'ories.
w
L guests of honor at a party tonight
high second division winners were
old Wise; brass quartet,Dennis
bation officer for 23 years and as delabra * and baskets of white The mother of the groom chose Hope ..................... 9
1 at the home of their son-in-law
Esther * Brink and Mary Ann
Ende. David Kleis, Jack Dirkse,
friend of the court for six years. mums.
Dahm, piano. Wesley Hulst, snare
J 3 and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Jay
a Dior blue dress with matching Calvin ................... 8
Jim Bos.
At varioustimes he was a deputy
4 Peerbolte.27 West 30th St.
drun*
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. accessoriesfor the occasion.They Kalama’.oo ............... 6
Division II solo ratings went to:
sheriff. He also was chairmanof Adrian Brower of Zeeland and the each had a pink carnation cor- Hillsdale
Ensembleswinning second diviAttending were their children.
alto clarinet, Carl Woltman; bass
the Ottawa County Old Age Assoc- late Mr. Brower. Parents of the sage.
sion were a clarinet quartetcomAlbion ..
6 Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bosseher of
clarinet, Dennis Allen; violin,
iation Program as well as county groom are Mr. and Mrs. Kerby
6 Grand Rapids and Mr. and Mrs.
posed of William Van Appledorn,
Phillip McClendon, brother of the Adrian
VirginiaAllen; flute. Barbara
welfare agent.
7 Robert Ash of Holland and also
Howard Langejans,Marie TimmerMcClendonof Warren. Ark.
groom, was best man, and Laverne Alma ..
Huizenga; oboe. Marcia Kaper;
In 1953 he was honored by the
man and Carol Zwiers; clarinet
9 brothersand sisters of the couple
Mrs. Alexander Karay provided South was groomsman. Ushers Olivet ..
cornet. John Chester; piano, Belle
Michigan ProbationAssociation for organ music. Dale Ver Meer sang were Harvey Brower, brother of
i includingMrs. Charles Vos, Mr.
trio. Mary Pool, Patty Kemmc,
Kleinheksel,Tom Arendshorst.
his continued service as a proba- "If I Could Tell You." and "Be- the bride, and Ralph Clanton. Rog- minute mark. With about five , and Mrs. Wdliam Hovenga Sr., Mr.
Patty Stegink; French horn duet,
Division 11 ensemble ratings
tion officer. He was one of the cause." The Rev. Harold Lenters er Kamminga and Esther Brower minutes left in the first half, the an^ ^rs GporK° Kuiper. -Mr. and
Mary Vogelzang, Mary Gommers;
went to: violin duet. Jane Van
foundersof the Ottawa County Rod sang "The Lord's Prayer."
French horn quartet, Mary Vogellit the candles. Flower girl and Hornets led 33-19. Paul Benes came Mrs. Jadk Dykstra and Mr. and
Tatenhove, Judy Swierenga; flute
and Gun Club and was a member The matron of honor was Mrs. ringbearerwere Ddbbje South and
through with nine points and Mrs. Ben Kragt. A son and wife, quartet.Linda Lucas, Barbara zang, Paul Brink, Ronald Wolthuis,
of the PresbyterianChurch which Laverne South, sister of the bride, Scott Vander Guchte.
Wayne Vriesman, two. to narrow Mr. and Mrs. Isburne Ash of Red- Huizenga, Barbara Becker and Walter Hoeksema; cornet duet,
he served as an elder.
Vernon Mouw and Ken Karsten.
lands, Calif , were unable to atand Miss Donna Winkles was maid
A receptionfor 135 guests was the count to 39-30 at half.
Janice Achterhof; woodwind quinHe was born in Waukesha, Wis., of honor. Mrs. Roger Bush and held in the church parlors which
tend.
The Dutch looked like a new club
tet, Barbara Huizenga, Stan Marand came to this area with his Mrs. John Bruursma were brides- were decoratedwith Valentine starting the second half and sucMr. and Mrs Ash have 13 grandcus, Beverly Minnema, Mafgaret Erutha Rebekah Lodge
parents at the age of eight, settling maids and Esther Brower was trees and cupids. Mr. and Mrs.
ceeded in pulling within two points children.They returned recently Friedrich,Roger Mulder; clarinet Has Regular Meeting
in Robinson township.He married junior bridesmaid.
Joy Hungerink were mastera and of the winners. Hope outscored after spending about four months duet, Iris Hopp and Joanne Wilthe former HenriettaVennema of
Given in marriage by her uncle, mistress of ceremonies. Mr. and Kalamazoo.11-6 in the first ten in California.
liams; clarinetdue(. Judy Quist The Erutha Rebekah lodge met
Coopersvillein 1911 and the couple the Rev. Howard Brower, the bride Mrs. Ron Damstra were in charge
minutes of the second half and
and Marilyn Martin: brass sextet, Friday with Mrs. June Hein prelived many years on Washington wore a gown of chantilly lace over of the punch bowl. Miss Sally
ThanksgivingService
trailed 45-41.
Ralph Houston, John Chester, siding.
St. in Grand Haven. For the past satin and net ruffles.The sabrina Boone and Miss Geraldine Wagner
Benes pushed through a layup at Marks 4th Anniversary
On Feb. 28 Evelyn Santmycrs,
Arnold. De Feyter, David Visser,
severalyears they had been living neckline was embroideredwith assistedwith the gifts and Mrs.
9:53 to make the score 45-43 and
John Murdock. Meredith Nienhuis. state assembly warden, will visit
with their son, Jack, Jr., route 2. &ed pearls and sequins. The bouf- Martin Vander Guchte and Mrs.
the Dutch appearedon the way.
Zion Lutheran Church celebrated
The high school band will pre- the lodge There will be n potluck
Spring Lake.
fant skirt ended in a chapel length George Vruggink poured. Also But then they became victims of
the fourth anniversary of the new sent a concert Thursday. Feb. 27, supper at 6:30 pm. Members
Survivingare the wife and son; train. A chantilly lace cap trim- serving were the Misses Pat
some of the best shooting seen this church with a thanksgiving ser- in the high school auditorium.The wishing to bring food are to cona daughter, Mrs. Donald R. Berg med with pearls and sequins held Olhman, Judy Vereeke, Alma season.
vice Sunday morning. The Rev. E. winning sax sextet and woodwind tact Mrs. William Orr. Plans were
of Rock Island, 111.; a brother. her veil. She carried a heart-shap- Vereeke and Carol Hop.
In the next eight minutes, the Ruhlig spoke on "Jesus Christ, the quintet as well as the brass choir made for visitation night at PullJohn of Grand Haven township; ed bouquet of white feather car- The bride is a graduate of Zee- Hornets fired 12 times and made
Same Yesterday, Today and For- | and band will appear. Arthur C. man Feb. 26. Arrangementsmay
a sister. Mrs. Jacob Schropp of nations. ivy streamers and a white land High School and is employed 10 baskets, three each by Bob ever."
Hills and Raymond Roth will con- be made with Mrs. Walter Van
Hesperia, and four grandchildren orchid center.
at General Electric. The groom is Brice, who ended with 20 points
Vulpen. The 79th aniversaryof the
About 200 members attended the duct. The public is invited.
Funeral services were held at
The bridal attendantswere at- in the General Electric training in the game. Maser and John potlyck supper in the evening
founding of the lodge will be
2 p.m. Monday from Kinkema Fun- tired in ballerina length gowns of program at Morrison, 111. where Thompson and one by Bob FletmaHccd Feb. 22.
sponsored by the Altar Guild. Rev.
eral Home with Dr. Wallace Rob- white nylon chiffon over net and the newlyweds are residing. Their
The group will sew for the lodge
cher.
Ruhlig gave devotions and led
ertson officiating. Burial was in taffeta.The gowns were fashioned address is 310 West Lincoln Way.
home at lackson. Lunch was servIn the same period of time, group singing Robert Snyder
Spring Lake cemetery.
Hope picked up 15 shots but could acted as master of ceremonies
ed by the February committee.
316 West 19th St.; Mrs. Edward only sink four, two by Benes and and as chairman of the church
one each by Warren Vander Hill board he lit the four candles on
Named Vice-President
Only One Permit
Bidancourt,Saugatuck.
and Dwayne Teusink. Many of the the large three tiered cake which Holland Furnace Company SaturGeorge A. Gardella Company.
Only one application for a buildAdmitted to Holland Hospital ' Hospital births include a son, missed shots were tips when RitsWholsesale Food Distributor, anwas baked by Mrs. Ruhlig. Marian day announced the appointment of ing permit was filed last week
were
Mrs.
Francis
T.
Rowe,
44
Johnny
Ray.
born
Friday
to
Mr.
ema and Benes hatted the ball Runquist played two piano solos Gerald Breen as manager of the with Building 'InspectorWilliam
nounces that George A. Gardella.
Jr., has been made executivevice East 26th St.; Mrs. .CorneliaSan- 1 aod Mrs. James Tyink, Jr., route from one side to the other of the and Eskell Corneliusson showed company’s Holland-ZeelandBranch Layman in City Hall. The permit
president of the company. The jtora, 472 West 16th St.; Mrs. John ( U a son. Mark James, born Fri- basket,only to have the ball re- colored slides 'of his trip to Den- on Chicago Drive, succeeding Joe was issued to Mrs. James De
covered by Kalamazoo.
company is one of America's largmark. Music was furnishedby the Garlick.who has been made man- Kostcr. 53 Cherry St., for new
Nyland, 4.54 West 20th St.: Terry : day to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Bielby,
The Hornet and Hope regulars "Playboys." Pete Schuitema. Ed ager of the Lansin Branch.
est independent distributorsof
kitchen cupboards at a cost of
Wayne Reimink, 610 Lakewood 194^ South Shore Dr.: a daughter, left at 1:20 with the score, 68-51.
It is for "Jerry" Breen a com- $500. Russ Homkcs was listed as
frozen foods and specialty foods.
Ruhlig. Jim Steininger and Bill
Blvd.; Linda De Jonge. route 1, Laurie Ann. born Saturday to Mr.
Jack Kempker and Atis Grinbergs Stcininger
ing back home, having been born contractor,
Fennville'dischargedsame day': and Mrs. David Welton, 3501 Butadded the final basketsfor the two
The congregation sang "Abide in Holland. Graduating from HolGordon Lee Hoek. route 2: Lois Jernut Dr.; a son, Richard Dale, teams.
With Me" and the Rev. Ruhlig land High School in 1927, where
COMFORTABLE
Vander Sys, 300 Visser St, Spring bom Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
Hope's rebounding suffered be- gave the closing prayer.
he was a star on the football team,
Lake, Betty Lou Troost, 388 North Melvin Van Oosterhout,204 West
cause of Ritsema's sprainedankle.
he went on to Michigan State ColAUTOMATIC HEATING
142nd Ave.
20th St.; a daughter,Cynthia He startedthe game and played
lege where he also made a name
Discharged Friday were Mrs. Jean, born Saturday to Mr. and
periodicallybut couldn’t put his
for himself as an outstanding
AT
William Norlin. 681 Saunders Mrs. Harold Cook. 623 136th Ave. full weight on the foot and this
player on the varsity team. FolAve.; Mrs. Elmer Vander Kolk
Twins, a daughter Sarah Lena,
lowing his graduation he became;
curtaijed his effectiveness.
and baby. 312 North State St.; born at 11:55 p.m. Saturday and a
Wayne Vriesman filled in for
CALL
Holland High's football coach,
Mrs. Abbie Hunderman. 156 Cen- son. Thomas Mark born at 12 03
Ritsema and helped out Benes with
which position he held from 1931
"TONY'
tral Ave.; Minard Mulder, route a m. Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Anthe rebounding. Benes led Hope
to 1940.
3.
drew Gutknecht.route 4; a daughAfter three and a half years in
with 20 points while Ritsema folAdmitted Saturday were William ter, Robin Rae, born Sunday to
4he Navy, Breen became a Holland
lowed with eight and Jun Buursma
Stegenga, 257 West 36th St.: Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Chris Fendt, Jr.,
and Vander Hill each made seven.
Furnace salesmanat the Lansing
Harry Graham, Jr., 1861 Ottawa 271 West 12th St.; a daughter,
Branch, and later at Denver. Colo
The Dutch made 11 for 41 in the
Beach Rd.
Laura Ann. born Sunday to Mr. first half and 10 for 47 in the
In 1948 he was made Branch ManDischarged Saturday were Mrs. and Mrs. Ted Hamstra.route 1;
ager at St. Jos ph. Mo., and prosecond half The Hornets had
Jasper Kelch and baby. 641 Butter- a son Dwayne Jack, born Sunday
gressivelyserved in the same cahalves of 14-38 and 14 for 30.
Heating • Air Conditioning
Dr.; Mrs. Gunter De Jonge to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Dreyer,
Hope (53)
pacity at Portland, Ore., Columand baby, 176 West 20th St.; Bruce 385'i East Eighth St.
Eaves Troughing
FG FT PF TP
bus. O . and Lima. O. He will be
Boerman, 970^ Lincoln Ave.;
3
8
marking his 12th year with Hol3
2
Ritsema.
.....
-Phone EX 6-7716 & ED 5-8353 Betty Lou Troost, 388 North 142nd Joyce Elaine Graves Has
2
land Furnace in his new post of
3
1
Vander Hill, f .....
Ave.; Tim Kuipers.720 Ruth Ave.;
6
2 20
local Branch Manager.
Benes,
........ 7
Party
on
First
Birthday
ARMSTRONGIndoor Sunshme1'HjRNAdS Steven Kalmink, route 1. Hamil4
1
He is married to Jane Eldridge.
Beernink.g ....... . ()
eton: Mrs. John R. Niemaszyk, 303
Mrs. Howard Graves entertained
2
2
a graduate of Hope College and
0
Teusink. g ........ 1
South Third St., Grand Haven; at a valentine birthday party Fri3
7
former teacher at Longfellow
1
Buursma, g ....... 3
Alan Brinkman, 800 West 24th St.; day evening in honor of her
6
0
1
school. Their home is on LakeVriesman, f ....... . 3
Mrs. Clarence Van Langevelde, laughter. Joyce Elaine,who cele0
0
shore Drive.
1
Seidentop, f ....... . n
363 West 22nd St.; Gordon Hoek, brated her first birttday anniver0
0
1
Schut,
........ ft
route 2, Holland: Louis B. Dal- sary.
0
0
Up until 1814, congressmen were
1
Thomson,
..... . n
man, 265 East 13th St.
The party, held at the Graves
paid only six dollars a day and
Kleinheksel.g ..... . o 0 0 0
Admitted Sunday were Mrs. home. 47 East 16th St., brought toMiss Beverly Berkompos
0
0
that was during the time Congress
Kempker, 'g ...... . l
l The engagementof Miss BeverClarence Windemuller, 1539 Wau- gether mothers and babies who
was in session.
kazoo Dr.; Muriel Hopkins. 161 had shared the same hospital
21 11 20 53 ly Berkompas to Wayne Boerman
Totals
West 12th St.; Mrs. CorneliusDe room last year. They are Mrs.
has been announcedby her parImportant news for careful
Kalamazoo 170)
Pree. 660 Myrtle Ave.; Mrs. Julian Brown and son. Dale; Mrs.
drivers from America’s largFG FT PF TP
Gerald Menken, 11029 Adams; George Carlson and daughter.
eet automobile insurance com20 kompas of Byron Center. The
3 20
2
Mrs. Marinus Veele, 654 North Georgia Jo, Mrs. Ben Tullar and Brice, f ...........
pany ! State Farm Mutual
2
5 groom-electis the son of Mr. and
1
Ellis, f ........... . 2
now offers a brand-newauto
Shore Dr.; Warren Duell. 212 West son, Kenneth. Mrs. Douglas VanMrs.
Martin
Boerman
of
Holland.
21
3
3
Maser, c ......... 9
policy with broader coverFirst St., Fennville:Mrs. William der Hey and son, Daniel and the
4
4
8
Fletcher, g ........
ages, new coverages— the
Plomp. 227 Scotts Dr.
hostess and her daughter.
most complete "family pro14
3
Thompson, g ...... . 5 4
DischargedSunday were Mrs.
Assistingthe hostess were the
tection" ever offered by State
0
0
2
Grinbergs.
f
.......
Bert Schuitema, 10516 Paw Paw Misses Mary Roberts and Judy
Farm. Get details from a man
0
2
Kramer, c .........
o
Dr.; Horace Troost,, 14200 James Smith.
you ought to know— your
0
Clark, f ...* ........ 0 0 0
State Farm agent:
SL; Mrs, Charles Winters and
Games were played with prizes
baby, route 1, West Olive; Mrs. going to Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Tul28 14 17 70
Totals
Robert Van Hagen and baby, route lar. Refreshmentswere served
t. Holland: Mrs. James A. Payne, from a table decorated in the
The Bier Kelder offer* mony
at home and
Jr., route 4: Mrs. Gerrit De Haan, Valentine motif.
Two Cars Collide
service* for your pleosure.
Cars driven by Merle C. RingeThe best in premium bottled
wold, 25, ot route 1, West Olive,
and Sherwin Kamphuis. 18, of route
i
beer*
ond wines. Alt served
c
- *
4, Holland, collided Sunday at 10
Scrappy says:
bv troinedemployeesAira.m. on Butternut Dr. just north
Ben Von Lento, Agent
.of Van Buren Ave. Ottawa Counconditionedond open noon
'Try to BE PATIENT with the fool
ty deputies said Ringewold's 1947
177 Colls?* Avt. Ph. EX 44133
until midnight.
model was damaged in excess of
driver in the other car."
and
its value, and estimated the damYOUR HOSTS.
age to Kamphuis' 1956 model at
Chester L Baumann, Agent

was

a

Ex-Probation

308.

Campaign chairman this year
was Mrs. Dorothy Ness, assisted
by Mrs. Marian Fleischerand
Mrs. Ann Stanton. Division captains were Frank Schwarz. Bernice Bishop, Mrs. Marguerite
Prins. Mrs. Betty Plasman of
Zeeland. Gerry Dykman. Robert
Goodihg

of Ganges and

Frank

Fleischer.

Membershiptickets will be mailed to all new members as soon as
concertdates have been arranged
at Civic Center. This booking will
probably not be completed until
September. Membershipsfrom as
far north as Muskegon, as far
east as Grand Rapids and as far
south as South Haven were obtained. The new season calls for
an operatingbudget of over $10,000. same as this year.
Officersof the associationfor
the past year have been Arthur C.
Hills, president: Morette Rider,
vice president;Clarence Jalving,
treasurer, and Mrs. Arthur C.
Yost, secretary.

Appeals Case

GRAND HAVEN 'Special' Gerry Schermer, of Zeeland township. has filed an appeal from a
drunk driving conviction in the Ottawa County Circuit Court, and is
scheduled to appear April 1, the
first day of the April term. The
arrest was by the Zeeland police
department Dea 22. 1957. on Byron
Rd., in Zeeland. At a trial, Jan.
29, Justice H. C. Dickman found
Schermer guilty and assessed him
S100 fine and $15.30 costs. He is at
liberty, having furnished$100
cash bond.

PIPE WATER
lo

every pari of your farm!

lixibli plastic pipi

CUTS COSTS 25%
illollyour

ystem

—

own fotnvwide wot»r
with eojy-to-hondl«

jtih'nt Flexible Ploitit Pipe! Otheri,
ove cut com 25V. — you con jo*e
n much or tfORE! Pipe i» tough,
jng-loiting. Con't rutt, rot or cor
ode. Weighs only 1-10 os much ot
netol pipe. Pays for itself in lobor
ovings alone.
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Couple Observes

40th Anniversary
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YOU CANT BEAT
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THE BIG DUTCH FLEET

FEATURES!

HOLLAND
Motor Express,
1

W.

5th

St.

\

Inc.

HOLUND

,

TWO PLACES TO

#

ENJOY GOOD FOOD

(Jem. flaaJisLL

v-,

ELZINGAaVOLKERS/^
86 EAST

6^

$250.

STREET

DU/liL Dfi+fis DllltCu/tUA

always buying

SCRAP

Art.

materials

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
120 Rhnr

Holland, Mich.

^chipperke is the name of a
breed of dogs belonging to the
same group as the Eskimo and
Pomeranianbut with almost no
tail •

PAUL AND IONA VAN RAALTI

WARM FRIEND
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Dutch Lose

54-44

op

to T

Ranked

5 Youths
’

Maroons Get

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

From Reserves
ZEELAND (Special) -

-

Five Tri-City teenagers, ranging in

with Benton Harbor before

dropping a 54-44 decision to Michigan s

No

l Class \ team.

Connellchose to battle the Tigers
for the most par: with
of juniors and

two

a

cage squad here Tuesday
night as the Maroons downed the
Zeeland Chix, 57-50 before an overflow crowd of 2,100 fans in the
beautiful new Chix gymnasium.
The locals now have a 14-2 mark
while the Zeelanders have a 11-2
record, both losses coming at the
hands of the Dutch.
Coach Art Tuls' Maroons gave a
fine exhibition of team play as four
reserves, including two sophomores, came up off the bench to
pull away from the Chix in a pressure packed contest
With three regulars,Warren
Otte, Jim Hulst and Dan Bos
forced to sit out as early as part
of the second, quarter because of
three fouls, the subs came through
in terrific fashion. As Tuls said
after the game, "They were tremendous especially coming
through for such a long period and
under plenty of pressure."
The Dutch mentor started all of
his regulars to open the second
half, but all three picked up their
fourth foul in the first three mintian's

Thursday
George Getz

age from 14 to 16. Tuesday after- Rites
noon admitted holdingup and robIII
bing a South Haven area restau- For
rant Monday night during a drivCHICAGO (Special)— Funeral
ing snowstorm.
serviceswill be held in Winnetka
The five implicatedGerald Bar
today for Lt. (jgi George F.
nett, 22. of West Spring Lake, who
Getz HI. 23, who died Jan. 31 while
was taken off a bus in Lansing as
on duty with the Navy in Okinhe headed to Detroit to take a preawa where he was attached to the
inductionphysicalexamination.
Ottawa County Probate Court 3rd Marine Division as gunnery
liaison officer.
waived jurisdiction over Harry
He was a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Loveland. 15. Grand Haven, FredGeorge F. Getz, Jr., and a granderick Talquist. 15. and Daryl Ganson of the late George F. Getz,
kema. 16. and all were returned
Sr., who developed Lakewood
to South Haven where armed robFarm near Holland,Mich., and
bery warrants have been issued
maintained a privatezoo and zooagainstthem. The two 14-year-olds
logicalgardens there for many
will face Probate Court.
years. The youth'sfather is presThe youths were captured by
ident of the George Getz Corp.,
two officers early Tuesday in a
Chicago water pump and heater
warehouseon Davis St. owned by
maker.
the Van Zylen Lumber Co.
Lt. Getz also was a nephew of
Officerssaid the five broke into
Mrs. Philip K. Wrigley,wife of the
the warehouse to get warm after
presidentof William Wrigley Jr.,
they returned from South Haven
Co.
via US-131 and Grand Rapids.
He went on active Navy duty in
They were first spotted by a 14June. 1956, after graduation from
year-oldnewsboy who went to pick
Northwestern Universitywhere he
up his papers.
was enrolled in the Naval Reserve
One of the youths fired a revolOfficersTraining Corps.
ver shot through the ceiling to
scare the newsboy. They later said|
they thought he was a policeman
and were ready to jump him with
a knife if they missed him with

basketballteam scrapped all the

way

group

sophomores,

both called up this week from the
reserves.

Reahrinc that he must salvage
what he can from this season,

Reserve

strength paid off for Holland Chris-

taken

Thursday nigh: as Holland High's

Work
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Team

program was
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A giant step in Coach Bob Connell’s building

20, 1958

•

which has seen Holland lose 12 of
13 games. Connell played his juniors predominately and gave the
two sophomores plenty of "under
fire" experience
Ron Maat. 5'9" sophomore, started at one of the guards and displayed some good ball handling
and added two quick baskets in
the third quarter.
Glenn Van Wieren, 6' sophomore,
entered the contest with four minutes to go in the third quarter.
After geUing his bearings, he
pumped four baskets in the final TRIES FOR BASKET — Ron Dorgelo (42 ». Holland High junior
utes of the third period. This paved ]
period and was nosed out for scorcenter prepares to shoot a basket Thursday night while Chester
the way for Vern Wedeven. a sophing honors by one point, junior Ted
Walker (25i Benton Harbor's 6'6” all-stater raises his hand for a
omore and two seniors. Jim Kool
Walters. Holland'sleading scorer.
possible block. Glenn Van Wieren (44l, Holland sophomore,
and Bob Klingenberg,along with
Connell played five juniors for
playinghis first varsity game, is moving in for a possible rebound
regulars Jim M e u r e r and Cal
about half of the second quarter
and Ron Lange (13j and Mickey Yarbrough (44) of the Tigers
Klaasen to carry on.
are poised and ready to
(Sentinel photo)
and they took care of the 12 points
Jack Bouman. anothersoph, had
TRIES FOR TWO POINTS - Wayne Tanis (25) Zeeland guard
the Dutch garnered in the period.
played
most of the second quarter
attempts a shot for Zeeland in the first half Tuesday night in its
For the final 12 minutes of the
in a substitute role. The patchedbullets.
game
against
Holland
Christian
Waiting
for
a
possible
rebound
Former Holland Resident
game he continuedto use his unup lineup pulled out to 10 point
A short time later, Thomas Mcare Vern Wedeven 123) and Cal Klaasen of Christianand Wayne
Mrs. Hazel Hayes, city librarian,
derclassmen.and both Van Wieren
Succumbs in Virginia
leads twice in the final half beKinnon of Grand Haven, in charge
Schout 33' and Merle Borens (35) of Zeeland. Christianwon the
presented the needs of the public
and Maat finished out the game.
fore Tuls insertedOtte and Hulst
of the newsboys, arrived and spotgame 57-50 before a jammed house of 2.100 in Zeeland's new
library to the members of the
Mrs. Julia R Winslow. 69. forHolland outscored the Tigers in
into the game with a littleless
ted the group. One of them was
(Hardenberg
photo)
Holland Exchange Club at their
merly of Holland, died unexpectedthe second half. 24-22 and enjoyed
than three minutes left. Although
attempting to hide a gun.
noon luncheon Monday She was
ly Monday evening at Norfolk. Va..
a fourth quarter spread of 15-10.
Wedeven fouled out, he turned in
Leonard Mulder. 41. of 4691 ButThe boys asked to stay in the
Tuilip Time Housing
The Dutch made 11 of 22 shots in ternut Dr., was sentenced to serve where she had been visiting her building to get warm. After saying introducedby Carroll Norlin.
a great rebounding game in addiMrs. Hayes said that our library
daughter. Mrs. Edward Klaus.
the second half for 50 per cent..,.
...
tion to collecting eight markers.
it was okay. McKinnon went diCards Being Mailed
They made seven of 10 in the!b da>'s m the count>' J3'1 whCT he Mrs. Winslow came to Holland rectly to police headquarters and has been considered one of the
Neither club played up to its
essentialcity services since the
appeared in Municipal Court last with her family from Chicago in
Tulip Time housing cards and
fourth period.
peak due mainly to the tension
alerted officers.
T
The Dutch made 20 of ’47 shots, week on a charge of driving while 1930. Her husband, Edward W. .Officer Donald Tague. formerly founding of the community by Dr. letters are being mailed this week
which usually accompanies this inWinslow, operated the Winslow of Holland, and Grand Haven’s Van Raalte The first library was to persons whose homes were
in the game for 43 per cent and his licensewas suspended.
ter-cityrivalry. Another factor was
It
took
Blackie.
a
four-year-old
He previously had pleaded not Studios here until his death in newest officer, arrived and picked locatedon the second floor of the used last year in housing Tulip
the winners came out with 21 basthe frequent whistletooting which
tomcat, seven weeks to cross the
fire house and has been on a
Time guests.
kets in 69 attempts for 32 per cent. guilty on the initial arraignment 1^44. She left Holland in 1946 to up four of the youths in the wareoften stoppedthe play as the teams
Michigan
peninsula
from
Holland
second floor ever since. She said.
Persons interestedin entertainBenton Harbor led the entire Jan. 4. On Feb. 11 he changed his make her home in Ludington
were setting up their offenses. A
house. The fifth,still armed with
to Marine City, on the St. Clair
ing guests who did not do so last
game and had its best quarter in plea to guilty. He is serving the Surviving are two daughters.
total of 43 fouls were called in the
River oppositeCanada. But then,
and year may request an applicatipn
the first period, with seven of 18 15 days concurrentlywith a long- Mrs. John Keene of Ludington and the warehbuse.back ,ar,her
game. 23 againstChristian and 20
it
was
during
the
worst
winter
During the past four years cir- by callingthe Tulip Time office
shots, and took a 19-8 lead after er sentence out of CircuitCourt Mrs. Klaus of Norfolk: six grandagainst Zeeland, although play was
Sgt. Joseph Domanski arrived a
culationin the library has in- in Civic Center at EX 6-4221 or weather the state has had in many
leading at one point. 15-4. They on a convictionof drunk driving, children. and one sister,Mrs. Jess few minutes later and the last
at no time of the rough variety.
years.
creased 108 per cent, making a dropping a card to the office ResBrown of Chicago.
were paced in the first quarter by third offense.
While Christian was getting good
youth surrendered. The gun was
Blackie belongs to the Alfred
Funeral services will be held later found inside the warehouse. total of 13.118 borrowers.The ervationsusually start coming in
Ron Lange who made four baskets Robert Drenth, route 3. Hudsonrebounding from Cal Klaasen,
C'Mara
family.
669
Washington
library has been crowded since March.
ville. paid $2 costs and receiveda Friday at 3 p m. at the NibbelinkIn five attempts.
Chief Richard Klempel praised
Ave.. who moved from Marine Wedeven and Kool. the Chix were
Requests for Tulip Time inforEach team scored 12 points in suspended fine of $25 on a reckless Notier Funeral Chapel with Mrs. the officers for their alertnessin 1939 and there is no room for the
getting fine performances on the
vital equipmentwhich would be mation is running at a normal City to Holland on Dec. 16. Three
the second quarter and the Tigers driving charge after attending Esther Tullis of Douglas.Christian apprehending the youths.
boards from Merle Berens and
available if it could be housed. pace. But there is always a big up- days atfer their arrival.Blackie
Science Reader, officiating Burial
led 31-20 at halftime. Holland had traffic school.
Wayne Schout along with reserve
Two of the youths are presently
apparently
decided
he
missed
his
Others appearingwere Sidney will be in Riverside Cemetery, on probation from Ottawa County In additionto books, the library surge for such information with
a first half shootingmark of nine
Jack Van Dort, who also fouled
now also loans films, film strips the first signs of spring. With Hol- old friends in Marine City and
for 25 for 36 per cent and Benton Hibma. of 249 East 11th St., right Saugatuck.
out. Most of the offensive play was
Probate Court for their part in the
headed
out
across
the
state.
and records. Mrs. Hayes said that land hurried under 24 inches of
Harbor, 12 of 36 for 33 per cent. of way. $17 suspended after traffic
burglary of Kooiman's Sports Shop
Displaying great faith in set up by the playmakers for each
state officialspredict that Ottawa.
snow, there are no such signs as
The Dutch sank five of 14 in the school; Billy Jerry Glover, route
club, Meurer, Bos and Klingenberg
several weeks ago.
Blackie'sability to take care of
Kent
and
Muskegon
counties
will
yet.
kecond period and the Tigers, 5-18. 5. speeding and no operator'slifor the Dutch and clever Dave Van
himself,
the
O’Maras
wrote
a
letbecome a huge metropolitanarea
The Tigers, led by 6’6" Chester cense on person. $15; Earl Roy
Peursem and Wayne Tanis for the
ter to the family renting their
with the city of Holland as its _
Walker’seight •points, outscored Borlace. of 2U West 31st St.,
Chix. Van Peursem also turned in
home
1n
Marine
City,
identifying
local point Our county library I fjrnnfJ
Holland 12-9 in the third quarter right of way. $12; Dick C. Bloea fine shootinggame, leading both
Blackie and asking them to watch
Mapy parents and children gathand led at the canto's close. 44-29. mendal. of 243 West 11th St., right
This week being NationalBeauty ,a'fies fare1.now.ade<'uale| ,'orl
• .
teams with 17 markers.
for him.
Benton Harbor’s rebounding of way, $12; Donald Israels, Pine ered for "Ye Old Western Round- Salon
.Ion Week, local ha.rdressers
”f
: DieS 10 Florida
Christianjumped off to an 8-0
Last weekend they received their
up" held at Van Raalte School left their busy shops for a day to
made the difference in the game. Ave., right of way, $12.
lead immediately and moved It to
answer.
A
tired,
hungry
and
ragMel Van Tatenhove presided. GRAND HAVEN (Special) J. Lindsay Miller, of 495 Lincoln Tuesday evening.
Both teams played a sagging man
celebrate the occasion with an
12-1 before Schout scored Zeeland's
Blackie had pussy foot
The gymnasium which was dec- act of charity. On Monday, opera- Bob Arendshorstwas welcomed Word was receivedin Grand Hav-ged-looking
t
to-man defense,but with Walker's Ave., stop street. $5; Henry Tenfirst basket with the quarter over
,
.
, as a
new
member.
George
Pelon
m
n
rwi
f
u
f
e('
1,1,0
Marine
City,
seven
weeks
en Monday of the death
u;_
..... ..
size and Yarbrough’s agility, the pas. of 293 West 29th St., right of orated by the fifth grade, taught tors from severalshops packed up :
. ,
, 6 .
.
grim asked for support of the Gust Thieleman. 72-year-old retir- and 203 miles from his departure. ”one- All five of Christian s
Tigers were able to control the way, $12; Myron De Jonge. route by Mrs. Mary Lou Rohlck. under their equipmentand set out
Q
regulars scored as.the Dutch pulled
r,
Home Show since that is the ed automobiledealer which occur- The trip home shouldn'tbe as
boards. Walker led the Tigers with 6, overtime parking. $5.90; Robert the supervision of Miss Eleanor Zeeland s two convalescent
f
out to a 15-7 lead -at the first
rough.
The
O'Maras
said
he
won't
source of income for the Good- red unexpectedly in Fort LauderBirce, of 41 West Garfield.Zee- Ryan, art consultant,featured a There they spent the entire
17.
rv •
quarter.
have to walk.
.,
.
'.
fellows
roundaton.
Mrs.
Dame
dale. Fla., Sunday afternoon.
Holland'slack of a big man on land, overtime parking.$5.90; Pet- typical western bar ranch. Spirited washing and setting the hair of
. .
...
The Hollandersmaintained their
oil of
„ ooti o.o in u Paul explained
the nature of the was stricken with a fatal heart at- ,
n_ . n
the board hindered Maat's spepd er Ritsema. of 810 North Shore cowboys complete with lasso* and all
of the women pat enls in the
..V^
,
,n-0 .. . • u
first period margin throughoutthe
,
..
show.
Follies
of
19a8.
which
corral were artisticallydisplayed two nursing establishments.
tack while driving his
Lakeview PTA Program
on the break. But a few times jun- Dr., careless driving. $23.90.
.
...
first four minutes of the second
,,
, will be put on by the Junior We Jacob Bontekoe, of 275 Van on the walls.
iot Ron Dorgelo came through with
He was born in Grand Haven Features Youth Panel
Preliminary plans for a second
i 0. mio
quarter. Then tame a rally by the
ay 1. 1885, and resided at 541
special ^ attraction at the annual West Michigan Poultry
^
rebounds and was able to get the Raalte Ave., improper lane usage.
Maroons, sparked by several good
Leggatt St., Grand Haven Surviv-! A panel discussionon activities
... .... ......... ..... ......
ball dowr the floor. Maat made $12; Harold Thomas Eaton, of 12 trading post ’ was the sale of the were formulated on Friday when
fast
breaks to send the Dutch off
East 16th St., no tail light on trail- traditional cowboy hats and ker-'a groupp of poultry men from Otone basket on a fast break.
ing are the wife. Blanche; three for children and young people pro- {o p 25-14 lead. Zeeland now made
Mrs.
daughters, Mrs. Robert Stroul of,',(,eda lively program for the i(S
paced jjy yan p0Ursgj11 and
The Tigers, who chalked up their er, $5; Ronald Dale Lemmen, route chiefs. The serving window was | tawa and Allegan countiesmet in
Grand Rapids. Mrs. Charles Leo- LakeviewPTA Tuesdav nigh.. i.scored 10 straight points to leave
11th straight win, were definitely 2. failure to have car under con- decoratedto resemble a chuck 1 Zee]and Cjty Hall to discuss the
down. It probably was the feared trol. $17 suspendedafter traffic wagon. The chow committee con- f practicabilityof a yearly event Dies at Hospital
nard and Mrs. James Ukiah of Specifically, the subject was j the floor at halftime trailingby
California;two sisters and two "Are our outside non-schoolactivi- 1 just a 25.24 count.
‘‘staleness" that hits a winner plus school: William Riedel.Falmouth, sisted of Mrs. James Sell and similarto the one held at Holland
Mrs.
Sena
Muilenburg,
83.
of
78
Mrs. Albert Walters
grandchildren
ties adequate for our children and Although the Chix knotted the
the letdown followingthe Muske- right of way. $12.
Civic Center in November. The
Others assisting were Mrs. Mar- overwhelmingsuccess of the first West 12th St., died at Holland Hosgon Heights game last week.
For many years Mr Thieleman >'oung people0 Participatingcount al 27.27 immediately after
vin Jalving, Mrs. John Stephens. Poultry Day convinced local area
Holland made the last seven Junior Choir Organized
the half opened, this was as close
Mrs. Steven Waskerwitzand Mrs. poultry raisers of the event's
points of the game as Benton
as they came to taking the lead
At Episcopal Church
Joseph Corrado who had charge promotional value and prompted
Harbor reached 54*35 lead with
in the game. Sparked by Wedeven
of the cake walk; Mrs. Raymond their immediate approval of plans and in 1898 married Charles Van William Thieleman.
Mrs. R. Kempker, group leader and Klingenberg and some overall
two minutes to go and failed to
At a meeting in Grace Episcopal
Zanten,
who
died
in
eDtroit
in
Allen and Mrs. Lester Deridder, scheduling the second event for
of Camp Fire Council: Ah play by Meurer the locals manscore again.
Church Monday evening. M r s.
1903. In 1907 she married the Rev.
Martin, vice chairman for Grand
The Dutch only hit four of 15 Beatrice Kuite, organis'and choir western movies and popcorn: Mrs. about the middle of October this
aged to maintain the lead and had
Tunis W. Muilenburg. They came
Valley Boy Scout Council. Joseph
Plans Progress
free shots and the Tigers cashed director, met with interested par- Donald Jones and Mrs. Gerald year. A steering committee of reupped it 39-32 going into the last
to
Holland
in
1935
when
Rev.
MuilEmmick, sponge throw and 7-Up; presentatives from the egg and
Moran, city recreation director; quarter.
in on nine of 15.
ents to organize a junior choir.
enburg
retired
as
pastor
of
the
Mrs. Harold Hoedema and Mrs. meat divisions, the state AgriculGeorge Lumsden, moderator
For
Holland goes after its second win
The Dutch moved the count to
The Rev. William C. Warner
First Reformed Church of South!
, ,
Rev. Mulder explained how the
of the season against Grand Haven spoke on the subject of choir Henry Hulsebos.trading post; Mrs. tural Service, consumers, and
43-32 before Zeeland closed the
Holland
111 She was a mpmhor Plans are moving ahead for the
. .
Holland.
HI.
She
was
a
member
1
annual
Holland
Home
Shoe
sched.
church
aims
to
develop
spiritual
Earl Kennedy and Mrs. Alan Teall. Chambersof Commerce, was formin Civic Center next Friday night.
gap (0 43-36 early in the final
awards. Mrs. Earl Waters. Mrs.
life, fellowshipand leadershipin
bow and arrow shoot; Mrs. Harold ed at the meeting.
Holland (44)
E. Wissink and Jack Shinabarger
pas^member°oMhe V 0 m e n 'T L
for Civ_jc Center- Feb 25 ' the young people, and described period. Christian made its free
FG FT PF TP are or. the telephone committee. Thornhill and Mrs. Alvin Vander
Committeemembers are Arthur
erary
Club.
Rev.
Muilenburg
died
r!i,rch
'• Russ Boeve- -cneral church programs for the youth throws count in the final minutes
Walters, f ..........
1 9 A choir mothers' meeting is Kolk, cowboy hat toss: Mrs. Gor- Nielsen, James White. Jay Jan; chairman announced today.
as both Klaasen and Wedeven hit
don
Plaggemars
and
Mrs.
Anthony
includingCamp Geneva. National
Rice, f ............. l
sen. G. M. Moore. Bob Borst,
lour out of four. The Dutch were
2 scheduled for Wednesday. Feb. 26
Surviving are four daughters. ! A total of 41 exhibitors wiP show
Boere. golf putting and fish pond. Homer Patterson.Richard Dirkse
youth assembly, and the individual
Gibbons, c ......... 0
the latest ideas in home planning.
not to be denied and kept the sev0 at 7:30 p.m. in the parish hall?
Mrs. Elgene Neuman and Mrs. and George Schutmaat. Represen- Miss Annabeth Muilenburg of San New ideas in heating plants, in church programs (or young people en and eight point margin throughOverbeek. g ........ 3
6 Refreshments were served by
Francisco.Calif..Mrs. Henry Veld
and their participationas choir
George Steininger. penny pitch and tatives from both the Ottawa and
Maat.
.........2
out the final stages of the tilt.
4 Mrs. Kuite.
of Rock Island, 111 . Mrs. Fred C. bathroomfixtures, • draperies,dec- singersand ushers.
pin the tail on the donkey; Mrs. U||egan home economics councils,
Dorgelo.
....... l
orating.
kitchen
supplies,
yard
Both clubs had similar shooting
Those who have signed up for a
Olsen
of
Detroit. Mrs. Norman
Mrs. Kempker reviewed the
Richard Robert and Mrs. Jay the 4-H council and the retail
Harrington,f ...... l
equipment
and
landscaping
will be
averages
although the locals had
3 Junior choir are Gail Shinabarger.
Schipper,lasso game and balloons: divisionof the Holland Chamber Jeffery of Jackson; two sons.
Camp Fire program and Ah Mar- more shots. Christian connectedon
Van Putten.g ...... l
also shown.
2 Earl Waters. Jr. Gail Wiswedel,
Charles
Van
Zanten
of
Shelby,
Mrs. Jay Folkertand Mrs. Henry of Commerce are yet to be chosen
tin the many opportunities offered
Van Wieren. f ...... 4
The show is put on by the Hol19 out of '71 tries for 27 per cent
filBill Wiswedel. David Raffenaud,
Mich, and the Rev. John P. Muilin the Schout program.De Vette
Rosendal, fudge group; PFA offi- 1 for the steering committee,
Boerman.g .......o
land Exchange Club with proceeds
and Zeeland hit on 16 out of 56
' Ann Wissink. Joanne McWilliams.
enburg. a missionary in the Resaid
spectator
sports
are
somecers. admission
The Adult Farmers Evening
Hulst.
....... 2
4 Chuckie Comport, Sue Rowder,
formed Church of America at Hong going to the Good Fellows Founda- times as important as the active for 29 per cent. At the free throw
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Ferris and school class which was to have
Wehrmeyer.c ...... 1
line, the Dutch collected on 19 out
tion to help unfortunateand needy
2 Marcia Stachwick,Kathie Stachsports in that youngsterswatching
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hill, coheld at Zeeland High School, Kong: 10 grandchildren:one broth- childrenin Holland.
of 29 and Zeeland hit on 18 out of
wick. Kathy Woodall. Lynn Easter
er.
Edward
Powell
of
Fresno.
a team at practice can learn 32.
chairmen, announced approxi- , t0n;ghl. was postponed due to
Totals 20 4 13 44 an(j Cheridale McWilliams.
As an added show feature, promuch from the hard work involvmately $325 was raised at the slormy weather and drifting snow. Calif.;two sisters, Mrs. Walter
Benton Harbor
fessional artists and toj local talKlaasen again led the Dutch with
ed. Moran described the summer
ranch fun night This amount Another meeting will be held on Scott of Shelby and Mrs. Henry ent will perform at the show.
FG FT PF TP
16 markers,followed by Meurer
Hubert
of
Spring
Lake.
Funeral
Services
Set
recreational
program,
the
special
will be used to buy PTA equip- the followingMonday,. Feb. 24. to
Walker, f ..........7
with 10. Van Peursem led Zeeland
Serving on Boeve’s committee
ment.
Lange,
........ 7
is J For Leon N. Welch
make up for the cancelled meet- Funeral services were held are; Russ Michmerhuizen.Ray sports school and play schools, the with 17. while Schout had 11.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. a. the Third
g
Yarbrough, c ....... 3
ing this week.
Next Tuesday, Christian invade,
Reformed Church with the Rev. Kolk, Nelson Bosman. Joe Moran, ceramics program and what HolLeon N. Welch. 71, died in MilPeapples. g ........2
Muskegon
for a game with danJudy
Overbeek
Feted
Harold
Klaasen,
Rex
Chapman
and
C. If. Walvoord and the Rev. J. A.
Jwaukee. Wis. Sunday morning folland offers in the way of tennis,
Dunbar, g .......... 2
Gerald Mannes.
gerous Muskegon Catholic. ZeeResidents Reminded
Veldman
officiating. The burial
On
Ninth
Birthday
2 ! lowing an extended illness He was
baseball,
archery
and
basketball.
Wells,
......... 1
land. meanwhile takes on Hudson*
was in Lake Forest Cemetery.
q | a veteran of World War 1 and
Of DelinquentTaxes
About 60 persons were present.
Williams,g ......... 0
ville in the Chix gym this Friday.
Judy Overbeekwas honored on
Clubs
Have
Joint
Q'had
lived
at
the
Wood
Veterans
Hall,
......... o
Holland Christian(57)
her ninth birthday at a party givA
total
of
$316,569.48
has
been
0 Facility in Milwaukee ior many
Zeeland
Dies
Meeting at Church
Wightman.c ....... 0
Winterholder Leads
FG FT PF TP
en by her mother. Mrs. Chester collected for fall taxes in the City
_ j years.
Hulst.
....... . 2
0
4
Overbeek.
qn
Saturday. Assisting Treasurer's office. This is 90.29 Following Illness
4
Field
in
Zeeland
Race
The Co-Wed Club of First ReTotals
22 9 11 54 He is survived by a daughter, the hostess were Mrs. Frank Fair- per cent of the total warranted
Klaasen, f ........
8
3 16
formed
Church
met
with
the
Mrs. Hugh Norvak and four
ZEELAND (Special)
Mrs.
ZEELAND (Special)— Four Zee- Otte. c .............. 3 0 4 6
banks and Beverly.
tax $3.50,612.43.
grandchildren of Grand Rapids;
Nellie Dykema. 73, of 3'4 East Duettes Club Monday evening.
land men were nominated in Mon- Bos.
........... 1
3
4
5
Games
were
played and prizes
Delinquent
taxes,
amounting
to
Scripturewas read by William
two brothers. Grover of Grand
Central Ave., Zeeland, died Saturday’s primary to run-off in the Meurer. g ........
4
were
awarded
to Carolyn Haver- $34,442.97, may be paid with a
1
10*
Rapids and James B of Holland:
day afternooi. followinga linger- Fortney and Raymond Ter Beek
Kool,
.......... 1
0
1
2
Admitted to Holland Hospital seven sisters, Mrs. Pina Nead and dink, Connie Walters, Kathy Dyk- three per cent penalty until March ing illness.She was taken to the sang "The Lord's Prayer," accomBouman.
..... .. 1
0
0
2
Monday were Mrs. Jack E. Schur- and Mrs. Earl Mortensen of Hol- stra, Patty Lubbers. Marie Huls- 1. After that all taxer will be col- Zeeland Community Hospital .Fri- panied by Miss Jane V e r e e k e.
city council.
Klingenberg.f .... .. 2 0
1
4
man. 148 East 16th St., Jack Alan land. Mrs. Marguerite Geiger of man. Carole Dykstra. Gloria Wal- lected by the county treasurerwith day evening.
Robert Van Earden, presidentof
Anton Winterhalder led the list Wedeven, c ....... t 4 5 8
Van Wieren. 1199 West 32nd St.; Marne. Mrs. Rose Wyman of Mil- ters and Jackie Dykstra. Each an additional penaltyadded.
the
Duettes,
mtroduced
Dr.
Henry
She was a member of the Third
of seven candidates in Monday’s
Park TownshipTreasurer HarMrs. Dennis G. Slikkers. 154 East waukee. Mrs. Alonzo Barret of guest was presentedwith a favor.
Christian Reformed ^Tiuch, and Bast, guest speaker.
light voting with
He was folTotals
Others
attending
were
Phyllis
o7
vey Tinholt reports that 92 per
35th
Portland. Ore . Mrs. Florence
The
social
committee
included
was the widow of the late Edward
lowed by Herman A. Ten Harmsel
Zeeland (50)
Nead.
Nancy
Nykamp.
Dawn
Hocent
of
the
township
taxes
has
been
Discharged Monday were Mrs. ' Penny of Tampa. Fla. and Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Norman
Veldhuis.
Dykema. a former Zeeland tailor,
with 267; Jay Walcott, 252 and
FG FT PF TP
Frances T. Rowe. 44 East 26th St
Lilliam Willholt of Grand Rapids. venga, Janice and Marcia Becks- collected. Taxes may be paid to who died 17 years ago. Surviving Mr. and Mrs. Willian Fortney and
Calvin Faber, 244.
De Jonge. f .......
1
3
3
Mrs. David Welton and baby. 3501
Funeral services will be held voort' Rose Mary Friedriek and Tinholt until March. Dog licenses are three sons. Clarence. Peter Mr. and Mrs. Roger Bussies.
Those unsuccessfulwere John Berens, f ........... 4 2 '2 10
are also availablewith the townButternut Dr.; Mrs. Dale Bielby today at 1:30 p.m. at the Nib- the guest of honorand Nelson, all of Grand Rapids;
Curnick, 242; incumbent Melvin Schout, c ........... 3 5 2 11
ship treasurerthrough this month.
and baby, 1942 South Shore Dr.; belink-Notier Funeral Chapel with
one daughter. Mrs. Duke Gebben Ticketed in Accident
Boonstra, 241 and William Boes, Tanis. g ..........
1
4
7
Mrs. James Tyink. Jr., and baby, the Rev. John o. Hagans official- 1 Collide at Intersection
of Zeeland; 12 grandchildrenand
Holland police Monday said Mar- 183. Less than 500 votes were cast Van Peursem. g .. .. 4 9 4 17
route 3: Mrs. Irvele Harrington. ing. Burial will be in Rest Lawn I At 4:30 p.m. Monday, cars driv- Fire Damages Inn
six great grandchildren;three sis- vin M. Stewart. 22. of route 1, and voters were to nominate four Van Dort, f ........
1
0
5
2
117 East 38th St.; Mrs. Bastian MemorialGardens.
;en by Gerrit J. Klinge, 51, of 618 GRAND HAVEN (Special) —I tersr Mrs.“HattieKammeraa'dand Allegan will be ticketed for driv- on each ballot.
Totals .. . 16 18 20 50
Bouman. 11696 Adams St.; Gerrit
West 22nd St., and Maynard Bak- Fire caused about $300 damage to Mrs. George Van Eden, both of ing with excessivespeed for conH. Jurries. 445 West 20th St.;
in the 34-acre area, the Regent’s ker. 44. of 478 West 22nd St., col- Harbor Inn, 12 Washington St., Zeeland, and Mrs. Gerrit Boiten
ditions in connectionwith an acciAn arch of whalebonescorn- The ChesapeakeBay Bridge
Mrs. Lena Marcus. 215 West 12th Park zoo in London holds 7.000 lided at the intersection of Jlome- about 9:30 a.m. Monday. The fire of Grand Haven;* three brothers,
dent Saturdayat 8:08 p.m. on memorates the Falkland Islands’ spans four miles of wates to link
St.; Henry Spriggs 1 Te Roller, | birds, beasts and (ish. For the, stead Ave. and 22nd St. Ottawa started from a defective transfor- Henry P. Wiersma and Siebe P.
Lincoln Ave. at 11th St. Police entry into the Britishfamily of Maryland’s eastern and western
562 Hillcrest
childrenof the British capital, County deputies estimated t h e mer at the end of the roof. Wiersrna. both of Zeeland, and
said he collided with the rear of nations,the National Geographic shores.It cost $44,000,000,and reHospital births include a s 0 n. there is a special play section, damage at $200 to Klinge’s 1955 Besides the roof, damage was done
John Wiersma 01 Jenison.
a car driven by Lloyd Conway, Magazine says. The arch, made quired Jto years to build. A susDaniel Jay. born Monday to Mr. presided over, by hostesses where model and at $150 to Bakker’s to the two false ceilings along vyith
Funeral services were held 20. of 220 Charles Dr., with both from the jawbones of two sperm
pensionspan In the center lifts the
and Mrs. Russell Lubbers 15 West young visitors may mix freely 195? model
some water damage to the inside Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Yntema headed north on Lincoln Ave. whales, overlooks the harbor at
roadway 198 feet above the ship
17th St.; a sor. Timothy David, with ponies, goats, rabbits. 11amof the building. The fire depart- Funeral Home with Dr. J. H Damage was estimated by police Stanley, the capital and only town
channel,allowingocean-goingvesborn today to Mr. and Mrs. David as. woolly Iambs and other friend- , The story. The Dog in the Man- ment was at the scene about one Bruinooge officiating. Bruial was
at $150 to Stewart's 1956 model of the island colony in the South sels access to the Port of BaltiDekker, 14590 Riley
1 I ly
I ger, is attributed to Ae^jp,
hour and a quarter. *
in the Zeeland
and at $90 to Conway’s 1957 model. Atlantic
more.
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Schra-Schamper Rites Performed

P

i

US-31 IMPASSABLE — State troopers of the
Grand Haven post Monday at 2 p.m.
established a roadblock on US-31 south of
Holland at the bypass, telling motorists that
the road wat impassable due to drifting snow.

Workers bound for homes

in the

Saugatuck

area were allowed to pass, with a warning to

put on their lights and drive with extreme
care, since visibilitywas virtually zero.
Drivers bound for points farther south were
rerouted by way of Grand Rapids and US-131.
Trooper Bill Hahn, above, allowed the Sauga-

on.

tuck driver to go

All state trunklines in the

Reports by chairmen of various
committees highlighted the month-

Lower

open to traffic
Tuesday, according to a report
from the South Haven State
Police Post.
The State Police blockade imposed on US-31 south of Holland
and down to South Haven Monday
at 2 p.m. was lifted four hours
later, when stalled cars had been
pulled out and snow plows had
opened the road.
Highways are slippery and. dangerous throughout the Lower Peninsula, State Police said, and
itrong winds are continuing to
blow snow over the roads. Visibility is reported poor in some sef-

Hope Prepares

the Chamber of

Commerce board
day night. '

of directors Mon-

Ernest Phillips, member of the

For

Adrian

Coach Russ De Vette cracked
the whip over his Hope College
basketballteam Monday afternoon

Harbor committee, reported on
the Coast Guard meeting in Grand
Haven in which new regulations
explained. He emphasized

were

that small passenger boats carry-

in Civic Center in an attempt

to

ing

more than six persons for

hire

quitkly clear up some of the points

missed in the loss at Kalamazoo

must be inspected. Such inspection
applicationsare availableat the

Saturday night.

Chamber office.
Safety Chairman 'Russel FredHope entertainsAdrian College
ricks
reviewedhighlightsof the
here Wednesday night at 8 p.m.
in Civic Center and the Bulldogs

tions.

meeting of

ly

AAA

traffic study. In considering

how much of the study should be
endorsed, City Manager Herb
Holt felt that much of the report

US-31 traffic southbound for Chi- will have somewhat of a “new
cago is atill being reroutedaround
look" since the first meeting of
Michigan City, Ind., by way of
would be adopted although certain
the two clubs.
South Bend, police said.
would be deterThe
Dutch
nipped Adrian, 70-67 recommendations
County roads in the southwest
in the first meeting with Vince mined by budget limitations. The
portionof the state are reported
Giles, Adrian freshman, being the board extended a specialvote of
generallyimpassable.State Police
biggest trouble. Giles was one of thanks to the Automobile Club for
\ said most of the state trunklines
four Bulldogs to be declared in- its study.
in the Upper Peninsula have been
George Schutmaat, acting chaireligible at the close of the first
closed by snow.
man of the rural relations commitsemester.
While Holland enjoyed sunshine
Jun Buursma. who was bumped tee, spoke of the Home Garden and
this morning, heavy snows were
from a starting position after the Landscape Clinic to be held in
reportedat the Van Buren-Berrien
March and the PoultryDay events.
County line. Light snow was re- holidays, will get the nod against The board suggested that the next
Adrian at one of the guard spots.
ported by the State Police at
He will team with Captain Dwayne Poultry day be held during TeachSouth Haven.
ers’ Institute in October instead of
Teusink.
In some areas of the state, highWarren
Vander Hill and Ray November, possibly making it a
way travel was limited to one-way
Ritsema will be at the forwards two-day show.
traffic on snow-narrowed roads.
Marvin C. Lindeman of the Planand Paul Benes*at center. Ritsema
Part of the tieup on US-31 was
worked out Monday and the sprain- ning and Economics committee
caused by a car and semi-trailer
ed knkle he received Friday has said the Chamber was successful
truck collisionat the bridge at
in arranging with the Ottawa Counresponded.
Saugatuck at 2:10 p.m. Monday.
De
Vette figuresthe man that ty Road commissionfor plowing
State police said a car driven by
runways at the local airport.
Kenneth Weiland, 35, of Sauga- must be stopped is Leon Harper, Speaking for MembershipChair6' 3” senior and presentlyaveragtuck, headed south on US-31, had
man Cornel Brewer who was ill,
been stopped by officers at the ing more than 20 points a game in Executive Secretary William H.
MIAA
play. Harper is expected to
blockade.The semi, followingbeVande Water announceda memoperate at center.
hind, was unable to stop, collided
bership kickoff dinner for all
Harper,
also
a
top
football
with the car and jackknifedacross
workers Monday at 6 p.m. in the
player, is well known to Holland
the road, police said.
Warm Friend Tavern. Brewer will
The truck was driven by Charles area fans and is one of Adrian’s preside, assisted by President Jack
all-time athletes.
Froman Jr., 41, of Grand Rapids.
Plewes.
Benes, who did a good job of
Officers estimated the damage to
C. Neal Steketee reported that
stopping
Harper
in the second half
Weiland’s 1953 model at $400 and
of the first game, will probably the cottage rental fee is working
the damage to the truck at $300.
well and he expects a new cottage
Froman was treated at Douglas draw the assignment.
listing will be availablewithin a
Coach Greg Arbaugh, in his first
Hospital for facial cuts and refew weeks.
year at Adrian, has revamped his
leased, officers said.
Information was presentedfrom
lineup to include 6’ 2” senior John
A. C. Elmer, chief of the Parks
Pavelko and 6' senior Fred Hobart
at the forwards with Harper at and Recreationsdivision of the
State ConservationDepartment,
center and freshman Ray Rolley
and junior Bruce Stephens at that signs will be placed along
state highways near Holland deguards.
signatingHollahd State Park. The
The Bulldogs have a 10-6 record,
Chamber has been working on this
with
the.
six
defeats
received
in
* Pfeiffer’s Beer, rollingin the
project for two years with Park
Holland Major League, came up MIAA play. They have won four
Manager Clare Broad.
with a -1,029 total Monday night league games. Hope is 9-1 in the

Bowling

Rolls

Team

3,029

Some

folks

may think that

(Prince photo)

kids love a chance to go sledding when the

snow

falls. Saturday morning, two youngsters

bra formed the setting for the mar- Ushers were Gary Schamper.
riage of Miss Karen Joy Schamper brother of the bride, and Junior
and Robert Lee Schra which took Boerman. cousin of the groom.
place Feb. 8 in Borculo Christian
Wedding music was played by
Reformed Church The Rev. Miss Nancy Kridler and soloist.
Gerard Van Gromgen performed Mrs. Nick Ouwinga sang "O
the double ring ceremony at 7:30 Promise Me" and the "Lord's
Like many another scheduled
p.m.
Prayer.’’
i gathering, the first performance of
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
For her daughter'swedding Mrs. thij year's Hol,and Hish sdlool
and Mrs. Clarence Schamper, Schamper selected a navy
,
route 1, Zeeland and the groom's dress with mauve trim and navy
was a vlct"n of
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Jake and mauve accessories.The storm Monday night.
But what the slightly more than
Schra of route 1, Hamilton.
groom's mother chose
navy
The bride, given in marriage by dress with white and navy acces- half-fullauditorium lacked in
her father, wore a gown fashioned sories. Both mothers had cor- numbers, is made up in enthusiam
of alternate ruffles of lace and net sages of pink roses and white for “Father of the Bride."a threeover satin. The bodice of lacc carnations.
act comedy by Caroline Francke.
over satin featureda mandarin
After the ceremony the newly- This play would be a happy seleccollar and long sleeves that taper- weds greeted 120 guests at a re- tion for any senior class for it has
•ed to points over the wrists. Her ception in the church basement. plenty of lift, action, comedy and
veil was, held in place by a satin Serving punch -were the Misses propertiesand is well suited to
cap trimmed with sequins. She Joyce and Sharon De Vries. Gifts the talents of drama hopefuls* of
carried a white Bible with white were arranged by the Misses Janet high school age.
roses and satin streamers.
As the title , implies and what
and Eleanor Mulder and John
The bride's sister, Judy Scham- Schamper was in charge of the was most evident in the book, all
per, as maid of honor, was attired guest book. Mr. and Mrs. Harris the action revolved about father,
in a light blue dress, fashioned Nyboer were master and mistress a part admirably played by Bill
Stryker. It was father who was
with a straplessbodice and net of ceremonies,
stole. The skirt was designed with
For a wedding trip to New York beset by the hundreds of details in
rows of lace over taffeta.She car- City the new Mrs. Schra changed getting a girl married: it was
ried a colonialbouquet of pink to a brown, two-piece ensemble, father who tried to explain to the
and white carnations.
beige coat and brown and mauve prospective bridegroom the
The bride's cousin, Holly Wel- accessories. She wore the corsage vagaries of a woman's mind; it
ters, dressed in a short sleeved from her bridal bouquet. The was father who faced the bills, and
white gown of net and lace with a couple now are making their home father who had to cope with the
large satin bow in the back, served at 76*i West 18th St.
hysteria and temperament of all
as flower girl. The basket which
The bride, a graduate of Zeeland other members when he wasn’t
she carried contained pink and High School, is employed at Zee- flipping his lid himself.
white rose petals. Russell Scham- land State Bank. The groom who
Next to father, was his only
per, brotherof the bride, was ring is employed by Edward Jaarda. daughter and prospective bride:
bearer. He wore light trousers was graduated from Allegan High Kay, a part well taken by blond
Judy Poll. For the most part Kay
and a navy coat and carried the School.

were treated to a sled ride down 40th St.,
pulled by a sturdy horse and small sleigh.
The driver was not identified.
(Doug Gilbert photo)

Night Play Audience

Small But Enthusiastic

To Chamber

Peninsula were

—

the cold and snow is quite a bother, but the

First

Give Reports

Trunklines Open

Schro

Bouquets of chrysanthemums, rings on a satin pillow.
pompons and gladioli,flanked with
Assisting the groom as best
ferns, palms and spiral candela- man was his brother. Gene Schra.

•

Committees

Lower Peninsula

WINTER FUN
Mr. ond Mrs. Robert Lee

blue

,

.

semor

a

and Junior Chamber of Commerce, Christian Walvoord, 124 West 12th

List

Delegates

Miss Hemmeke, daughter of Mr.

bin.

To

Girls

State

The

following girls received
honorable mention for the honor of
Seven delegatesand seven alter- being chosen to enter this comnates to Wolverine Girls State petition: Cheryl Nykerk. Darlene
Nynas, Sharon Van Wingeren,
were selectedMonday evening
from a field of 21 candidatesfrom
Holland High and Holland Christian Schools who competed for the
honor of representingthe city at
the annual event next summer in
Ann Arbor.

Six sponsoring organizations
have chosen their delegates and
alternatesas follows; first qame
being the delegate and the other,

to

Help

Family Of Five
ALLEGAN (Special) -

Fellow
Allegan’s Civil Air
Patrol unit have joined forces to
help out trouble-laden Jimmie Canley, of Allegan, route 2, who lost
his four-room rural home Sunday
in the latest of a string of personal tragedies.
Just a few days before the Conley home was leveled by a fire of
unknown origin, twin daughters,
born prematurelyat Allegan
Health Center, died shortly after

members of

birth.

The family’stroublesstarted In
October when Conley’s truck
caught fire from faulty wiring and
was a complete loss. He bought
a new truck to replace it and
wound up with what the automocent caterer’s representative, tive trade calls a "lemon." He had
Chcric Yost who assisted with the put three new motors in the truck,
wedding dress, and Dave Roossien, before a reckless driver forced him
Bob Bolks. Jim Botsis and Jim off the road one night and the
Van Dyke appeared as helpers.
truck was extensively damaged
Robert Chard of the faculty when it rolled over in a ditch.
served as director. Ervin Hanson
The Conleys lost virtually
was business manager; Edward everything in Sunday’s fire, but
Damson, ticket manager, - and there was one bright side to the
Sidney Woudstra, stage construc- tragedy.Because Mrs. Conley was
tion.
still recuperatingfrom her hospiThe play was repeated talisation,she and their three chilTuesday.Wednesday and Thurs- dren. Diane. ; Roger, 4, and Sharday night. Curtain time is 8 p.m. on. 6, were staying with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Conley,
Allegan, route 4. As a result, no
one was at home when fire broke
out. A neighbor reportedthe blaze
to the Martin fire department, but
the volunteerorganization
was unMembers of the Women'i Guild able to respond to the alarm be0f Third Reformed Church held cause its truck motor was frozen.
Meanwhile. Conley continueshis
their meeting in the Fellowship
two-job schedule,operatinga gasHall Monday evening.
oline station in Allegan days and
The program emphasizedmis- working night at a Kalamazoo insionaries and their work in Japan. dustry. Fellow members of the AlDevotions were given by Miss legan CAP have started a fund
drive in his behalf, under the diEmma Reeverts. She urged all rectionof Warrant Officer Buell
members to do their part in sup- Daniels, 230 Knapp St., Allegan,
porting missionariesby taking an and the organizationhopes, come
interest, by giving and by prayer. next spring, to hold a house-razing
"bee" for the Conleys.
Speaker for the evening, Mrs.
1

Tells of

and Mrs. Floyd Hemmeke, 567
Graafschap Road. Miss Otten.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chris
Otten. 225 West 21st St. and Miss
Dykman. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sharon Weatherwax,Marilyn Gerrit Dykman. 4 East 32nd St.,
Brower. Nancy Lamer and Christ- are the delegates from Holland
ine Nykamp.
ChristianHigh School.
Each year the opportunity of
attendingWolverine Girls Stale is
Baptist Church Group
one of the highest achievements
that can be reached by a High Has Prayer-Pal Supper
School student.Mrs. John Kobes
Women of the First Baptist
headed the committee which selected the seven delegatesand seven I Church MissionarySociety enjoyed

1

alternates.

Funds

Missionary

St.

Barbara Walvoord and Janice Har-

was a level-minded21-year-old,but
who can be expected to be reasonable at all times under the pressures of invitation lists, the arrival
of wedding gifts, lovers spats and
a thousand other things that face
a bride planning a wedding?
Father received strong support
from his wife, played by Ruth Van
Howe and his two sons, played by
Keith Bosch and Bruce van
Leuwen. George Scott made a
handsome bridegroom, and it was
regrettablethat curtain calls did
not provide one appearance of
bride and groom together.
Lesser roles were taken by Mary
Bosch as the maid, Ann Herfit as
father's secretary; Sid Tiesenga
as the younger son's sidekick;
Katie Reed as the elder son’s girl
friend, Jack Hamelink as the efti-

Friends Raise

Japan

a Prayer-Pal Valentine supper at
the Eten House Friday evening Edward Tanis. was introducedby
from H°"and High school^ They Follows a short tones, meet- Mrs. W, Connor. Interesting slides
Welfare League, Sharon Van are Miss Fen Cate, daughter of,
of the Rev. and Mrs. Tanis and
Eerden and Beverly Hemmeke, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Ten Cate, ing conductedby the president, their trip to Japan were shown.
delegatesand Jo Ann Brown and 162 West 14th St.. Miss Van Mrs. Paul Rowgo, Secret Prayer
in
They showed the life and customs
Marjorie Wedeven. alternates; Eerden, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pals were revealed among the 25 of the people, some of their inALLEGAN (Special)— Employe
American Legion Auxiliary,Judy J. Van Eerden 27 West 11th St.: members present. There was a dustriesas well as many of the of two Allegan industries got
Otten and Marjorie Schaftenaar; Miss Kuiper. daughter of Mr. and time of devotion and also a Bible
missionaries,their families and half-holidayMonday due to
Woman's Literary Club, Mary Mrs. C. E Kuiper. 195 West 20th Quiz
their churches. On display were lowest temperatures of the seasoi
Kuiper and Marcia Brink; DAR, St., and Miss Barbara Walvoord, The meeting closed with prayer some of the mementoes of the
Water pipes in the building o<
Janice Dykman and Diane Roser daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. for the missionaries.
trip.
cupied jointly by the Imperii
During the business meeting, Carving Company and Allegan Pi
conducted by Mrs. Kenneth Kooi- per Products froze and burst earl
ker. the budget for 1958 was sub- Monday morning. Until repaii
mitted and accepted.
were made, it was impossible
Announcement was made that
league.
Refreshments were served from adequately heat the building. Ti
the 54th National Rivers and Haran attractively decorated tea table paper company sent its workei
bors Congress will be held in
Mrs. Betsy Agteres
by Mrs. Carl Miller and Mrs. Dan home for a half day and one di
Washington. D.C. May 15. The HolPaul Serving on the social com- partment at the carving compan
land Chamber is a member of this
Succumbs in Zeeland
mitter were Mrs. Frank Fleischer, was dismissed until heat was r
organizationas well as a member
Mrs. G. Joyce. Mrs. R. Speet and stored.
Mrs. Betsy Agteres. 90. of Fill- of the Great Lakes Harbor AsMrs. Howard Kooikcr. Door An official low of 18-belowwf
more, died early Tuesday in sociaUon.
hostesses were Miss Clara reportedin the area Monday mori
Zeeland Hospital where she had
John Van Dyke, Jr., chairman of
Reeverts. Mrs Willis Oosterhof, ing. and it was the coldestten
been for the past two weeks.
the transportationcommittee, reMrs. Edwin Koeppe and Miss perature recorded here in f o u
Mrs. Agteres was bom in Fil- ported progress on .the state’s netEmma Reeverts
years.
more township and lived there all work of frost free highways, and
Next meeting will be held on
her life. Her husband John died said the st^te has added several
With four fire alarms reported
March 19 at 2 p.m.
in 1935. She was a member of hundred miles to the list. This will
the past two days. Chief Floy
Harter urged residents to local
Overisel Reformed Chuch and a allow faster and better handling
charter member of the Ladies of truck freightin the state.
and uncover fire hydrants in the
Army Representative
Missionary Society. Surviving are
neighborhoods. He said fireme
To Be in City Friday
were hampered in fighting or
one daughter, Miss Della Agteres,
Mrs. Margaret Feenstra
at home: one. step sister in-law,
Captain Mildred J. Anderson, blaze which resultedin the con
Mrs. Susan Westing of Grand Rap- Dies After Heart Attack
Army Medical Specialist Corps plete loss of the Charles Trip
home on Academy street Monda:
ids; several nieces and nephews.
representative
for the Fifth Army,
ZEELAND (Special) — Mrs.
by delay in locatingthe nearei
Funeral services will be held
will be in Holland, at 501 Chicago
Margaret Feenstra, 51, wife of
fire hydrant, covered by some si
Friday at 2 p.m. in Overisel ReDrive,
headquarters
for
Battery
B.
Henry Feenstra, died unexpectedfeet of snow.
formed Church with the Rev. Clar771st Field Artillery Battalion, on
ly Monday following a heart attack
ence Greving offeiating.Burial
Friday.
at her home in Beaverdam. .
will be in OveriselCemetery. The
She will discuss training and Ticketed in Accident
body is at the Dykstra Funeral Surviving besides the husband
career
opportunitiesin dietetics, Mrs. Louise M. Brolin. 38.
are four daughters, Mrs. Marvin
Chapel.
physicaltherapy,and occupational 699 Columbia Ave., was ticket
Jeurink of Allendale, Mrs. Eugene
the alternate:Horizon Club, Joan
Ten Cate, Mary Ann Seif; Junior

Four of the delegateschosen are

:

Water Pipes
Burst

Cold

ti:

I

for the highest bowling total’ of the
season.
It was believed to be the highest figure bowled by a local unit
in many years. They had game
totals of 1,044, 1,022 and 963.
The Pfeiffer’s team was bowling
against Holland Bowling Lanes and
this quintetpicked up a respectible 2,637.

The teams bowled at

Holland Bowling Lanes.
Will De Neff led the winners
with 654 on games of 205, 218 and
231. Lou Farkas followed with a
635 (192, 255 and 188). The 255
game was the highest single game.
Others were John Hoffman, 596
(247, 170 and 179>; Harry De Neff,
592 (206, 197 and 1891 and Cec
Serier, 552 (194, 182 and 176).
Rich Welters led the losers with
592 on games of 203, 195 and 194.
Others were Ev De Neff, 500 (155,
210 and 135): Carl Carlson. 507
(188, 176 and 143 >; Tom Drake, 466
(128, 203 and 135) and Don Hulst,
572 (178, 183 and 211).

Chuck Comport Honored
On His 10th BiHhday

s

Mrs. Warren Comport entertained at a theater party Saturday
afternoon in honor of her son,
Chuck, who celebrated his 10th
birthday anniversary.
Following the movies the group
returned to the Comport home, at
1116 LakewoodBlvd. A two course
lunch was served by the hostess.
Chuckie’sguests were Mike Van
Lente, Larry Van Lange velde. Billy De Jonge, Frank and John
Houting, Bob Brolin, Billy Prys,
Mark De Boe, Warren Beneway
and Bradley Comport

i

Sentinel Publisher
Invited to Conference

Hudson ville,PFC Melvin in the
Panama Canal Zone, Harvey and
Marvin at home; her father,
of

.

W. A. Butler, editor and
publisherof the Holland Evening Andrew Diepstra of Grand Rapids;
Sentinel Tuesday was invited to at- four grandchildren.
tend the Midwestern Regional Funeral services will be held
Conference of The President’s Friday at 1 p.m. at the BeaverCommittee for Traffic Safety.
dam Reformed Church. Relatives
The invitation, from the White will meet at the church chapel at
House, said the conferencewill be 12:45. The Rev. Harold Lenters
held in the Sherman Hotel in Chi- will officiate.Burial will be in the
cago, April 1 and 2.
Beaverdam Cemetery."'
•

A bird known as the crocodile When a strange cow is introbird enters a crocodile'smouth duced into a dairy herd, milk proand is permitted to pick the saw- duction may fall off as much as
like teeth and retire unharmed, five per cent.

by Holland police for failure
Captain Anderson states, "These yield the right of way following
professions allied to medicine have accident Monday at 3:32 p.m.
enjoyed a swift rise in importance the corner of 25th St. and Centr
and prestige in the past few years Ave. Police said she collided wi
and the need for these specialists a car driven by Jacob Breuker,J
is constantlyincreasing."
ol 181 East 35th St. Damage w
Young college graduates with the estimatedby police at $200 to Mi
appropriatemajors are eligible to Brolin’s 1956 model and at $4
apply for the DieteticInternship, to Breuker’s 1952 model.
the Physical Therapy Course, and
the Occupational Therapy Clinical Few Royal Canadian Mount
Affiliation.These trainingcourses Police are still mounted. On t
are approved by the American job, automobilesand airplan
Medical Association,and the re- serve as their steeds. But wh
spectiveprofessionalassodationz. picked lads from all Canada i
Selecteesfor these Army training rive at Regina, Sask., to lea
courses are commissioned second the skills of modern police woi
lieutenants before they begin train- the tradition of the saddle Is r
therapy.

Ensing of Zeeland, Phyllis and
Betty at home; four sons, Andrew

C LEAGUE CAGE CROWN — Quality
Motors compiled an 8-2 season’s record in C
League recreation basketball and walked off

WIN

with the title. Dave Drooger organized the team.
Standing left to right are: Jim Teerman, Allen

Grube and Lanny Zylman. Kneeling, Jack
Spaulding,Drooger and Dave Jacobusse. Floyd
Jousma and Larry Borchers are missing from
the picture.
(Sentinelphoto)
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Maroons Show

Bird Enthusiast Delights

Fine Defense

Members

In

Garden Club

of

“Birds have it all over us in

54-46 Win

being creatures of habit."John

Holland Christian's cagers gain-

ed revenge for an earlier defeat
•t the hands of Grand Rapids
Christian. Friday nigh! on the
Civic Center court by taking an
ImpressiveM-46 win over the

Donnelly told an interested group

Man Stricken

Thursday evening, when Holland
Garden Club members entertained
husbands and guests. The meeting

Watching Son

Snow

was held in tne parish hall of
Grace Church.
in his |ayt. “Strictlyfor the GRAND HAVEN tSpecial)
Birds." Mr. Donnelly gave some Andrew Gddersma, 65. was Striekvaluable and interesting facts, not er. with a fatal heart attack at
only about birds, bird watchers, 10:30 a m. Thursday while watchbird listing and ''birding" as it is ing his son. John, shovel snow at
sometimes called, but kept his au- the latter’s home at 1210 South
dience completely charmed by his Ferry St. Police and an ambulance

Shovel

Eagles. The Hollandersplayed like
the Maroons of the early season
as they copped their 13th win
against two defeats.
Perhaps the largest crowd ever
to see the Dutch perform locally,
estimated at 2.700 fans, got a real
thrill as the locals fought back
from a 10 point first quarter deficit
to pull away in the second half.
The Dutch may have turned
in better overallgames this sea-

-

'

true stories about the habits
the feathered ones.

were called but the elder Geldersma was dead on arrivalat MuniBird watchingas a hobby, he cipal Hospital.
Geldersma s wife, Pearl, was
said, has many advantages. It is
good exercise, for those who pur- killed in an automobile accident
sue it outdoor* as well as through near Coopersville on US-16 just bethe window, it offers sociability, fore Christmas in 1953. His daughit enlarges the mind and it re- ter. Ruth, and her h u s b a n d,
freshes the spirit.The sport is good Charles Ward Gogo, of G r a nd
anyplace — the city as well as Rapids, were killed in a two-car
the country: it is good anytime, crash May 4, 1957, in northern
summer, fall, winter and spring: Michigan.

j

I

lllgllgliyi
PASSING THE TIME OF DAV — Oldsters Henry Geertman of
146 Fairbanks Ave. Uefti and John Ter Horst of 143 Fairbanks
Ave. take time out from shovelingtheir walks to chat as they
lean on their shovel handles. Perhaps Holland’s two-footsnowfall has brought back memories of other winters and other snowfalls or maybe they are dreaming of spring and milder weather.
(Sentinel photo)

it has

an

aesthetic quality

of

and

Geldersma. a retired truck farm-

it

doesn't cost much.
A good bird book and a pair
of field glasses are the only equipment needed.
Bird watchers also serve a useful purpose. Mr. Donnelly said.
Besides identifyingthe various
sweets,pop. coffee, etc., were or- SpecjeS( thpy C0linl ^e birds, lik

UoUmfA.

er, formerly worked at the Challenge RefrigeratorCo., the Grand

of World War I and was a

Chix Clinch 2nd Crown

Grand Haven township.
Surviving are the son. John, and
seven grandchildren.

Christendom

Har-

er were never sharper.Repeated- set
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afire the mortgage held by re-
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East Eighth St.;
W
, birds like lo live where people do. I,
of and
„nH that
tuQ,
n
i thony
UIU,,J Peerbolt, 203 East 30th St.: Zeeland .................
9

th

(Sentinel Qhoto)

mem-

ber of Hope Reformed Church in

COMSTOCK PARK (Special) messy
year, bird watchers count and reScoring its most decisive victory
When the congregationof Grace and their fur was shaggy and port l0 the Michigan Audubon SoFuneral services were held at
Episcopal Church gathered a few rough. Their cage was always ciety wh0 in lurn reporl l0 lt]e 2 30 p m. Monday from Trinity Re- of the season, the Zeeland High
weeks ago to burn the mortgage on The class topped off the experi- \atjonai Audubon Society
formed Church in Grand Haven basketball team wrapped up its
the new $200,000 buildingerected ment by planning, preparing and Thpy sludy bird habl["s and lbc with the Rev. Stewart Blauw of second straight outright Kenewa
in 1954. the document was set afire eating a well balanced dinner at rciatjon of birds to nature. An es- Trinity and the Rev. Richard League title here Friday night with
Cal Klaasen
an 83-35 win over Comstock Park.
by an extra-special cigarette light- school,
• • . beet performance of ucafton
t.mate of the total birds that breed .lager of Hope Church officiating,
The win was the ninth straight
in this country was six billion Burial was in Spring Lake Cemeson. but they were never scrapj in league play for the Chix and
Some
weeks
earlier Senior War- ^ s Newcoming Time in Holland, Includmg migratorybirds there tery.
pier than they were Friday night.
the ninth straight loss for CornCoach Art Tuls' Maroons were a den Emeritus Otto P. Kramer had and ,he Cll>’ hos' s welcomed sev- are 15 billion. Ornithologists &y
stock Park.
inadvertently
put his lighter in the ™ new far™1iesduring December that the red-eyed vireo is the most
determined outfit in their efforts
Coach Paul Van Dort used his
common bird and the red start
to rebound from a poor showing offering plate, and since it was and dunn8 January,
regulars, the first and third quaragainst Allegan Tuesday night. presented at the altar it is per-i ^r- and ^rs- Albert Nutile and warbler is next.
Admitted to Holland Hospital ters and the reserves the second
There was no comparison in the baps the only dedicated lighter in tw° children are living in their “Because we seeuso many robins Thursday were Horace T r o o s
and fourth periods#
new home
Baywood Dr. The and sparrows around our
,
way they played against the Eagles
Retiring Perish Treasurer
f™l,;hGruan,<!RrfapJds'
and in their defeat by Allegan.
atuc’k ' S y
1 Kenewa Standings
common. Mr Donnellysaid, but Be,“ couTsao
. 88,
3
Defensivewise the the Holland- old W. Moore used this lighler to1 Mr Nut,le 15 “1,h lhe Holland Fur'

er.

Jonge, Merle Berens, Ron Van Haitsma and
Harv Feenstra, all seniors. Standing: Manager
Bob Hasten. Keith Hubbell, Jim Van Dam,
Marvin Feenstra,Jack Van Dort, Wayne Schout,
Gary Carley, Craig Hubbell and Coach Paul
Van Dort.

Haven Brass Co., and Story and
Clark Piano Co. He was a veteran

nery. They chewed the cord on ; taking census. During Christmas
their cage, were always hungry week and at olhcr sel limes of ,he

too.

KENEWA KINGS - Zeeland High School’s basketball team won its second straight outright
Kenewa League title Friday night with an 83-35
win at Comstock Park. The Chix. who must play
one more league foe. Hudsonville at Zeeland,
Feb. 21, have a 9-0 league mark. Pictured left to
right kneeling are: Dave Van Peursem, Max De

Chix entered the scoring column. Larry Zolman had 14 and
Dave Van Peursem was high sen, 10.
point man with 22 points. He made
Zeeland (83)
seven baskets off the fast break
and two free shots in the third De Jonge, f ....
quarter. Wayne Tani*. defensive Berens, f ......
star, succeeded in stealing the ball Schout, c ......
frequentlyfrom the Panthers and Tanis. g
feeding to Van Peursem.
Van Peursem.g
!

Max De Jonge and

Wayne

Schout stood out on rebounding
while Marv Feenstra, who scored
eight and was rugged under the
basket,and Craig Hubbell and Jim
Van Dam, who each had six, were
best among the reserves.

Van Dort, c
K. Hubbell,g
M. Feenstra,f
C. Hubbell. g

.

Bill

FG FT PF TP

...5

4

0

14

...200

4

0
0
2
... 1 2
... 1 0

...3
...3
..10
...3
...3

2

0
Van Dam, f .... 3 0
H. Feenstra,f .... 1 1
Carley. g ........... 1 0
.

Han-

.

.

0

6

3

6

2

22

2

4

2

2

1

8

3

6

2

6

2
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1

2

Comstock Park was never in the
game and wr# hurt somewhat in
36 11 18 83
the second ha f with the loss of
Comstock Park (35)
Rod Denhart. who sprained h i s
FG FT PF TP
ankle, and Tim Gelderbloom, who
Humphrey, f ... ....
injured h;s shoulder.
Baron, f
....
2
1
Zeeland made 16 per cent of its Gelderbloom. c ....
1
5
shots and sank 11 of 18 free throws Denhprt, g
....
1 0 3
while the Panthers made 17 of 27 Hackmuth,g ... ....
4
8
charitytosses.
Wier. f
....
1 2

ly in the contestthe locals inter- tiring Junior Warden Lewis C.
Kcntland. lnd„ are living at 1113; ,n identifying0vVnou s bird* Handy Hlrdes• 333 Wesl 21sl St. | Hudsonville ..............
6
cepted Grand Rapids passes, hit- Hartzell. Incidentally, the congre- SouUl Shore Dr. Their children are|whichis af,er one the mos| • discharged
dayi; Alan Fremont ............... 6
gation
paid
off
the
mortgage
in
ting the high point in the second
Brinkman. 800 West 2)th St.; Mrs. Coopersville.............. 5
grown and Mr. Cook is retired
satisfying results of bird watching,
quarter as the Maroons stole
l'me al'°Bed to it. as the
1
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Vander how the birds behave is almost as Leonard Smith. 169 Grandview
ball four consecutivetimes from note did not become due until 1963. Broek and four childrenof Grand
significant as their appearance.the|Avc.. Urns Dalman 265 East 13th Comstock Park ......... 0
the Eagles as they came down to
Rapids are living at 124 East 20th
Harold Ramsey of Waukazoohas
speaker said, it helps to know what S ; L,zz,e Dokler’ 1M Lasl 21sl
Zeeland led 23-7 at the end of
set up their offense.
St. Mr. Vander Broek is a student
their habitats are. the kind of
,,
the first quarter and 43-11 at half5
Christian’s rebounding was tre- forwarded a clipping to the Senti- at Hope College.
they eat. where they nest and the ..D,sc]harged * w"c “rs time. The third period score was
The Zeeland reserves walloped Benham, g ..... ....
1,0 1
mendous, paced by Cal Klaasen, nel from the Lansing State JourMuriel Cook. 31 East 2/th St.; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bishop of territories they have staked out.
the Comstrock Park seconds. 77-54. Koert.
.........
1
who turned in his best perform- nal concerningefforts of the Grand Rapids are living at 651
1
Samuel Oiund and baby. 301 East 72-22.
“Balance is the keyword in naThe Zeeland regulars made 23 They hit on 51 per cent of their Scheffler. g .... ....
1
ance of the season. He got good Horsebrook School districtto effect Chicago Dr. They operate Tubp
2
Seventh St.: Dale Allen Sloothaak,
ture." Mr. Donnelly said. “When ...
D
r»
and 29 points while the reserves shots. Bob Brower led with 17 and
assistance from Jim Hulstt and a political merger with Lansing City Motel.
we
feel
badly
abont
a
bigger
h,rd
R‘ le Ran8' Rd'; vJerrynDo" accounted for 20 and 11. Every was followedby John Roe with 16.
city.
Totals
9 17 14 35
Warren Otte. Holland's work on the
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Groenewout
It was the second school district
doing away with our favonle and .0lls
New Rlchboards had to be good as they were
and four childrenof Walled Lake.
up against two of the best re- to take this action in recent weeks. Mich., have purchased a home at chickadee, we must realize there ! m<1,.n<
HosPltal hirt,l’S a dau»h*f' Entertains Camp Fire
bounders in the Grand Rapids City Petitions call for merging all the 169 Dunlon Ave. Mr. Groenewout is is a plan for these things, we call ' T
1 1
Terri Lynne, born Thursday to Mr.
Horsfebrook districtlying within the
it God's providence."
Group on Birthday
League in Curt Haaksma and Henthe new district Scout executive.
and
Mrs
Charles Winters, route
XZ*** w *
boundaries of Lansing township
Mrs. Carl S. Cook, president,
ry De Mots. The classy De Mots,
.
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Olsson
1. West Olive; a son, Jay Myron.
Cheryl De Wit. daughter of Mr.
and Ingham county. A small porpresided at the meeting and an6' 5” Eagle center was superb and
of Grand Rapids are living at 168
Jr.
born
Thursday
to Mr. and
is unquestionably the best pivot tion of the district in Clinton coun- West 16th St. Mr. Olssor is techni- nounced the nominating committee Mrs. Jay Peters. 105 East Ninth and Mrs. Harris De Wit entertained
Eleven students from Ottawa f
with Mrs. James Lugers as chairman that the Maroons have faced ty is not includedin the proposed cal illustratorfor Conrad. Inc.
County,including six from Holland,
St.: a daughter, Rhonna Lea. born members of the Can-Cm-Ca Camp
merger. It is slightly more than
man. Mrs. Robert Sessions, chairall season.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Lyons and
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey ; Fire group of Lincoln School at
are among the 1.204 Universityof
a mile square and has a populaman of the Flower Show, announcAlso coming in for their share
five childrenof Grand Haven are
Beelen, 1574 Ottawa Beach Rd.
her home. 83 South River Ave.,
Michigan students, who have suction of 2.200 to 2.500. A separate
ed
the
theme
of
the
show
and
inof the glory in the win were Holliving at 369 Columbia Ave. Mr.
petitionwas being circulatedin
Monday in honor of her 11th birthtroduced Mrs. Harry Wetter.
-u
•
cessfullycompletedrequirements
land’s two playmaking guards.Dan
Lyons is employed by Swift Beer
tipulture chairman for the Club and rennville Cage Drawing
day anniversary
Boi and Jim Meurer. In addition Lansing for names of registered Service.
at the end of the fall semester in
for the show who had arf interest- Scheduled for Feb. 25
to turning in great defensivejobs, voters living in the city but who
Games were played with prizes
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hanko and
Ann Arbor. These graduationcanthe pair were instrumental in own property in the Horsebrook three children of Chicago have ing display of plants and> branches.
going to Linda Nykamp, Gail Neldidates received token diplomas at
school
district.
Mrs.
Lugers
provided
an
assort- 1 FENNVILLE
Drawings
for
aUrting a good share of the
son. Joan Pluim and Lorna Weypurchased a home at 1206 Marment
of
homemade
and
commer1 the first district tournament at
the University'smidyear graduaMaroon fast breaks.
schede. A two course lunch was
During the Mothers March a lene. Mr. Hanko is a salseman for cial
FennvilleHigh School will be held
by‘
tion exercisesheld recently.
Grand Rapids won the field goal
PillsburyMills.
few weeks ago. several men joined
Mrs. O.
Raith and her com- 1 in the gymnasium. Feb. 25.
‘
. _ „
ahootingbattle as they pumped in
From Holland are Dwight A.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Fred Winter and
mittee were in charge of the re- 1 barn Sexton,tournament manager.
hose presen were Caryle Bell,
18 out of 49 shots for 37 per cent the women in the polio errand, and two daughters of Fairbury. Neb.,
Kraai, route 2. Master of Science
freshments
which
were
served
'
announced
Jean.e
Britton
Vickie
Dekker
Arwhile the Dutch connected on 21 later Bill Hopps and Keith Van have purchased a home at 165 Ewst
in Engineering: Willard A. KrameUa Hopp. Linda Jurr.es, Sandra
ou of 81 for a 35 per cent mark. Hate chatted with Mike Van Oort 26th St. Mr. Winter is a teacher from an attractively decorated Fennville.Bangor. Hopkins and Mulder.
er. 79 West 12th St.. Master of
Gail
Nelson.
Linda
Nytable in the red and white motif, j Hudsonville Unity Christian are
Coach Wes Vryhof's Eagles shot and Bud Borr to see if anybody in Junior High,
Business Administration;William
had had any trouble with dogs in
thp Tnnnvm.' kamP- Joan Pluim- Laune PomPthe four teams
in the first quarter as if they ownRotLschaefer,993 West 32nd St.,
in Junior High.
Lake Titicaca is .be hiBhc.stnav i .oac
| L>™1 Slagh^Sha™ Va"d" Wllk
ed the Civic Center baskets. the many calls.
Master of Science (in surgery);
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard A. Hunt
Paced by De Mots, the Grand They all agreed there hadn't been and two sons of Columbus. Ohio, igable body of water in the world. The tournament will be held and Ia0rna Weyschede. Also presHenry H. Tan, 566 Howard Ave.,
any
trouble
...
in fact they hadn't
Located in the Andes between Bo- March 4. 5 and 7. One game will en u^re cir ea ers ‘ rs’
Rapids club raced out to a 15-5
Master of Science in Chemistry;
are living at 370 East 26th St.
and Mrs. Mulder.
livia and Peru, the mountain lake be played each night. Norm Japlead. The Dutch really got their even seen any dogs.
John C. Vander Velde. 1575 South
Mr. Hunt is With General Electric.
The
group
presented
Cheryl
with
Then
as Mike returned to his car,
Mrs. Anno Peerbolte
is some 12 thousand feet above inga and Jay Eormsma of Holland
fast break clickingin the closing
Shore Dr.. Doctor of Philosophy
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence T. Boeresea
' will officiate the tourney.
a corsage.
The 90th birthdayanniversaryof 'in physics' and Peter E. Vant
stages of the period to narrow the
prospectivemotiier on the March
and two children of Cicero. III.,
count to 15-10 at the quarter.The
Mrs. Anna Peerboltfwas oh- slot. 81 East 25th St.. Bachelor
for Polio. A pregnant female hound have purchased a home at 27 West
Eagles hit 55 per cent and Holland
served Monday with open house of Business Administration.
contentedly curled up
st- Mr- B(*‘remaoperates
for friends and relativesat her
25 per cent during the first eight was
Zeeland Hardware.
Others in the county receiving
Mike's back seat.
home. 140 AnilineAve.
minutes.
The Rev. and Mrs. Harland
degrees are Alden G. Walters of
Mrs. Peerbolte.who was born
After the losers had scored the
It was Valentine Day Friday. Steele and three children of Grand
first basket of the second period,
in The Netherlands,came to this Zeeland: Richard H. Harbdck of
Haven
have
moved
into the parcountry at the age of 12 and has Grand Haven. Jack Hovingh of Althe locals started to move. With We liked these sentiments from sonage of Trinity Reformed Church
one of our readers. Clara L. Jesiek,
lived here ever since. She is a lendale. Keith C. Dykstra of Hudall five starters scoring,the Maat 495 Central Ave. Rev. Steele is
member of Central Avenue Chris- sonville and John C. Angus. Spring
roons scored 12 straight points to 448 Division, who wrote;
the new pastor.
To the Editor:
tian Reformed Church.
take a 22-17 lead. De Mots then
Lake.
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Ed
Mulder
I live in the "sticks.’’
connected on three outcourt jump
She has three daughters. Mrs.
and
two
children of Ridgefield,
Am
I
a
nut
Roads
all blocked;
shots to move the Eagles out to
Henry Witteveen of Denver. Colo.,
and my cesspool'sshut. Pump's N. J.. have moved into the parsona 25-24 halftime lead.
Mrs. John Patz of South Holland,
froze up and the grub's low; but age of the new Christ Memorial
The two clubs traded baskets in
Church at 595 Graafschap Rd. Rev.
oh.
how
1
love
"the
beautiful
111. and Mrs. Charles Vander
The Women's Society for Christhe first two minutes of the third
Mulder is the new pastor of the
tian Service of the Burnips Methoquarter before Klaasen put the snow!”
Schaaf
of
Holland:
three
sons.
church
“Little change in the weather.
dist Church held an all-day meetDutch out in front 32-30. From this/
Harry Peerbolteof Detroit and
ing Thursday at the home of Mrs.
poibt on the
j A few
Ci.y Hall,
Anthony and Leonard Peerbolteof
John Wycoff of Dorr. A potluck
in the tilt, as they upped their
Holland and a stepson. Peter Peer; City Auditor John Fonger, who aldinner was served after which
lead to 39-30 at one point before
bolte of Kankakee.111. There are
Sears R. McLean, former Hoi- ; so is a reserve policeman, was
Mrs. William Fleser. president,
Grand Rapids scored to make it
ribbingTreasurer Al Stoner about
several grandchildren.
land resident,wrote from Biloxi,
presided at the business meeting
39-32 going into the last period.
not having his operator'slicense
.....
and conducted devotions.
Haaksma and Mulder
threw a Miss. "Rather a bum winter down renewed. He thought it was a
Pottawattomie Bayou
The WSCS of the Market Street
acare into the Dutch as they nar- here ^ls^®ar^i
pretty good joke until ho checked
Methodist Church held its meeting
Resident
Dies
at
84
rowed the coun to four p 0 1 n t
snowstorm his own . . .. and learned it too
twice. Two baskets by Bos gave
12> basing a tine snowstorm
last Wednesday at the home of
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
the Dutch a 46-38 margin with two outside - everyhing
expired,
Mrs. Marvin Folkert Sr.
Louis Newall Van Drezer, 84. a
The WSCS of the Monterey Cenminutes left. Both clubs staged a
It may not be unusual to coax Daffynitions from the Pontiac
resident c Pottawattomie Bayou, ter MethodistChurch met Wednesscoring spree in the final minutes
pheasants to your bird feeding Pref
died Thursdayfollowing an illness day at the home of Mrs. Troy
with Jim Hulst hitting twice off a
station, but when five of them ap- Silence: What often is sublime,
of several years. He was born in Clawson of Monterey Centery.
fast break for the locals to keep
pear in your front yard at the especiallyin a juke box.
Grand Haven, to Mr. and Mrs.
Prayer meetingswere held
the game out of reach.
same time, that's a bit unusual. Fracture: What gets you a merit
Luman fenny Van Drezer. who Wednesday and Thursday evening
At the foul lane the locals conThis happenedto young Jane El- badSe in ski‘^
came to Grand Haven from Chi- at the Burnips Methodist and Burnected on 12 out of 30 and Grand
len Looman. daughter of Mr. and Business: VS hat every business
cago and built the brick building nips Pilgrim Holiness Churches,
Rapids hit on 10 out of 22 tries..
Mrs. Edwin Looman. 37 Vander man wishes his son to inherit
later known as the City Hotel, in respectively.
Four of the Dutch starters scored
Veen Ave., some time ago. Jane >1 ,axes don 1
,0 l1,
which the deceased was born.
The Rev. Garold Trudell, pastor
in double figures with Klaasen
had put out some acorns and corn
Van Drezer attended the Grand of the Burnips Methodist Church
leading the way with 13. followed
Child is Injured
Haven schools and worked for the was a Kalamazoovisitorlast luesby Hulst with 12. De Mots was for the
American Express Co. in Grand! day morning.
—
,
In Two-Car Accident
the Eagle high man with 16.
Are the seven basic foods necesHaven for 15 years. He also worked
Christian faces its third tough
two-month-old child, Jenny
at the Norge Co. in Muskegon un- Muskeqon Man, 83
game in a week’s time on Tues- sary for good
Mrs. Georgianna Timmer'sthird ; Lynn DeJoi.g, of 136 Burt St.,
til four years before his retirement.
'
day when they invade Zeeland for
at Lincoln School has found Grand Rapids, was treated by a
He is survived by his wife; a Dies in Spring Lake
a return game with the Chix. grade
the answer after an interesting doctor for a head injury received
daughter, Mrs. Goldie Mather of
Grand Rapids Christianmean- out
GRAND HAVEN (Special!
experiment with white mice. The in an accidentThursday at 6 p.m.
Flint, a stepson, George W.
while makes ita bid for the leaderFrank Jankoski. 83. of 819 Cenclass sought two white mice from on Baldwin Ave. at Main St. in
Haner of Grand Haven township,
ship of the City League as they
ter St.. Muskegon, died Friday
fir«t nia™ ntiaaa Mill*
Upi0*111 laboratoriesin Kaia- Jenison.
a grandchild and a great grandat the Phillips Convalescent
Ottawa County deputiessaid she
child.
Home in Spring Lake township
was a passenger in a car driven
Funeral serviceswere held
following a three year illness.
2 j2 identical cages, the class settled by her father, Joe DeJong, 25. The
from the Kinkema Funeral Home
Hulst. f
........ 6
He was born in Allegan County,
down to a routine of care and driver of the other car was John
Saturday at 10 a.m. with Dr. WalKlaasen, f .......... 4
and for many years was propriecleaning of cages and controlled T. Funckes. 32. of Jenison.Depulace Robertson of the First PresOtte, c .............. 3
tor of the Lake City Creamery,diet.
ties said damage to the two cars
byterian church officiating Burial
Bos, g .............. 4
He is survived by four sons,
It didn’t take long before the was minor.
was
in Lake Forest Cemetery.
Meurer. g .........3
Frank Jr. of Muskegon. Carl, Leon
Good Health Family fed on
Klingenberg, g .... 1
and Edward of Lake 'City; a
Damage is Minors
Kool, l ........... 0
1 ("vo/ved in Accident
daughter, Mrs. Emma Crista of
py, clean and nealth-lookingro,
. ... ,
Ottawa County deputies said only Muskegon; a sister, Mrs. Mary
dents. But the mice that were ted „c*™ drtyen by Shemn Weener,
17. of route 2. Holland and Kenminor damage resulted when cars Marklwieta of Wayland and seven
neth Peck, 37, of 653 Hayes, were
driven by Herm VanDerLeek,48. grandchildren.
FLOWERS FOR GRANDMA
Valentine's
{lowering plaant. Cathy is the daughter of
involved in an accident at 4:05 p.m.
of 1421 South Shore Dr., and AudThe body was removed from the
Day has long been known as a day to show
Mr. and Mrs. William Hinga of 171 West
0 1 Thursday in front of 440 Lakewood
rey Ten Broeke, 17. of route 1, Barbier Funeral Home in Spring
appreciation to those we love. Three-year-old
26th St. Her great grandma lives at Kollen
0 1 Blvd. Ottawa County deputies said
Zeeland,collided Wednesday at Lake to the Young Funeral Home
Hall with her daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
5:25 p.m. on Eighth St. just west in Lake City where servicesand
burial took place Tuesday.
and Mrs. Milton L Hinga. (Sentinelphoto)
of US-31 bypass.
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